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Abstract
Incorporation of TiC particle was adopted as one of the available methods to study the
enhancement in tribological and mechanical properties of Ti-6A14V alloy. The
mechanical performance of Ti-6Al-4V-10Vol%TiC sample (TMC) was evaluated using
tensile and micro-scratch tests. Ball-on-disk tests at various loads revealed that the wear
resistance of Ti-6A1-4V was improved via incorporation of TiC provided that the contact
pressure remained lower than 0.98 GPa. Thermal oxidation was adopted to improve the
high pressure wear resistance of TMCs. The optimum oxidation condition was
characterized using XRD, SEM observations, and micro-scratch tests. The fracture
toughness of the coatings was measured by micro-indentation tests. Ball-on-disk tests
revealed that oxidation at the optimum condition (at 800 °C for 20 min) significantly
improved the wear resistance of the TMCs compared to uncoated TMCs. The mechanism
and the effect of oxidation process were analyzed and the operative wear mechanisms at
different loads were discussed.
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Figure 4.42. (a) SEM micrograph of the worn surface of TMC sample tested at ION normal load.
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Figure 4.45. (a) SEM micrograph of the worn surface of TMC sample tested at 5 N normal load.
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oxide. The EDS spectrum of regions "2" and " 3 " is shown in (b)
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Figure 4.47. SEM micrograph of the worn subsurface of TMC sample tested at 2 N normal load.
The surface was Ni-coated prior to finial surface preparation followed by etching. A thin Fe oxide
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layer laid over the TiC particles which were protruding out of substrate are the common features
observed in low loads
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outer scale consisted of small particles which EDS spectra were similar and shown in (b)
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Chapter 1
1

Introduction
Interest in the properties of titanium alloys started after the Second World War in

the late 1940's and early 1950's. Especially in the USA, major U. S. Government
sponsored programs led to the installation of large capacity titanium sponge production
plants [1]. High strength, low density, a modulus of elasticity very close to that of bone
and excellent corrosion resistance are the main properties that make titanium attractive for
a variety of applications. Examples include aerospace components, automotive, chemical
and medical applications.Ti-6A1-4V is one of the most widely used titanium alloys. It is
an a+P alloy whose typical applications include pressure vessels, aircraft gas turbine
disks, cases and compressor blades, and surgical implants [2]. Biomedical devices and the
parts for aircraft gas turbine are subjected to action of sliding contact of surfaces during
their service [3]. Titanium alloys are, however, known for their poor tribological
properties, including high and unstable friction coefficients, severe adhesive wear,
susceptibility to fretting wear, and a strong tendency to seize [4]. Over the past 20 years
many attempts have been made to improve the tribological performance of the titanium
alloys by means of two methods, namely surface engineering techniques and
incorporation of ceramic particles into the matrix. The developed surface engineering
techniques have met more or less with success, but most of them are not cost effective for
mass production. A novel surface engineering method has been recently developed by
Dong et al [5]. In this process—designated as TO process—Ti-6A1-4V samples are
thermally oxidized in an air furnace at 600° C for 65 h followed by furnace cooling which
has indicated considerable promise in vivo and in car race industries [4-6].
Discontinuously reinforced titanium shows very attractive structural properties
and is currently used commercially in automotive valves for the Toyota Altezza. Research
and development of titanium matrix composites (TMCs) for aerospace applications show
that this composite has the potential of exceeding the structural efficiency of all metallic
materials, and of cross-plied graphite/epoxy. Such reinforcements can be synthesized insitu in Ti and its alloy matrices via exothermic reactions of the constituent elements
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during high temperature processing. The reinforcements can also be directly introduced to
the matrix during processing. The resultant titanium matrix composite (TMC) will be
called "ex-situ" composites. The in-situ fabricated TMCs generally have a clean
particle/matrix interface, thereby promoting strong interfacial bonding [7]. Among the
existing ex-situ processes, metal injection moulding (MM) is a near net shape process
which eliminates most of the secondary and machining processes, and it, therefore, offers
a low cost alternative for hard to machine materials such as TMCs [8].
1.1

Scope and Objective of This Study
Intake and exhaust valves coordinate the transportation of the air fuel mixture for

combustion and the exhaust gases in automotive engines. Both parts are subjected to
cyclic mechanical loading, and the exhaust valves operate in gas temperature as high as
900°C, so good fatigue and creep resistance are required. The valves must also possess
good resistance to sliding wear in the valve guide. Automotive valves are typically
produced from austenite steel. TMCs have been used as automotive valves since 1998 and
allow a direct weight saving of 40% compared to a full steel valveset, which together with
the reduced spring mass makes a total weight reduction of 56% [9] Incorporation of the
ceramic particles to Ti and its alloys increases the high-temperature tensile strength and
stiffness of the material at the expense of tensile ductility and fracture toughness at
ambient temperature [7]. It has been frequently observed that there is a limit of pressure
and sliding speed where the TMCs lose their wear resistance due to debonding and/or
fracture of the particles [10-12]. The occurrence of debonding or particle fracture depends
on many factors such as the fabrication method, the volume fraction of the particles and
the size of the particles. According to author's knowledge, there exists no comprehensive
study that covers the tribological performance of TMCs and excavates the role of TiC
particle in sliding contact. Thereby, the first part of the present study focuses on the
mechanical and sliding wear properties of TiC-reinforced Ti-6A1-4V matrix—fabricated
in CANMET MTL, which has been fabricated for the first time by MEVI method, and the
effect of contact pressure on the success or failure of particles in improvement of sliding
wear has been revealed.
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It is known that the atmosphere of the exhaust gas is oxidizing, so that the exhaust
valves must have good oxidation resistance. A number of studies, therefore, have been
performed on the oxidation behaviour of TiC-reinforced Ti alloys to shed light on their
high temperature oxidation resistance [13-17]. So far, it is discussed that thermal
oxidation process can be employed as a cost-effective method to improve the tribological
properties of Ti-6A1-4V [5].This process, however, has never been adopted as a surface
engineering method for improvement of tribological properties of TMCs. Therefore, the
second part of this study focuses on characterizing an optimum thermal oxidation
condition for TMCs and evaluating the performance of these thermally oxidized TMCs
during sliding contact.
1.2

Organization of Thesis
This thesis is composed of five chapters. Chapter 1 is an introduction to this study

and the objectives of the thesis. A review of the literature on the properties of Ti and its
alloys and the available methods for enhancing their tribological and mechanical
properties is presented in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 describes the materials and experimental
procedure employed in this study. The results of the experimental studies are presented in
Chapter 4. This chapter covers the results of thermal oxidation of Ti-6A1-4V and Ti-6A14V-10Vol%TiC, and also the results of evaluation of mechanical and tribological
performance of both composite and oxidized samples. The experimental results are
discussed in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 comprises the summary and conclusions of this thesis.
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Chapter 2
2 Literature Survey
Titanium alloys are an important class of lightweight engineering materials used
not only for aerospace components, but also for automotive, chemical and medical
applications, which makes their tribological behaviour and mechanical properties a major
concern. They display an inferior wear resistance and considerable loss in mechanical
strength at high temperatures that restrict potential applications in many areas. A variety
of surface modification methods or incorporation of ceramic particles into Ti alloy, as an
alternative method, have been utilized to combat the poor tribological properties of
titanium alloys. The thermal oxidation process is one of the available surface
modification methods that has proven to be a cost effective way to improve the
tribological behaviour of Ti alloys.
This chapter reviews the existing literature on the properties of titanium alloys,
particularly Ti-6A1-4V alloy. Section 2.1 presents a description of the alloying,
processing, deformation modes and wear behaviour of titanium alloys. Section 2.1.5
introduces the general sliding wear properties of materials then highlights the specific
wear characteristics of titanium alloys. Section 2.2 focuses on the available methods for
improving the tribological and mechanical properties of titanium alloys, including the
thermal oxidation process and titanium matrix composites. This study uses the fracture
toughness measurement provided by indentation technique as a way to characterize the
oxide coatings. With this in mind, the literature on this measurement technique is
presented in section 2.3.
2.1

Titanium and Titanium-Based Alloys
Titanium is a low-density element (4.5 g/cm3 or approximately 60% of the density

of steels and superalloys) that can be significantly strengthened by alloying and
deformation processing. The Ti alloys other attractive properties include: good heat
transfer, low coefficient of thermal expansion (half of Al), the ability to passivate and a
high degree of immunity against attack by mineral acids and chlorides [18]. This
excellent corrosion resistance and biocompatibility, coupled with good strength make
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titanium and its alloys particularly useful in chemical and petrochemical, marine
environment and biomaterial applications. The combination of high strength, stiffness,
toughness, low density and superior corrosion resistance displayed by various titanium
alloys at very low to elevated temperatures meets weight savings efforts in aerospace and
other high performance applications [2] The basic characteristics of Ti and its alloys are
compared to other Fe, Ni and Al-based alloys in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1. Some important characteristics of titanium and titanium based alloys as compared to
other structural metallic materials based on Fe, Ni, and Al [1].
Properties

Ti alloys

Fe alloys

Ni alloys

Al alloys

Melting temperature of the pure metal (C)

1670

1538

1455

660

Room temperature E of the pure metal (GPa)

115

215

200

72

Yield strength level (MPa)

400-1400

200-2000

200-1400

120-500

Density of the pure metal (g/cnr1)

4.5

7.9

8.9

27

Comparative corrosion resistance

Very high

Low

Medium

High

Comparative reactivity with oxygen

Very high

Low

Low

High

Comparative price of metal

Very high

Low

High

Medium

Titanium has an HCP crystal structure at room temperature, which is referred to as
the "a" phase. This structure transforms into a BCC crystal structure known as the "P"
phase at 882° C. The hexagonal unit cell of the a phase exhibit a c/a ratio of 1.587. which
is smaller than the HCP crystal structure's ideal ratio of 1.633 [1]. The basic
characteristics of Ti are explained in the following sections.
2.1.1 Alloying and Phase Diagrams
The alloying elements present in most of titanium alloys can generally be divided
into a stabilizers or P stabilizers. The P transus temperature can be defined as the lowest
equilibrium temperature at which the material is 100% p, as shown in the 3-dimentional
phase diagram illustrated in Figure 2.1. P stabilizers such as Mo, V, Ta, Cb, Mn, Fe, Cr,
Co, Ni and Cu stabilize the BCC crystal structure by lowering the transformation
temperature. On the other hand, a stabilising elements including Al, Ga, Ge, C, N and O
5

favour the a crystal structure by raising the P transus temperature [2]. The transition
between p phase and a phase in Ti can either occur martensitically, or by a diffusioncontrolled nucleation and growth process, depending on cooling rate and alloy
composition. This hexagonal martensite is designated as a' and observed in two
morphologies: massive (lath or packet) martensite and the so-called acicular martensite.
The former occurs only in Pure Ti, very dilute alloys and alloys with a high martensitic
transformation temperature [1].
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Figure 2.1. The Schematic three-dimensional phase diagram to classify Ti alloys; the diagram is a
combination of two phase diagrams with a and p stabilizing elements [19].
It is common to separate the alloys into four categories that refer to the phases that
are normally present, namely a, near a, a+P and P (with further subdivision into near- a
and metastable P). These are shown schematically in Figure 2.1. The a alloys consist of
the commercially pure Ti and alloys with a stabilizers or neutral elements while near a
alloys include alloys with minor fraction of P stabilizers. The a+ P alloys, the most widely
used alloy group, have an a/p volume fraction ranging from 5 to 40%. In the class of
metastable p alloys, the BCC structure no longer transforms to the HCP martensite upon
fast quenching.
The properties of titanium alloys are primarily determined by the arrangement,
volume fraction, and individual properties of the two phases a and p. Compared with the
BCC p, the hexagonal a is characterized by the following properties:
higher resistance to plastic deformation,
reduced ductility.
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anisotropic mechanical and physical properties,
a diffusion rate which is at least two orders of magnitude lower,
higher creep resistance [20]
Consequently, a+P-Ti alloys have generated increasing interest in many
applications due to their relatively low modulus (lower than a alloys), fairly high tensile
strength (higher than a-alloys), corrosion resistance (better than P alloys) and ductility
(higher than both P and a alloys) [21]. Among a+P-Ti alloys, Ti-6A1-4V is the most
widely used and is commonly considered the "workhorse" of the titanium alloy family. It
is an a+ P type containing 6 wt% Al and 4 wt% V the properties of [19] which are further
described in section 2.1.2.
2.1.2 Ti-6A1-4V Alloy
For the majority of the last half of the twentieth century, Ti-6A1-4V accounted for
about 45% of the total weight of all shipped titanium alloys. This alloy is ideal for aircraft
structural parts as well as the rotating and non-rotating parts in aero-engines because of its
improved corrosion resistance and higher modulus of elasticity, in addition to higher yield
and fatigue strength compared to competing materials like Al alloys. Another application
for Ti-6A1-4V is in the power generation field as low pressure steam turbine blading
material. The Ti-6A1-4V alloy offers a lower modulus of elasticity combined with better
seawater corrosion resistance than competing steel materials in offshore oil and gas
production. Another major application of this alloy is in the biomedical field where
corrosion resistance, biocompatibility, bioadhesion (bone ingrowth), a modulus of
elasticity close to that of bone, fatigue strength, and good processibility including joining
and casting are the properties of interest[l,2].
Al and V are the most frequently used substitutional alloying elements. Al
partitions selectively to the a phase, and provides solid solution strengthening. The most
important and by far the most intensively investigated titanium phase diagram is the
system Ti-Al, shown in Figure 2.2 [20]. The Al concentration is usually held to 6 wt%
(maximum 6.75%) to avoid the formation of an ordered structure of DOi9 known as a2
that degrades ductility, stress corrosion resistance and toughness [19]. The ternary
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additions of V (maximum 4.5 wt.%) slow this precipitation reaction significantly
compared to binary Ti-Al alloys. It also decreases the solubility of Al in a phase. This
alloying element is rejected from the a phase because of its low solubility in this phase,
and will be concentrated in small regions of the P phase [22].
Weight Percent Aluminum

Figure 2.2. The Ti-Al phase diagram [20].
2.1.3 Processing and Microstructure
Microstructure has a substantial effect on the properties of Ti alloys. The
microstructure of a+P Ti alloys strongly depends on both processing history and heat
treatment. In general, three distinctly different types of microstructures can be obtained
by changing the thermo-mechanical processing: fully lamellar, fully equiaxed and bimodal (duplex) [23].
A central point for thermomechanical treatment is the P -transus temperature (982993°C for Ti-6A1-4V), since it separates the p phase field from the two-phase a+p field.
Lamellar microstructures are the result of cooling from temperatures above the P-transus
temperature (such as 1050-1065° C for Ti-6A1-4V). Once the temperature falls below the
transus temperature a nucleates at grain boundaries and then grows as lamellae into the
(prior) P grain. Slow cooling—with l°C/min—from the P phase field results in pure
lamellar microstructures with the lamellae becoming coarser in tandem with a reduced
8

cooling rate (Figure 2.3). Rapid cooling—with 8000 "C/min—leads to a martensitic
transformation of p, resulting in a very fine needle-like microstructure. For Ti-6A1-4V
this change occurs at cooling rates faster than 1000 °C/min. Unlike steels, however, the
hardening effect observed for titanium alloys on martensitic transformation is only
moderate [20].
Unlike lamellar microstructures, equiaxed microstructures are the result of a
recrystallization process, so the alloy must first be highly deformed in the a+P field to
introduce enough cold work into the material. The applied plastic deformation should be
as high as possible but at least high enough to obtain complete recrystallization of the a
and P phases during the next step. Subsequent solution heat treatment at temperatures in
the a+P field (950-955 °C for 10 min for Ti-6A1-4V) produces a recrystallized and
equiaxed microstructure (Figure 2.4). Extended annealing coarsens the equiaxed
microstructure and the solution heat treatment temperature determines the volume
fraction of the primary a. Solution heat treatment just below the P-transus temperature
(950-955 °C for Ti-6A1-4V) results in bimodal microstructures that consist partly of
equiaxed (primary) a in a lamellar a+P matrix. Bimodal microstructures can be
considered a combination of lamellar and equiaxed microstructures (Figure 2.5) [20].

Figure 2.3. Widmanstatten Microstructure of an a+p Ti alloy (Ti-6A1-4V) after slow cooling from
above the p transus. The white plates are a, and the dark regions between them are p. Optical
micrograph. 500x [1].
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Figure 2.4. Fully equiaxed microstructure of an a+P Ti alloy (Ti-6242) slowly cooled from the
a+P two phase region. The white plates are a, and the dark regions between them are P [1].

Figure 2.5. Bimodal microstructure of an a+p Ti alloy (Ti-6A1-4V). The white regions are a, and
the regions between them are the lamellar a+P phase [1].
2.1.4

Deformation Modes
The main slip directions for a-Ti are the three close-packed directions of the

type < 1120 >. The slip planes containing these directions that make the main slip
systems are (0001), {1010}, and {1011} (< a > slip systems)—basal, prismatic and
pyramidal planes, respectively [1]. These slip systems only offer 4 independent systems
and the von Mises criterion requires at least five independent slip systems for the
homogenous plastic deformation of metals, meaning that the operation of a slip system
from the Burgers vector type (c + a) with the slip direction of (1123) and pyramidal type
slip planes of {1011} and/or {1122} should be activated. These slip systems are
schematically shown in Figure 2.6. These latter systems are called first and second order
pyramidal slip systems, respectively [1,24]. Most of the studies performed on a-Ti
crystals have proven that the relative ease of slip systems activation increases in the order
of pyramidal, basal and prismatic systems [25-28]. The fact that the in the absence of
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impurities the dislocations movement is easier and friction force is lower for prismatic
planes, may be explained by the fact that for the HCP structure of a-Ti the c/a ratio is 3%
lower than the ideal lattice (1.633). On the basis of a hard sphere model, this leads to a
larger spacing between prism planes and the packing density of the prism planes will
increase relative to the basal planes [20,28]. The friction force, or Peierls-Nabarro force,
is the stress required to move dislocation through a crystal lattice in a particular direction
(TC) which is given by,
2G e-[2na/(l-v)b]

Equation 1.1

Where a is the distance between slip planes and b is the distance between atoms in the
slip direction. Increasing a or decreasing b will decrease the friction force of prismatic
planes in Ti relative to the basal planes [29].
The ductile behaviour of HCP-a-Ti, especially at low temperatures, results from
the activation of twining deformation modes in addition to conventional slip by
dislocations. The main twinning modes for a-Ti are {1012}, {1121} and {1122}, with
additional non-preferred twinning modes of {1123}, {1124}, and {1011}. The BCC p
phase also shows twinning in addition to slip. The main slip systems in the BCC P-phase
are {110}, {112} and {123}, all with the same Burgers vector of the type < 111 > It
should be noted that the occurrence of twining is limited to the single phase state and
decreases with increasing solute atoms [30,31].

{1011} pyramidal plane

[1010} prism plane
<1120> slip direction
a2
basal ptene {0001}

Figure 2.6. Schematic illustration of the slip systems of HCP lattice [20].
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2.1.5

Mechanical Properties
With a strength-to-density ratio of 25 x 10 6 mm, Ti-6A1-4V is an effective

lightweight structural material and has strength-toughness combination between those of
steel and aluminum alloys. The effect of prior processing and microstructure on
mechanical properties is quite varied. The strength advantage and disadvantages of the
two microstructures of equiaxed and Widmanstatten are as follows:
-

Equiaxed: higher ductility and formability, higher threshold for hot-salt stress
corrosion, higher strength (910 MPa compared to 875 MPa for Widmanstatten),
better hydrogen tolerance, and better low-cycle fatigue properties.

-

Widmanstatten: Superior creep resistance and higher fracture toughens values.
Therefore, a+P alloys are generally annealed just below the transus temperature to

produce a maximum of acicular beta with approximately 10% of equiaxed a to take
advantage of a combination of the superior mechanical properties of both microstructure
[2].
The typical mechanical properties of a bimodal microstructure of Ti-6A1-4V at
room temperature and at 316 and 427°C are listed in Table 2.2

The mechanical

properties of Ti and its alloys are generally very sensitive to temperature and the tensile
strength is decreased from 827 MPa at room temperature to 563 MPa at 316°C and to 521
MPa at 427C [23]. The ductile nature of Ti and its alloys, on the other hand, is attributed
to the increased number of slip systems caused by the lower c/a ration of the HCP lattice
[20].
Table 2.2. Typical mechanical properties of bimodal microstructure of Ti-6A1-4V alloy [23].
Yield strength

Ultimate

Elongation

Modulus of

Fracture toughness

(MPa)

strength (MPa)

(%)

elasticity (GPa)

(MPaVm)

At25°C

827

896

10

113

44-110

At316°C

563

663

17

—

—

At 427C

521

609

18

—

—

Properties
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2.1.6

Wear Behaviour of Titanium and Titanium Based Alloys
Sliding wear of metals involves complicated phenomena such as metal transfer

and formation of surface layers by mechanical mixing as well as large plastic deformation
at and beneath the surface. A general description of the sequence of events occurs during
sliding is given in section 2.1.6.1, while the factors motivating the poor tribological
properties of Ti alloys, the wear mechanisms and existing methods for improving their
wear behaviour are described in section 2.1.6.2.
2.1.6.1 Sliding Wear
Material transfer and surface damage are the inherent sequence of unlubricated
sliding systems or the systems with failed lubricants. Local contacts cause large plastic
strains in either or both solid components and material transfer occurs due to adhesion
and plastic deformation. The transferred material becomes mixed with the matrix and/or
environmental components to produce a fine-grained transfer layer, i.e. tribolayer. The
plastic deformation imposed on the surface causes a change in the material structure at
and beneath the surface. Loose debris is commonly derived from the tribolayer or the
highly deformed material. The series of events that lead to the formation of a tribolayer
and loose debris are given in this section, together with a general description of wear rate
equations (The Archard equation).
Archard Wear Equation
The Archard equation is a simple law for describing the volume of wear due to
adhesion in sliding contact. It is based on the assumption that the wear particles are
comparable in size to the junctions existing between sliding surfaces. According to this
equation the volume of wear per sliding distance (W) has the following form:
w

=

^Z.
H

Equation 1.2

Where F is the total normal load and H is the indentation hardness of the surface that is
worn away. The constant K is called the coefficient of wear [32] and expresses the
probability of forming wear particles [33]. According to this equation, if K is constant for
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a given sliding system under constant load (F), then the volume of material removed by
wear should be proportional to the sliding distance and sliding wear is in equilibrium
condition. Wear as a function of operating time or sliding distance, however, also depends
on the predominant wear mechanism, with three different periods commonly observed in
wear loss-sliding distance curves like Figure 2.7 (a). The running-in period (I) is
characterized by a progressive increase in wear loss. In the equilibrium (II) period, which
is the regime that satisfies the conditions of equation 1.2, the wear rate is constant. During
period ///, the system enters a new sliding regime and wears loss increases progressively
with sliding distance until failure occurs [34].
The following factors should be considered when using the Archard wear equation
to identify the different wear regimes:
According to Archard and Hirst [32] the linear dependence of wear rate on sliding
distance holds true only for the equilibrium stage of the wear which should be
distinguished from the periods I and 77/ when interpreting the volume loss data.
According to this equation, the wear rate depends only on the hardness and normal
load. The hardness of the material changes during the course of sliding, however,
as tribolayers form on the surface or the temperature varies as a result of
variations in sliding velocity [35].
Therefore, microscopic observations and the wear rate measurements based on the
Archard equation can be utilized to characterize the mechanisms responsible for material
removal in the equilibrium sliding wear.

Figure 2.7 Schematic representation of the wear loss plot as a function of operating time or
sliding distance showing the general progress of wear [34].
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Formation of Transfer Layer
In the early stages of sliding, matenal transfer occurs as a result of adhesion and
aspenties interaction After prolonged sliding, long enough to produce shear instability
regions, transfer can occur due to crack nucleation and propagation in the subsurface
region, which becomes instable due to shear [36] The tnbolayer material commonly
contains at least one second phase source of which can be from the counterface matenal,
a coating or the environment This layer's grain size is typically 10-50 nm, although
grains as small as 3nm have also been observed [37,38] The frequently-observed sharp
boundary between the tnbolayer and the highly deformed substrate material suggests the
involvement of a mechanical mixing process [36-46] The observed small gram size is
consistent either with a fracture model, a deformation model, or recrystallization [44,47]
and it is generally known that a structure with very fine grain size may be unstable
because of grain boundaries that can induce grain growth to minimize the Gibbs free
energy of the system The grain growth, however, can be impeded by incorporation of a
second phase which provides microstructural stability by acting as pinning points for
grain boundaries The ultrafine microstructure of the wear debris or the tnbolayer is,
therefore, attnbuted to the existence of a mixture of phases (such as oxides)
[37,38,44,45]
There is some evidence for the formation of tnbolayers whose microstructure and
even composition are different than those of the sliding pair The inter diffusion of atoms
due to elevated local temperatures can result in the formation of supersaturated solid
solutions and/or intermetallic compounds [38,48]

Another frequently observed

phenomena is temperature or deformation-induced phase transformations that lead to a
fine-grain martensitic layer observed on ferrous matenals [49], or a tnbolayer that
consists mainly of an a phase on an a+p base Ti alloy [50]
Formation of Wear Debris Particles
Loose debns can onginate from the transfer layer or the bulk material by different
mechanisms that depend on sliding condition, relative hardness of transfer matenal and
adjacent substrate and the microstructure and mechanical properties of the sliding
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materials [51]. According to Rigney et al [44], wear debris usually falls into two
categories, plate like and non-plate like. The former is a result of asperity deformation
and fracture, and/or ploughing by hard entrapped particles or hard asperities [52]. There
are several mechanisms proposed to describe the formation of loose debris from the
highly deformed material of the tribolayer or subsurface, such as the damage
accumulation model, the delamination model, the shear localization model, the oxidation
model, and others, which are described here.
The damage accumulation model was first proposed by Zhang and Alpas [43] then
modified using finite element analysis by Akarca et al [53]. According to this model, the
critical depth of crack propagation is determined by the opposing effect of plastic strain
(flow stress of) and hydrostatic pressure (oH), which both reach a maximum at the surface.
As Figure 2.8 shows, the critical depth at which these two stresses will be equal is
probably the depth at which the damage growth rate (D) is at its maximum, since the
hydrostatic pressure inhibits void growth and its magnitude on the surface is higher than
the flow stress. Estimating critical depth this way is in accordance with the thickness of
plate-like debris produced from the sliding of an Al-7%Si alloy.
According to the delamination model—proposed by N. P Suh [52]— large
incremental plastic strains caused by cyclic loading of asperities can promote the
nucleation of cracks at different depths below the surface. Further loading and
deformation then causes the cracks to propagate parallel to the surface with the
propagation of the crack that is nearest to the surface as the rate controlling process.
When the tip of the crack enters the tensile region, it propagates towards the surface
perpendicular to the maximum tensile stress direction [52]. The shear localization model
is based on the formation of adiabatic shear bands, which are formed due to both large
scale strains and strain rates where work hardening and strain rate hardening compete
with high-strain softening and thermal softening. This model describes conditions in
which a critical temperature at the asperities or bulk material must be overcome before
the occunence of delamination [40].
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Depth (z)

Figure 2.8. Schematic distribution of hydrostatic pressure, oH and the flow stress of that create a
subsurface damage gradient D (Zc is the location of the highest damage) [53].
Lim and Ashby's [54] has summarized and discussed the models of oxidation
based on the sliding wear of steels. According to this model an oxide layer will grow on
the asperity tip at elevated flash temperature until it reaches a critical thickness and spalls
off to form fine oxide particles. A new oxide layer then forms on the next asperity
contact. A schematic representation of this model is presented in Figure 2.9 [54]. At
higher temperatures, due to higher sliding velocity and load, islands or layers of oxide
forms on the surface that can be homogeneous oxide layers growing by tribochemically
enhanced oxidation, as shown in Figure 2.10. This is associated with both general
oxidation and the oxide becoming plastic and melting locally to a viscous liquid that can
flow under the sliding action [54]. Another possible mechanism for the formation of an
oxide layer is the agglomeration of fine particles generated at asperities contacts as shown
in Figure 2.11 [55]. In this latter mechanism, the oxide particles are retained within the
wear track where they are comminuted and fractured by repeated plastic deformation
while moving freely between the sliding surfaces. Once the particles are small enough,
they are agglomerated due to adhesion forces arising from the surface energy, and they
form the compact layer. This reduces material loss, since newly formed debris particles
are recycled into the layers. As sliding continues, the rates of two processes determine the
wear rate: the breakdown of the layers and the formation of the oxide layer by severe or
mild oxidation. For example, if the particle layers are not very well compacted, the
particle will be removed faster and the wear rate will be higher [55].
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Figure 2.9. Schematic representation of idealized mild-oxidational wear model for pin-on-disc
specimen configuration; (a) Oxide films grow on the asperity contacts, (b) The critical oxide film
thickness is attained on one of the contacts and the oxide layer breaks off as wear debris, (c) New
oxide grows on the metal exposed following loss of the oxide film while the oxide film on another
asperity reaches the critical thickness and breaks off [54].
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Figure 2.10. Schematic representation of idealized severe oxidational wear model for pin-on-disk
specimen configuration [54].
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Figure 2.11. Schematic representation of a model for the development of wear-protective oxide
layers from wear debris particles, (a) Generation of metallic wear debris, (b) Comminution,
oxidation and agglomeration of debris particles, (c) Compaction of agglomerated debris particles.
(d) Development of "glaze' layer over compacted particle layer under some conditions, (e)
Breakdown of wear-protective layers and development of new protective layers in other areas
[55].
2.1.6.2 Wear Behaviour of Titanium and Ti-6A1-4V
The sliding wear behaviour of Ti alloys reveals poor tribological properties,
including high and unstable friction coefficient, severe adhesive wear, susceptibility to
fretting wear, and a strong tendency to seize. Dong and Bell [4] conelated this
characteristics of Ti alloys with their electron configuration, crystal structure and
lubrication characteristics.
-

Electron configuration: since Ti has the lowest d-bond character (27%) and is
extremely active, it produces a high coefficient of friction and is ready to alloy
with other materials.

-

Crystal structure: as mentioned in section 2.1.4, the c/a ratio for a-Ti is less than
the ideal for HCP structures. This leads to an increase in the number of possible
slip systems. Since junction growth requires slip on different slip planes (lower
resistance to plastic shearing and low work hardening), it will be promoted by the
increased number of possible slip systems.
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-

Lubrication characteristics: all conventional lubricants are reported ineffective
when applied to Ti alloys, with an explanation being the low heat conductive
nature of Ti [4,56].
The low heat conductivity of Ti also leads to high flash temperatures induced by

friction during sliding as well as the formation of surface oxides. This oxide is thin and
easily removed, and does not protect the subsurface layers against wear [4,56].
Many studies have focused on the characterization of the wear mechanisms for Ti
and Ti-based alloys in reciprocating or dry sliding contact against various counterfaces
[50,57-61]. Metal and ceramic counterfaces were observed to produce a friction
coefficient in the range of 0.34-0.5 with relatively large fluctuations, while the polymeric
counterface (PTFE) generated a fairly smooth friction trace [61]. It is proposed that the
wear rate of a Ti-6A1-4V alloy is determined by the ductility of the material, the existence
of oxidation as a competing process and by the local plastic shear strain (by surface
temperature). Molinari et al [58] and Straffelini and Molinari [50] conducted a
comprehensive study on the dry sliding wear mechanism of Ti-6A1-4V against Ti-6A1-4V
and M2 steel counterfaces, and proposed a wear map as shown in Figure 2.12. The bold
curve indicates the boundary between two areas where distinct wear mechanisms
predominate; namely the oxidative and the delamination wear. The other curve—the thin
line— represents the minimum value of wear rate which lies in the region of delamination
very close to the boundary between the two regimes. The typical wear rates were between
(2.8 - 11.2) x 10" 6 mm 3 /mm for oxidative wear and (17.0 - 45.2) x
for delamination wear.
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Figure 2.12. Qualitative wear map representing the results of (Ti-6A1-4V) disk against (Ti-6A1-4V
or M2 Steel) disk wear tests and predominating wear mechanisms, normal load: 35-200N and
sliding speed: 0.3-0.8 m/s [58].
Surface and subsurface observations at lower speed and loads reveal that the
dominant wear mechanism is oxidative wear. Lim and Ashby [54] described mild
oxidation wear (as described in section 2.1.6.1), with the following equation:

Wnr =

ArC2A
VZr

x

Equation 1.3

exp (——)

where W0x is the oxidative wear rate, Ar is the real area of contact, C is a material
constant, A is the Anhenius constant for oxidation, Zc is the oxide critical thickness, Q is
the activation energy for oxidation, R is the molar gas constant, Tf is the flash
temperature and v is the sliding speed [54]. The oxide formed in-situ on Ti-6A1-4V is
brittle and, not supported by the substrate with a very low critical thickness (Zc). On the
other hand, Ti has a low activation energy for thermal oxidation (Q). Titanium oxide is
therefore not protective and the resulting wear calculated by equation 1.3 is severe
[50,58].
The first factor in equation 2.2 represents the contact time between the sliding
surfaces, while the exponential factor represents the role of the flash temperature on the
oxidation rate. As the velocity increases the time available for the out-of-contact
oxidation decreases and the first factor decreases. The contribution of thermal activation,
on the other hand, increases as the sliding velocity increases; as a consequence, the
oxidative wear presents a maximum as shown in Figure 2.13. Likewise an increase in the
surface temperature induced by a higher sliding velocity increases the contribution of
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metallic wear produced by the delamination of the mechanically mixed layers (Figure
2.13). The diagram resulting from the combination of oxidative and delamination wear is
drawn in Figure 2.13. The minimum in the wear in conespondence to the transition from
oxidative to delamination is then justified [50,58].
The dynamic recrystallization [62] or the shear localization models [63] described
in section 2.1.6.1 explain the increase in the wear rate as the sliding velocity increases.
Molinari et al [58] conelated the increase in wear rate at a critical load and speed with a
change in wear mechanism from oxidative to delamination wear. The observed
delamination wear was accompanied by abrasive grooves, smooth plastically deformed
layers and an increased amount of Ti-6A1-4V material transfened to the counterface as
shown in Figure 2.14.

sliding speed

Figure 2.13. Schematic representation of the contribution of oxidative and delamination wear on
the sliding wear volume vs. sliding speed of Ti-6A1-4V [58].

Figure 2.14. Extensive transfer of Ti to the 440C steel ball as a result of sliding against Ti-6A1-4V
[61].
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The poor tribological properties of Ti alloys, therefore, are associated with their
inherent surface characteristics. As a result, in an attempt to modify the surface properties
of these alloys, the incorporation of high strength ceramic particles to the bulk material or
a variety of surface treatment methods have been frequently adopted to improve the wear
resistance of Ti alloys. Existing surface treatments include the thermal oxidation process
(TO), a novel method, first developed by Dong et al [4]. A comprehensive study of the
detailed characteristics of the oxide formed under TO condition has not been performed.
An alternative method for modifying the bulk and surface properties of a Ti matrix is to
fabricate titanium matrix composites (TMCs). TO treatment and the incorporation of TiC
particles were adopted in this research to study any improvement in mechanical and
tribological properties of Ti-6A1-4V matrix, described in detail in section 2.2.
2.2

Available Methods for Enhancing the Tribological and Mechanical Properties
of Titanium Alloys
A wide variety of surface treatment methods, as well as the incorporation of

different types of ceramic particles or fibers have been employed to improve the
mechanical and sliding wear properties of Ti alloys. Some of these surface treatments
include: i) anodizing, ii) anodizing and M02S co-deposition, iii) ion implantation, iv)
plasma nitriding, v) laser nitriding, vi) laser alloying electron beam nitriding, vii)
diamond coating, viii) plasma spray, physical vapour deposition and ix) thermal oxidation
(TO) process [58]. Most of these existing surface engineering techniques (except for the
TO process) are not cost effective for mass production, and while ion implantation and
TiN coatings have proven unsatisfactory in-vivo, the in vivo conosion studies of the
thermally oxidized samples showed no pitting or blistering of the oxide coating [6]. The
TO process was first developed by Dong et al [4], who based their work on the thermal
oxidation of Ti-6A1-4V samples in an air furnace. The thick, adherent oxide layer formed
by this method significantly improved the dry and lubricated sliding wear and conosion
wear resistance of the Ti alloy matrix [4,5,56]. The details of this process are further
described in section 2.2.1 .A thorough study of oxidation characteristics of Ti alloys is
given in section 2.2.1.1 to clarify the series of phenomenon that happen during the TO
process. An alternative method for modifying the surface and bulk properties of the Ti
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matrix, as previously mentioned, is to incorporate ceramic reinforcements, which is
described in section 2.2.2.
2.2.1 Thermal Oxidation (TO) Process
The thermal oxidation or TO process was first adopted by Dong et al [5] for
modifying the surface characteristics of Ti-6A1-4V alloy, and has been successfully used
for the surface treatment of Ti components for off-shore gas/oil and car race industries
[5]. The compound layer that formed on the surface was, essentially, a rutile form of Ti02
with a 2pm thickness supported by a hard layer formed by diffusion of oxygen into Ti
matrix (ODZ), which was 20 urn thick as shown in Figure 2.15. The isothermal oxidation
treatment was performed in an air furnace at 600° C for 65 hours. An Al-rich layer at the
outer surface of the oxide was observed [4,5,64]. The oxidation kinetic in air follows a
parabolic relationship that changes to an almost linear relationship at temperatures higher
than 650°C. This change in oxidation kinetic was conelated with the stratification of the
oxide formed at high temperatures [65,66], making the choice of the TO process
condition consistent with literature data on the effect of temperature on oxide scale
quality. A review on the oxidation characteristics of Ti alloys and the relevant effective
parameters is provided in the following sections.

Figure 2.15. Cross-section of oxidized Ti-6A1-4V showing the exterior Ti02 layer and adjacent
ODZ [6].
2.2.1.1 Oxidation of Titanium and Titanium Based Alloys
It is difficult to completely eliminate oxygen from Ti, due to its large chemical
affinity to Ti, confirmed by Ti-O bond energy of 2.12 eV compared to the Ti-Ti bond
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energy of 2.56 eV [67]. As previously described in section 2.1.1, oxygen is an a phase
stabilizer that shifts the p transus to higher temperatures to an extent that prevents the
formation of the P phase even in dilute solutions, as shown in the Ti-0 phase diagram in
Figure 2.16. Consequently, penetration of oxygen into Ti readily establishes a solid
solution layer refened to as a-case or an oxygen diffusion zone (designated as ODZ
hereafter). The limiting solid solubility of oxygen below 800°C is reported to be constant
at 33.9 at% (Figure 2.16) [68], although other magnitudes of 30% [69] and 34% [70] have
also been reported. The oxygen atoms occupy octahedral interstitial sites in HCP-Ti, with
distribution that can be either random or in ordered anangements. In the a-phase region
ordered structures based on the compositions Ti 2 0, a', Ti30, a " and TieO, a ' " have been
reported [71].

Rutile

„1

Anatase

Figure 2.16. Titanium-Oxygen phase diagram [72]. The arrow indicates the stability region of
Ti0 2 phase.
The Ti-O system has several compounds—Ti02, Ti30<;, Ti 2 03 and TiO [66]—
which can be seen in Figure 2.16. The nature, composition and thickness of the oxide
formed depend on environmental conditions. The most important Ti oxide is the dioxide
Ti0 2 which crystallizes in three structural forms: brookite, anatase and rutile. Rutile is the
most stable or thermodynamically prefened and highly crystalline form, while anatase is
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metastable and more amorphous, and is only synthesized at relatively low temperatures.
Brookite is formed only in extreme conditions and is rare as a mineral [73,74]. Table 2.3
provides some of the physical properties of the anatase and rutile phases.
The anatase to rutile transformation is irreversible and generally occurs at
temperatures higher than 700 to 800 °C [73,74]. Nevertheless, these values are reliable in
the equilibrium condition of transformation, which is not the condition for the extreme,
high temperature conditions of thermal oxidation [74]. Since the focus of this study is on
the oxidation behaviour of a Ti-6A1-4V alloy at high temperatures and the mechanical
performance of the resulting scale, the effect of interstitials on mechanical properties,
diffusion mechanisms, the parameters affecting oxidation behaviour—including alloying
elements—and the composition of oxide layers are discussed in the following sections.
Table 2.3. Some physical properties of anatase and rutile [73]
Physical property

Anatase

Rutile

Crystal structure

Tetragonal

Tetragonal

c/a ratio

2.51

0.64

Density (Kg/mJ)

3890

4260

Converts to rutile
1830-1850

Melting point (C)
at 700-800" C
Hardness (HV)

669-817

1161-1364

Corrosion resistance1

High

Low

1. The corrosion resistance data are taken from [3]
Diffusion Mechanisms
Once the metal surface is completely covered with a thin oxide layer and thus
separated from the gaseous environment, further growth of the scale is controlled by mass
transport through the oxide scale. Mass transport can happen through micro/macro cracks
and voids, grain boundary diffusion or volume diffusion. The volume diffusion
mechanism is dominant at higher temperatures, and is closely linked to the disorder of the
reaction products. During oxidation either stoichiometric or non-stoichiometric products
can be formed. For oxides that deviate from stoichiometric composition, maintaining
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electroneutrality dictates electron disorder in addition to ion disorder, practically making
these compounds semiconductors. Such semiconductors are divided into the following
groups:
-

Electron excess conductors (n-conductors) with
o Metal excess (metal ions located at interstitials)
o Non-metal deficit (non-metals ion vacancies)

-

Electron defect conductors (p-conductors) with
o Metal deficit (metal ion vacancies)
o Non-metal excess (non-metal ions located at interstitials) [20]
The dependency of the vacancy concentration on the oxygen partial pressure for

both of these types of conductors can be calculated by:
— l/v

n-conductors: [vacancies]- P0
p-conductors: [vacancies]- P0
The value of v depends on the composition of the oxide formed, and is typically
between 2 and 8, and as a result the disorder of the oxide determines which species are
mobile in the course of action. The diffusion's driving force is the concentration gradient
of the vacancies in the oxide. Oxides that grow at the metal/oxide interface by anion
conductivity lack the ability to heal cracks, while oxides that grow at the gas/oxide
interface by cationic diffusion have the ability to heal cracks [20].
According to Leyens [20], the disorder of TiO? is strongly dependent on
environmental conditions. The types of defects observed correspond to n-type conductors.
At low pressures and high temperatures, interstitial titanium ions are major defects, while
at high oxygen pressure and low temperatures, disorder is dominated by oxygen anion
vacancies—which means that—the composition of titanium oxide can be described more
generally as Tii+x02-y. On the other hand, according to theoretical considerations, the
interstitial diffusion of oxygen in Ti is more rapid than anion vacancy diffusion in rutile,
which would offer an explanation for the observed early establishment of an oxygen
solution in the metal phase (ODZ) during the oxidation reaction [70,71].
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Effect of Interstitial Atoms on Deformation Behaviour ofTi
The effect of an oxygen solution on the prefened slip systems of Ti has been the
subject of many investigations [25,26,28,75,76]. As described in section 2.1.4, the
primary slip for pure Ti happens on the prismatic planes rather than the basal planes due
to the lower c/a ratio of Ti compared to the ideal HCP lattice. The dissolution of oxygen
in Ti increases the critical resolved shear stress (CRSS) of all the slip systems. Addition
of low amounts of oxygen to Ti, as low as 1000 ppm [75] or 0.1 Wt% [28] or 0.19 Wt%
[76], however, increases the CRSS for prism planes more than for other systems. This
accounts for the preference of pyramidal and basal planes over prismatic planes.
The lower increase in CRSS of pyramidal plane that accounts for their preference
is explained based on the geometrical considerations concerning interstitials and slip
planes. As mentioned before neutral O atoms occupy the interstitial octahedral positions
in the HCP lattice of a-Ti. Solubility limit, i.e. 33.9 at% and lattice parameter changes
conesponds approximately to one -half of these sites to be occupied. Consider a model of
the hexagonal lattice in which the atoms are hard spheres. If we examine a (1120), as
shown schematically in Figure 2.17, in this model it can be seen that two of the three slip
planes, (1010) and (1011), have corrugated repeat layers, while the atoms in the basal
layers are all coplanar. The positions of the interstitial sites are such that atoms occupying
these are not coplanar with either the (0001) or the (1010) layers and therefore provide
obstacles to the movement of adjacent layers of this type over one another. However,
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1

—

interstitial atoms occupying the (-»-»-) positions are coplanar with the (1011) layer but
—

1 2

3

not the (1011) layers, while atoms in the (-.-,-) positions are coplanar with (1011)
layers but not with (1011). At low oxygen concentrations, it is unlikely that adjacent
sites of the two types will both be occupied. In a random distribution of oxygen atoms,
one would expect only one-half of these to act as obstacles to the passage of dislocations
and consequent relative displacement of (1011) planes. On the other hand, as both types
of site interfere with the displacement of all planes of the (0001) and (1010) types all the
O atoms will be effective obstacles to slip on these planes. The mean free path of a
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dislocation will therefore be much greater in the (1011) plane than either a basal or a
(1010) plane [28].

Figure 2.17. A section in the (1120) plane through a ball model of the close-packed hexagonal
lattice. The bounding surfaces are the repeat layers of the (0001), (1010), and (1011) planes.
The two positions for the interstitial atoms are shown by small circles [28].
Several other models, such as the non-planar core structure of (a) type screw
dislocations [76], or the ordering of oxygen atoms on slip planes [25] were suggested also
for justifying the observed change in the prefened slip system.
Plastic deformation by twinning has been observed to be completely suppressed as
the oxygen content of Ti increases, and this can be explained based on the hindrance of
zonal dislocations whose existence and movement is mandatory for the twins in an HCP
structure to form [26,77]. The significant hardening effect of oxygen as it dissolves in
titanium structure is explained in terms of interaction with dislocations in the following
ways:
Tetragonal interaction: Weissmann et al [69] analyzed the strain imposed on the
Ti lattice as a result of oxygen dissolution, and observed that the strain distribution tends
to become axisymmetric in respect to the c-axis of the HCP structure. Two factors were
considered to contribute to the resulting overall strain configuration: one arising from the
prefened ordering of the O atoms and the other from the oblate geometry of octahedral
sites. The unusual hardening associated with the oxidation of Ti was attributed to the
ordering of oxygen atoms with the concomitant tetragonality strains—the latter being due
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to the fact that lattice defects with tetragonality strains interact with the shear part of the
stress field of a dislocation to give rise to large interactions with both screw and edge
dislocations [69]. Tyson et al [78] and Naka et al [25] disputed this model, suggesting that
the contribution of elastic interaction of oxygen to titanium is low since the magnitude of
the strains calculated by this model are too low to explain the large hardening effect.
Chemical reaction: This model was first proposed by Zaefferer [26], and is based
on the non-planar core structure of (a)-type screw dislocations. It suggests that oxygen
atoms may have some tendency to form pairs or clusters in a-Ti specimens with oxygen
content as low as 9 at% and along a preferential direction of (1123). According to this
model oxygen dissolution induces asymmetric geometry in the dislocation core structure,
increasing the energy required for the sessile to glissile transition compared to the pure,
symmetric core structure—impeding dislocation movement [26]. It should be noted,
however, that the explanation for interstitial hardening in terms of a chemical interaction
is valid only for a relatively high concentration of interstitial impurities [25].
Short and long range order interactions: According to Welsch [76], the
ordering of oxygen has been reported to occur over nearly the entire O concentration
range up to the maximum solubility, i.e. 33.9 at%. The long-range ordering tendencies
exhibited in more concentrated solutions (higher than 22.5 at% [68]) are preceded by
short-range ordering in more dilute solutions. The most frequently observed ordered
structures in the a-phase region are based on the compositions Ti 2 0, a', TisO, a" and
TieO, a'" The a" and a'" structures may be regarded as super-lattices of the a'
structure, formed by an ordering of vacancies in the layers of O atoms [68,70]. The
strengthening characteristics of short- and/or long-range orders can be assumed to be due
to the reduced degree of the local order produced by the movement of a dislocation
through the ordered region. This process of disordering causes an increase in the energy
of the alloy that is then followed by a hardening effect [29]
Electrical interaction: Studies suggest that solid solutions of oxygen in Ti have
metallic characteristics and that promote resonating metallic covalent bonding [28]. The
incorporation of covalent bonding is considered partly responsible for the large increase
in the CRSS of slip systems, no matter which one is activated first. This effect arises from
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the fact that some of the charge associated with solute atoms of dissimilar valence
remains localized around the solute atom, making the solute atoms charge centers that can
interact with dislocations with electrical dipole. This latter factor makes a much lower
contribution to the hardening effect of O atoms, compared to the other effects mentioned
[29].
Effective Parameters on Oxidation Behaviour of Titanium
A wide range of parameters can affect oxidation behaviour, resulting in various
oxide compositions and configurations. Sample condition and oxidation environment are
the two major categories for these parameters. Sample condition includes parameters such
as alloying elements and primary microstructure and phases. Oxidation environment
includes oxidation temperature, time and pressure as well as oxidation atmosphere. These
parameters are further described in the following sub-sections.
Effect of Alloying Elements on Oxidation Behaviour
The influence of adding Al on the oxidation mechanism of Ti has been studied
extensively. Chaze et al [79,80] studied the effect of 1.65, 2, and 10 wt% Al on the
oxidation of Ti in both air and oxygen environments at temperatures between 550 and
700°C. They observed that the presence of Al promotes a decrease in the amount of
oxygen dissolved in the metal phase, except for the lowest Al content (1.65 wt%).
Meanwhile, the ratio of oxygen diffused in the form of solid solution to total oxygen
increased as the Al content increased. Other studies focused on the effect of Al in binary
Ti alloys. Ignatov et al [81] studied oxidation of Ti alloys with 6, 8, 10, and 14 wt% Al in
air at 800 and 1000°C for 25 h. They observed an enhancement in oxidation resistance at
higher Al contents [81]. The same protective role was witnessed for Ti-5 wt% Al alloy
oxidized at temperatures between 650 and 850°C for 8h in a purified oxygen atmosphere,
once an initial period of 5h had passed [82]. It must be considered that the duration of
oxidation in the latter study was too short to be compared to similar cases.
The majority of workers agreed that the addition of Al to Ti enhanced the
oxidation resistance, since the solubility of oxygen in Ti was reduced from 34 at% to 13
at% at 700 °C and a number of alumina layers were found at the surface and in the
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sublayers [83]. The following are the factors through which Al contributes to Ti
oxidation:
-

Al goes into substitutional sites in the Ti lattice and causes lattice contraction that
leads to a reduction in the volume of interstitial sites available for oxygen in ODZ
[80].

-

Al enhances the interatomic force of the bond of a solid solution on an a-Ti base,
and the solubility of oxygen in these alloys diminishes [84].
The interstitial solution of Al in the Ti0 2 lattice reduces the concentration of anion
vacancies which in turn decreases the inward diffusion of oxygen through rutile.
This conesponds to better crack healing properties for the oxide through the
promoted outward diffusion mechanism [20,65].
Depending on the amount of Al, either a continuous alumina layer or a dispersion
of alumina particles within the rutile phase can form during oxidation. Since the
ionic conductivity of alumina is lower than rutile this layer can act as a diffusion
banier. On the other hand, the addition of alumina to rutile leads to an overall
decrease in the thermal expansion coefficient of the oxide, modifying the layer's
plasticity [65,79].
Nevertheless, cations with a lower volume like Al3+ compared to Ti increase the

vacancy concentration in rutile, given that they occupy the titanium sites instead of the
interstitial sites. This latter phenomenon, which is called "doping", can describe the
accelerating effect of Al on oxidation when the Al content is too low to form enough
alumina [20]
Investigation of the effect that ternary addition of alloying elements has on the
oxidation behaviour of Ti-Al alloys has not been as comprehensive as that of binary Ti-Al
alloys. Rudinger et al [84] studied the oxidation behaviour of different Ti alloys air
oxidized at 400-1000°C for 5 to 4000 h. Oxidation resistance increased among the alloys
investigated in the order of: P-alloys, Al free-a+P alloys, a-alloys and a+P-alloy
contained Al beyond 6%. They observed that both the ODZ thickness and increase in
hardness were at their maximum for CP-Ti and then Ti-6A1-4V The only data on
modifying effect of vanadium on Ti-6A1-4V oxidation resistance is reported by Frangini
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et al [65], who studied the oxidation behaviour of bimodal Ti-6A1-4V in air at
temperatures of 600, 650 and 700°C. Generally, the addition of vanadium to Ti-Al alloys
prevents the formation of an alumina banier, as observed for the binary Ti-Al alloys [8386]. The neutralizing effect of V is also related to an increase in anion vacancies in the
rutile structure, which leads to the enhancement of oxygen diffusion through the rutile
lattice. Consequently, the scale that formed on the vanadium-containing alloys displayed
numerous cracks [84,85].
Effect of Primary Microstructure and Phases
The diffusion coefficient and maximum solubility of O in Ti alloys varies
depending on their constituent phases. The solution of O in a-Ti is exceptionally large (34
at.%, compared to 4 at.% dissolution in P-Ti) [66,80]. In contrary, bulk interstitial
diffusion in the P-Ti proceeds at a rate of one to three orders of magnitude higher than in
the a-Ti [87], making the oxidation resistance of a-Ti superior to that of P-Ti, and the Ptransus temperature of an alloy as a safe upper temperature limit for the alloy's high
temperature applications [85].
Diffusion initially occurs in parallel through the a and P grains and along
associated grain boundaries [87]. As the oxygen concentration increases above that
needed to convert the P grains to a, the ODZ layer is formed. Diffusion then occurs
through the a-layer and into the mixed a/ P layer. The primary microstructure of the
sample can only affect the diffusion rate at the very beginning of the test. The diffusion
rate through ODZ itself and through the oxide layer is independent of the constituent
phases, and will be the controlling rate once the ODZ layer is established [82,87]. To the
author's knowledge, there is a lack of evidence regarding the effect of primary
microstructure on oxidation behaviour, as well as on changes in microstructure due to
oxidation.
Effect of Oxidation Temperature and Time
Growth of the oxide scale as a function of time can be described by growth laws.
For diffusion-controlled scale growth, a parabolic dependency is dominant:
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x2 = kp + C

Equation 1.4

where x is the thickness of the oxide scale, kp is the parabolic rate constant, and C is an
integration constant. These values depend on the type of oxide and the oxidation
condition. In practical applications, a number of different growth laws such as linear,
cubic, and logarithmic are reported. The temperature dependency of the reaction's rate
constant, k, can be described with an Anhenius law:
k = koe"*

Equation 1.5

where kQ is a temperature-independent pre-factor, Q is the activation energy of
equilibrium oxidation, R is the gas constant, and T is the absolute temperature [20]
Most studies have recorded a parabolic behaviour for the oxidation of Ti and its
alloys at lower temperatures, while at temperatures around 650-700 °C a transition
occuned, in time, to a linear behaviour [65,66]. This behaviour was conelated to the
observation that the oxide layers on Ti show an increasing tendency to be stratified above
700°C. The formation of cracks within the oxide prohibits diffusion through the oxide
layer and hinders the diffusion-controlled (or parabolic) oxidation. This high temperature
oxidation was believed to be the result of a change in the relative diffusivities of anions
and cations in the rutile scale. The promotion of cationic diffusion dominates oxidation at
the oxide/gas interface, which in turn promotes increased crack healing ability [71,85].
The abovementioned scaling happens when the oxide layer grows beyond a
certain maximum thickness, and since the plastic flow of the oxide scale is limited, cracks
could form between the oxide scale and the substrate due to the growth stresses built up at
the interface and within the oxide. These cracks can propagate during the cooling process
[71,83]. The most frequent explanations for oxide stratification are as follows:
The Pilling-Bedworth ratio (PBR, the ratio of oxide-to-metal molar volumes) is
high for rutile to Ti, i.e. 1.75, which produces compressive stresses in oxide and
tensile stresses in metal at the interface. These stresses increases until a bearable
maximum value is reached (at a critical thickness), at which the crack nucleates. It
should point out that the observation of the stratified morphology is not specific to
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reactions where PBR>1 since a stratified scale is also found during oxidation of
iron pyrite to hematite (PBR<1).
A great variation in the lattice parameters appears in the Ti-0 solid solution at
25.9 at% of oxygen. Stress that has built up in the solid solution due to variation in
the lattice parameter will lead to the detachment of solid solution, which will be
followed by a fast oxidation.
-

The ratio of coefficient of thermal expansion for Ti to rutile is 1.3, which further
contributes to interfacial stresses during the cooling down process especially with
a high cooling rate.
The internal morphology of the scale is always observed at room temperature after
cooling. The cooling period can generate some transformations in the structure of
oxide scale. This, however, can only explain the formation of random cracks
[70,71,88].

Effect of Oxidizing Atmosphere
The oxide layers formed on Ti alloys in air were generally thinner, more adherent
and more compact than the scale formed in oxygen [70,79,89]. Chaze et al [80] observed
a large decrease in oxygen dissolution when they studied a-alloys oxidized at 550-700°C
in air, compared to a pure oxygen atmosphere. This behaviour was designated the
"nitrogen effect" and believed to be the result of the formation of TiN as a border at the
metal/oxide interface. For nitrides, the octahedral interstitial sites in the cubic sodium
chloride type lattice are filled with N atoms, making the diffusion of oxygen through the
lattice lower than that of rutile [66]. The thermodynamic stability of oxides is superior to
that of nitrides and nitrogen and other diffusing species are much less active than oxygen.
The diffusion coefficient of N in Ti is also about ten times lower than that of oxygen.
Therefore, the presence of nitride layer at the interface can be questioned from a
thermodynamic point of view. These comparisons are reliable in the equilibrium state of
oxidation, however, which is not the condition for high temperature oxidation [80,87].
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Oxide Compositions and Sublayers
The composition of the oxide layers formed on the Ti surface is still a matter of
controversy, and strongly depends on the parameters mentioned in the previous section.
Ti, Al and V elements were found in the oxide layers formed on the Ti-6A1-4V alloy
[65,85]; with Ti in the form of Ti0 2 and Al in the form of A1203. The X-ray diffraction
results [65] revealed that vanadium oxide was in the form of V0 2 (for Ti-6A1-4V
oxidized at 600-700°C for up to 300 h) while the others [85] found reflections of V 2 0 5
when analyzed Ti-6A1-4V oxidized at 900° C for 170 h. The distribution of the oxides was
complex depending on the oxidation condition and alloying elements. Frangini et al [65]
observed that the ternary addition of V to Ti-6A1-4V alloys hindered the formation of
alumina and promoted the formation of vanadium oxides. Du et al [83] and Garbacz and
Lewandowska [86] observed no vanadium oxide in the scale formed after oxidation in
650-850 °C for up to lOOh in air, but they also noted the same multilayered structure of
alumina and rutile. To the author's knowledge, most of the Ti-Al alloys studied showed
that Al was concentrated locally in a nanow region of the scale near the external
interface, sandwiched between two rutile layers [79,81]. The number and distribution of
alumina and rutile scales, however, can be altered with oxidation temperature and time.
Several types of titanium oxides were observed during the high temperature
oxidation of commercially pure or high purity Ti. The presence of a non-stoichiometric
titanium oxide in addition to the stoichiometric rutile with different colours has been
revealed by many investigators through X-ray diffraction studies [70,71,88]. Other
titanium oxide forms such as TiO [66] and Ti 2 0 3 [66,90] are also infrequently observed in
the scale. Nevertheless, to the author's knowledge, none of the studies performed on the
oxidation of Ti and its alloys with Al and V has witnessed the formation of the anatase
form of Ti0 2 instead of rutile [66,71,81,89,91].
The stability of different oxides as defined by standard enthalpy of formation
(AG0) and conelated to the oxygen partial pressure (P0z) by the following equation, can
be compared by using the plot shown in Figure 2.18.
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AG0 = RTLn?07

Equation 1.6

As this Figure shows, the stability of A1203 and Ti0 2 are very similar, but the nonequilibrium state of alloy oxidation, the oxidation kinetic of each element and their
activity can be such that the less stable oxide form first [20].
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Figure 2.18. Dissociation pressures of selected oxides vs. temperature. As it is evident curves for
TiO and A1203 are close together [20].
According to Leyens' experimental investigations [20] of the phase equilibriums
in the Ti-Al-0 system, AI2O3 is more stable than Ti02. Du et al [83] and Ignatov et al
[81], however, suggested that the activation of Al (aAi) is about 4 orders of magnitude
smaller than that of Ti (aT0 for binary Ti-Al alloys. They assumed that at the initial stages
of oxidation, Ti and Al both diffuse outward from the substrate while oxygen diffuses
inward, and the addition of V reduces the Al activity to an even smaller value in the
ternary alloys. Therefore, Ti reacts with oxygen and would be trapped at the metal/oxide
interface, allowing more Al to diffuse outward, making it more kinetically favourable for
an alumina layer to form at the gas/oxide interface [81,83].
It is important to note that at least 8 intermediate sub-stoichiometric Ti oxides
exist between Ti 2 0 3 and Ti0 2 , and most of these anion-vacancy-poor defect structures
should exhibit high shear strengths, but the nanow range of TiOj 98 and TiOi 93 develop
planar defect structures that impart the lowest possible shear strength to the rutile surface
at temperatures below 0.7 times its melting point. If the stoichiometry of rutile can be
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confined to this desirable (but nanow) range, then the flow pressure of the softened oxide
film at high asperity pressure could be reached, and, ideally, the oxide surface should
deform before the entire compacted flake column delaminate from the substrate [70].
2.2.1.2 Sliding Wear Behaviour of Thermally Oxidized Titanium Alloys
The success of the TO process in improving the wear resistance of Ti alloys varies
with the loading conditions. Dong and Bell [4] studied the lubricated wear behaviour of
T0-Ti-6A1-4V against an M40 steel counterface in a wheel-on-wheel configuration
(under constant sliding ration of 10%) and evidenced that transfer from the counterface to
the thermally oxidized sample happened at low pressures (300 MPa), wear proceeded by
deformation and removal of the asperities as well as local breakdown of the oxide layer.
At a higher normal pressure (650 MPa), interfacial fatigue and subsurface cracking modes
dominated [4,5]. The T0-Ti-6A1-4V showed an improvement in reciprocating dry wear
against alumina balls and followed a similar wear mechanism [4]. The TO process also
retarded the conosion-wear and conosion for both CP-Ti and Ti-6A1-4V samples [3,6]. A
local breakdown of the oxide layer is feasible to happen; but the underlying ODZ is
proved to successfully restrict further progress of wear, conosion-wear or conosion [3-6].
According to Dong et al [4,5], several factors contribute to the reduction in wear
rate of thermally oxidized material:
Strong decrease in severe adhesion due to ceramic/metal contact instead of
metal/metal contact. Since the adhesion of contact surfaces is related to their
metallurgical compatibility and deformation behaviour, a much lower elastic
modulus to hardness ratio for TO samples (E/H:13.8 vs. 26.9) can promote elastic
deformation, and a reduction in the adhesion wear rate can be anticipated.
-

It is known that the boundary lubricating effect is associated with the wettability
of the surfaces in contact to the lubricant which is closely related to the degree of
ionic character of the surface. Formation of the rutile layer enhances the ionic
character of the surface. All commercial lubricants, on the other hand are
ineffective on the surface of uncoated Ti alloys. The enhancement in surface
wettability when the Ti alloys are thermally oxidized—associated with ionic
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characteristic of rutile—leads to the superior performance of the commercial
lubricant.
-

The support provided by the high hardness of ODZ (-1000 HV) for the oxide
scale prevents the hard oxide layer from bending in and penetrating the ductile Ti
alloy [4,5].
Therefore the TO process is cost effective and produces a low friction, high

conosion resistant (as listed in Table 2.3) layer of rutile supported by a hard ODZ for
improvement in sliding wear and conosion of the Ti matrix. This process, compared to
the other energy beam liquid phase surface alloying methods, produces a homogeneous,
composition-controlled and highly reproducible alloyed surface [56]. Among the surface
treatments, the ion implantation and TiN coatings have proven unsatisfactory in-vivo,
while the conosion studies of T0-Ti-6A1-4V samples (the samples were deliberately
damaged by prior abrasion) showed none of the pitting or blistering of prevalent in the
case of TiN-coated samples [6].
2.2.2

Titanium Matrix Composites (TMCs)
The inferior wear resistance of titanium alloys (discussed in section 2.1.6.2) as

well as their considerable loss of mechanical strength at high temperatures makes it
necessary to improve the mechanical properties of the bulk material to avoid plastic
deformation and retard thermal softening. One method is to incorporate high strength and
high stiffness ceramic reinforcements into the ductile matrix [7]. Reinforcements can be
in the form of continuous fibers or discontinuous whiskers or particles. Several factors,
such as the high price of the fibers and, the costly and complicated fabricating process in
addition to the high residual thermal stresses and highly anisotropic mechanical and
physical properties have severely limited the field of applications for composites
reinforced with continuous fibers. Such drawbacks have, in turn, increased the interest in
research and development of particulate reinforced titanium matrix composites, which
will be refened to as TMCs hereafter [10].
Ceramic particles can be synthesized in-situ in Ti or its alloy matrices via the
exothermic reactions of the constituent elements during high temperature processing. The
reinforcements can be also directly introduced to the matrix during processing. The
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resultant TMCs will be called "ex-situ" composite [7]. The in-situ process results in a
lower finished product cost and stronger reinforcement-matrix interface bonding. The
latter is believed to be due to the lower amount of contamination on the reinforcement's
surface. The main drawback of producing the ex-situ TMCs is the high cost of Ti powders
and ceramic reinforcements. This problem can be overcome by the recent developments
in Ti processing, which forecasts the availability of lower-cost Ti [61].
For many years, powder metallurgy has been used to fabricate ex-situ TMCs, but,
recently metal injection moulding (MIM)—a near net shape process that eliminates most
of the secondary and machining processes for complex components and is adaptable to a
high production rates—has been used successfully to fabricate ex-situ produced Ti-based
alloys. In this method, the powders of the raw material are first mixed with a wax binder
in an extruder to produce pellets. The pellets are then heated to and injection moulded to
form the green parts. After binding, the binder in the green part is removed using a
solvent debinding process. Eventually the debound parts are sintered to produce the final
part [8]. A part of this study focuses on the TMC samples produced by MIM method, and
the details of this process are given in section 3.2.
Nitrides, carbides and borides are commonly used as reinforcements in TMCs
[92]. Most ceramic reinforcements, such as SiC, A1 2 0 3 and Si3N4, can form reaction
products at the interface. A strong reinforcement/matrix interface is needed to produce a
high strength composite, which may not be obtained if there is an extensive interaction at
the interface during processing [92]. In this respect, the most promising particles are TiC
and TiB 2 , due to their good thermal and chemical compatibility with Ti [7,12,93]. On the
other hand, the inherent high-temperature stability of TiC makes it attractive for use in
elevated-temperature applications, where high strength, stiffness, and creep resistance are
required [9].
Particulate-reinforced titanium matrix composites have been used commercially as
exhaust and intake valves since 1998 in the Toyota Altezza because of their inferior high
temperature specific strength which results in a total engine weight reduction of 381 g
compared to the typical austenite steel valves. Research and development of TMCs for
aerospace applications show that this material has the potential of exceeding the structural
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efficiency of all metallic materials, and of cross-plied graphite/epoxy. Examples include
engine pylon structures for transport in aircrafts and aft fuselage structure for fighter
aircraft where the engine is embedded in the fuselage. In both cases conduction and
radiation from the engine heats the sunounding structures. TMCs provide a significant
cost and weight penalty compared to the competing Al alloys, and so is an important
target for these applications [9].
Both intake and exhaust valves are subjected to cyclic mechanical loading, sliding
wear (in the valve guide), high temperatures and high frequency hammering forces. These
valves must therefore possess good high-temperature tensile strength, fatigue strength,
and resistance to creep, oxidation, sliding wear and galling adhesion [9]. As with Al
matrix composites, the incorporation of ceramic particles increases fatigue and tensile
strengths, and modulus of the Ti matrix, but at the expense of the ductility. The
strengthening effect is retained at high temperatures which is not unexpected as the
ceramic particles maintain their properties to higher temperatures better than the matrix.
Incorporation of TiC particles also improves the low pressure wear resistance of the
matrix alloy. The tensile ductility of these composites, however, tends to increase with
increasing temperature; for example the tensile elongation of cold and hot isostatic
pressed 10 Wt.% TiC/Ti-6Al-4V composites was 0.3% at room temperature and
increased to 2.32% at 200°C [7]. The brittle nature of the reaction products at the
interface, the homogeneity of the reinforcement dispersion, the surface properties of the
particles, the cleanness of the interface, and the magnitude and inhomogeneity of the
internal stresses (such as thermal stresses) can adversely affect the ductility of the
composite [92]. It has been frequently observed that the large size of the TiC particle
enhances the role of particles as stress raisers during mechanical loading, and promotes
premature failure of TMCs via particle cracking. Decreasing the size of particles,
consequently can lead to substantial improvement in mechanical performance of TMCs
[7].
Part of the research performed in this study is on oxidation and wear behaviour of
TMC which is then compared to wear behaviour of oxidized TMC samples. A brief
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description of the wear behaviour of TMCs is therefore given in section 2.2.2.1, while
Section 2.2.2.2 focuses on the oxidation behaviour of TMCs.
2.2.2.1 Wear Behaviour of TMCs
It has been frequently reported that the volume fraction of the reinforcement must
be higher than a critical amount in order to make a considerable improvement in the wear
resistance of a Ti matrix. This critical amount for Ti-6A1-6V—2Sn/TiC, Ti6Al-4V/SiC
[10] fabricated by cold and hot isostatic pressing (CHIP), Ti/TiC and Ti/TiB 2 (fabricated
by cold isostatic pressing and vacuum sintering [93]), Ti-6Al-4V/TiC (fabricated by
direct laser method) [11] was reported to be in the range of 15-20 Vol.%. This is believed
to be the result of particle precipitation along the grain boundaries at the lower volume
fractions, which leaves the soft grain of Ti or its alloy unprotected [11,12].
Poletti et al [10] studied the wear behaviour of TMC pins against 52100 steel
disks and suggested the wear mechanism map illustrated in Figure 2.19 (a). The tests
were performed under normal pressure of 0.6-4.8 MPa and the sliding speed from 0.1 to
1.5 m/s. The wear rate map was obtained as the 3D interpolation of the experimental
values. They observed that there is a limit of pressure and sliding distance where the
composites lose their wear resistance due to the debonding of the particles, and the wear
loss values become higher than those of the matrix. The wear mechanism observed at low
load and sliding speed was tribochemical wear, induced by the formation of a lubricant
layer of iron oxide resulting from the abrasion of the counterface by TiC particles. At the
highest load and sliding speed (zone IV), abrasion was observed on both surfaces
resulting from the debonded particles which act as third-body abrasives. Zone Ilia also
presents debonding of the particles, but here the high speed breaks the oxide layer, while
in zone Illb the high speed breaks the oxide layer [10]. The wear process in zone / is
compare with zones Ilia and Illb in Figure 2.19 (b) and (c), respectively.
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Figure 2.19. (a) Wear mode map for the dry sliding of Ti662/TiC on 52100 steel in the pin on disk
configuration [10]. The schematic illustration of the material removal by abrasion process (b) with
oxides and (c) without iron oxides are also shown.
Other researchers observed also the abrasion of the steel counter face by TiC
particles followed by oxidation of iron, which can either lubricate the contact interface or
in turn cause more abrasion, depending on load and velocity. Broken or extracted TiC
particles particularly in a low volume fraction of reinforcements induced higher abrasion
and increased the wear rate over the Ti alloy matrix [11,94]. It must be noted that
comparisons of the reported wear rates and mechanisms must be made cautiously, since
dissimilar interfacial bonding strengths can be caused by various fabrication methods
employed.
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2.2.2.2 Oxidation Behaviour of TMCs
This section reviews the existing literature regarding the oxidation of TMCs. To
clarify the effect of incorporating TiC particles into the Ti matrix, the principles of TiC
oxidation are provided initially, followed by the oxidation behaviour of Ti-TiC
composites.
Oxidation of TiC
Titanium carbide, like the carbides of the other early transition metals, has a NaCl
type structure [95]. The oxidation of TiC powder or sintered pellets in dry oxygen
happens according to the following chemical reaction:
l/2TiC + 0 2 -» l/2Ti0 2 + 1/2C02

Equation 1.7

Oxidation begins at 320°C, with a rate that increases as the temperature increases,
but the acceleration is only considerable at temperatures higher than 1000°C [96,97]. The
oxidation of TiC occurs parabollicaly under intermediate oxygen pressure (several to 100
KPa) and temperatures of 600-800°C, in contrast to linear oxidation, which is observed at
high temperatures and oxygen pressures [96,97]. Lavrenko et al [96] studied the
Anhenius plots of Ln(k) vs. 1/T, and observed a change in their slops at temperatures
around 800-900 °C, while Shimada et al [97] observed the same change within
temperature range of 410-450°C. They both correlated these changes to a change in the
diffusion mechanism. The oxidation process at low temperatures is determined by the
contribution of an inward diffusion of anions, accompanied by the outward diffusion of
carbon. At higher temperature, an ambi-polar diffusion of both titanium and oxygen ions
is expected [96,97].
Lavrenko et al [96] studied the composition of the oxide layer that formed on
titanium carbide pellets in oxygen within a temperature range of 600-1200 °C. The
reaction product formed within temperatures lower than 800°C, consisted of a very thin,
single layer of rutile and lower titanium oxides (Ti203), while at 900-1200°C, a two-layer
scale of dense stoichiometric and porous non-stoichiometric rutile was formed [96]. In
contrast, TiO, Ti3Os and Ti 4 0 7 oxide compositions were identified in the scale formed at
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the early stages of TiC pellets oxidation at 410-450°C, as performed by Shimada et al
[97]. An amorphous anatase scale was developed from the suboxides during continuous
oxidation, followed by crystallization and subsequent cracking. In any case, formation of
rutile rather than anatase was promoted by higher temperature oxidation [97].
An interesting phenomenon observed by the latter researchers was the formation
of amorphous carbon layer as the TiC pellets oxidized in water, a process that should be
associated with a low oxygen pressure at the reaction interface that cannot oxidize the
carbon component of TiC, but does oxidize Ti [97].
The lattice constant of the TiC layer directly under the oxide scale is frequently
observed to be less than that of the original unoxidized TiC [96,97]. Researchers have
proposed that atomic oxygen can be substituted for the carbon present in the interstitial
vacancies of the TiC lattice, forming oxicarbides according to the following chemical
reaction:
TiC + 02 -» Ti(CxOy)

Equation 1.8

Therefore, the observed lower lattice constant and the parabolic character of the
oxidation were attributed to the dissolution of oxygen in the lattice, and the formation of
oxicarbides [96,97].
Oxidation of TiC reinforced Ti
A number of studies have been performed on the in-situ produced TiC as well as
the TiC and TiB reinforced Ti composites, in order to characterize their high temperature
performance [13-17]. The oxidation behaviour of in-situ produced 5 and 8 vol.% TiC/Ti
within 550-650 °C, 10 vol.% TiC/Ti-6Al within 600-800 C and 5 and 8 vol.%
TiC+TiB/Ti6242 within 550-650 °C obeyed a parabolic law. The activation energy
obtained from the Anhenius plots was within 249-256 KJ/mol for these TMCs which was
slightly higher than that of pure Ti (239 KJ/mol) but much lower than that of TiC powder
(837 KJ/mol) [13,14.16,97].
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The oxidation behaviour of TiC has been discussed in the previous section where
T i 0 2 and carbon oxide were the main oxidation products. Ti and Al oxidize according to
the following chemical reactions [98]:
Ti + 02 -» Ti02

Equation 1.9

A/3AI + 02 -» 2 / 3 4 / 0 2

Equation 1.10

The Gibbs free energies conesponding to each chemical reaction are as follows:
AG£7 = - 5 7 7 4 6 4 -I- 85.027

Equation 1.11

AG£9 = - 9 4 3 5 0 0 + 179.17"

Equation 1.12

AGi.io = - 1 1 1 5 5 0 0 + 209.27

Equation 1.13

These equations reveal that the Gibbs free energies are negative at the
temperatures studied so far indicating that these reactions are thermodynamically
favourable to occur, but the Gibbs free energy for reaction (1.7) is obviously higher than
for reactions (1.9) and (1.10). This difference should result in the preferential oxidation of
Ti and Al in the composite, a result that is in complete agreement with results obtained by
Y. Qin et al using high temperature, in-situ microscopy [14,16,17]. The latter studied the
oxidation resistance of TiC/Ti and TiC+TiB/Ti6242 composites within a temperature
range of 550-650 °C, and observed that the oxidation commenced at the crystal
boundaries, followed by intra-crystalline oxidation and, lastly, the reinforcements were
oxidized. Nevertheless, it is apparent that in any case the oxidation of the composite
would be inhomogeneous.
Y Qin et al [14-17] explored the composition and morphology of the oxide scale
that formed on the Ti/TiC, Ti/(TiC+TiB), Ti-7.26Al/(TiC+TiB) and Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr2Mo/(TiC+TiB) composites within the temperature range of 550-650°C for 300 h. Partial
oxidation of the particles with the formation of an outermost rutile scale was evidenced,
as well as an aluminum rich layer laid on the rutile layer in the case of Ti-Al and Ti6242
matrices. Adding TiC to the Ti matrix decreases the coefficient of thermal expansion
(CTE) for the whole TMC. As the CTEs of the scale and the substrate are closer, so the
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thermal stresses would be lower and just as the plastic deformation of the scale is
enhanced by the fine oxide grains formed on the TMCs, the growth and thermal stresses
would be effectively released—avoiding cracking and spallation. Additionally, the in-situ
TiC particles can act as vacancy annihilation sites. Consequently the oxide formed on
TMCs was thinner and denser [14-17]. X. N. Zhang et al [13], however, did not observe
the formation of an integrated scale on the whole surface of TiC-reinforced Ti-6A1 at
temperatures lower than 800°C. In the oxide islands that formed at 700°C, the composition
included Ti, Al, O and carbon, while no carbon was found on the scale formed at 800°C
[13].
The diffusion mechanisms responsible for the oxidation of TMCs have not been
studied as comprehensive, although, based on the corrugated interface of the scale, Y Qin
et al [16] concluded that the growth was promoted by the inward diffusion of oxygen
anions.
2.3

Fracture Toughness Measurement Based on Indentation Techniques
The fracture toughness or critical stress intensity factor is a material property that

is not affected by specimen dimensions or loading type. The oxide phases formed during
thermal oxidation have substantially lower fracture toughness than the underlying
substrate which can adversely affect the wear performance of the components [99]. A
well-known method for estimating the fracture toughness of brittle materials is to measure
the length of the cracks emanating from the corners of a sharp indenter. This method has
several advantages: the specimen preparation is simple, it can be used on a wide range of
sample sizes and the sharp indenter needed is usually a standard item [99,100].
There are two basic cracking modes that can result from the sharp indentation of
brittle materials: radial and lateral cracks. Lateral cracks are side edge and side face
circular cracks, while radial cracks start from the corner points of the indenter and are
oriented perpendicular to the surface so that they can be classified into two groups.
Palmqvist cracks start from the corners of the sharp indenter and propagate to a relatively
low depth (Figure 2.20 (a)), while the radial-median cracks in Figure 2.20 (b) are much
deeper cracks and derives from the subsurface median cracks, then extend into the
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material in a semi-circular manner (half-penny shaped crack). Depending on the material,
radial cracks are formed during indentation, or/and during relief, by the action of the
residual stress field [100,101].
Palmqvist cracks are typically observed in brittle material in a low-load regime,
while median cracks only formed at high loads. Studies also confirmed that the transition
load depends on the toughness of the material, and for reasonably-tough materials like
WC-Co composites with more than 6 Wt% Co, the radial cracks that formed at low to
high loads were associated with Palmqvist cracks [102-104]. Numerous, semi-empirical
equations relating material fracture toughness (K/c) to measured indentation parameters
like, load (P), indentation diagonal (a), crack length from the center of indentation (c),
crack length from the corners of indentation (/) and some material properties like Young's
modulus (E), Vickers hardness number (Hv) and Poisson's ratio (v) have been developed
based on the experimental observations and/or theoretical considerations. A review of
these models, which focuses on the radial-median and Palmqvist crack geometries, is
provided in sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2, respectively.
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Figure 2.20. Schematic representation of geometries of two types of radial cracks, which include
(a) Palmqvist and (b) median cracks observed around Vickers indentation [102].
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2.3.1 Models Based on Radial Median Crack Geometry
Evans and Wilshaw [105] conducted a dimensional fracture mechanics analysis of
indentation fracture mechanics and found the following equation:
Equation 1.14

•*W
oya2

> © * © *<«'•<»

where oY is the uniaxial yield stress, rp is the indentation plastic zone radius and Fj, F2, F3
and F4 are empirically determined functions. The validity of the proposed functional
relationships was further investigated by Evans and Charles [106]. They assumed that the
influence of v on c/a was not significant and that a dependence of fi on hardness was not
likely. Assuming that r/a was proportional to a power function of E/oy, they found the
following equation:
Klc0

,c\

/E0\

Equation 1.15
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where H/oy=0 and Hv=0.9212H. The following equation was derived by taking 0=2.7:
Klc = 0.0824P/C3/2

Equation 1.16

Several other authors employed the Evans and Charles model (equation 1.15) and
curve-fitted the fracture toughness data collected from other methods to the indentation
test results to disclose numerous semi-empirical equations [100,107].
Evans [108] extended the elastic-plastic model of indentation fracture caused by a
sharp indenter and resolved the elastic-plastic stress field into a reversible elastic
component and an irreversible residual component. The residual component is derived
from the wedging action of the deformation zone, and provides the primary driving force
for the half-penny crack configuration. Based on this model, Lawn et al [109] derived the
following equation, which is the most commonly used relationship for the formation of
radial-median cracks:
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I
Klc = 0.0139 ( — )

2

Equation 1.17
3 2

(P/c ' )

This equation was shown to be valid for c/a>~2, and the constant 0.0139±0.002
was determined empirically. Anstis et al [110] modified equation 1.17 and found a value
of 0.016±0.004 for the calibration constant.
2.3.2 Models Based on Palmqvist Crack Geometry
Niihara [102] proposed a model based on fracture mechanics in which he
considered the Palmqvist cracks as semi-elliptical surface cracks that are mainly
nucleated and propagated by unloading residual stress. Assuming that the maximum crack
depth produced by the end of unloading is approximately in the order of the indentation
depth, the following equation was derived:
_ |
1
KIC = 0.0122 (—J P/(al2)

Equation 1.18

The results of this analysis confirmed the empirical equation formerly developed
by Niihara et al [103], which was obtained by a best-fit-based on equation 1.14—where
they found an empirical constant of 0.0089 instead of 0.0122 for equation 1.18. Shetty et
al [104] carried out a fracture mechanics analysis based on the assumption that the
Palmqvist cracks are two-dimensional through cracks rather than three-dimensional
surface cracks, and derived the following equation:
E

KIC = 0.0319P/(alh

1uation

L19

The constant in this equation is calculated analytically and depends on the
geometry of the Vickers indenter and the Poisson's ratio of the material. This equation
does not require prior knowledge of the material's elastic modulus (E) and hardness.
Another semi-empirical equation derived for Palmqvist cracks is the following equation,
derived by Laugier [111]:
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Li et al [112] and Milekhine et al [113] compared the fracture toughness values
calculated from the Vickers indentation with the values determined by conventional
measurement methods and it confirmed that for the groups of materials studied (FeSi,
FeSi2 and Mg2Si) and (a-SiC), both equations 1.18 and 1.19 give fracture toughness
values in agreement with conventional measurement techniques.
Equations 1.14-1.19 suggest that the two crack system can be distinguished by
load, P, and crack length, c or /, relationships—c = AP2!3 for the median cracks and
/ = BP for the Palmqvist cracks. These relationships provide the criterion for identifying
the type of cracks formed under indentation. Shetty et al [104], Li et al [112] and Ponton
et al [107] confirmed the applicability of this method through experimental observations,
so that if an experimental plot of In P versus In c produces a slope between 1 and 2,
radial-median cracks are expected, whereas if an experimental plot of In P versus In I
gives a slope between Vi and 1, then Palmqvist cracks are expected.
It must be noted that the hardness value in the aforementioned fracture toughness
equations is a material property and should be constant, while for the definition of
hardness Hv = 0.4636P/a 2 , there exists a dependence of the apparent hardness on the
applied indentation load, which is known as indentation size effect (ISE) [114]. The
physical basis of ISE is uncertain but it can be related to surface tension, crack formation,
dislocation activity and elastic recovery [112]. Li et al [112] proposed a model to relate
the true indentation hardness to the load and indentation size as follows:
P = ax(2a) + a 2 ( 2 a ) 2

Equation 1.21

where aj and a2 are constants and 0.2 is related to true hardness (H) by the following
equation:
H = ka2

Equation 1.22
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where k is a constant dependent on the indenter shape, £=1.8544. Incorporating the true
hardness value of material into equations 1.14-1.19 provides a better conespondence
between the fracture toughness values obtained by the indentation method and
conventional measurement methods [112,114].
Marshal et al [115] analysed the effect of surface residual stress—caused by
transformation toughening, surface preparation or the formation of a film on the
surface—on the stress intensity factor for a radial-median crack configuration. They
rewrote equation 1.17 as follows:
K = X^-2mcR(-y'2

Equation 1.23

Equation 1.17 defines how in the first term, X is 0.016(—)1/,z, and in the second
Hi?

term—which represents the residual resistance force—m is a dimensionless modification
factor whose value can be taken as unity when free-surface effects and stress gradients
over the prospective crack depth are neglected. This model predicts that the indentation of
a compressively stressed surface should lead to a linear plot of positive slope for (P/c )
versus cm [115].The slope of this plot, however, depends on both the equation used to
calculate K/c data, and the material. There is, additionally, no apparent relationship that
defines the effect of surface residual stresses on the fracture toughness data calculated
from the Palmqvist crack models [107].
In the case of a thin, brittle layer on a relatively tough substrate, many of the
assumptions made in developing the aforementioned equations may not be entirely valid.
In order to determine the fracture toughness of hard, brittle films on metallic substrates,
many workers [116,117] utilized the equations based on the radial-median cracking
mode, although this was not explicitly stated. D. Nolan et al [99] suggested that for thin,
brittle films on tough substrate it is reasonable to assume that the Palmqvist morphology
dominates as this type of cracking initiated at the surface where the material is more
brittle, rather than at a depth [99].
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2.4

Objective of This Study

This thesis investigates the tribological and mechanical behaviour of Ti-6A1-4V10Vol%TiC fabricated by MIM method in an effort to evaluate this process as a costeffective and near net shape method for incorporation of TiC particle. It has been
observed that there is a limit of contact pressure where TMCs lose their wear resistance
(section 2.2.2.1). This study, therefore, examines, in detail, the pressure dependence of
the deteriorating role of TiC particles during sliding wear. As described in section 2.2.2.2,
a number of studies have been performed on oxidation behaviour of TMCs to shed light
on their high temperature oxidation resistance. The improvement in tribological
behaviour of Ti-6A1-4V, on the other hand, has been achieved by thermal oxidation as
described in section 2.2.1. This process, however, has never been adopted as a surface
engineering method for improvement of tribological properties of TMCs. The following
sections in this thesis will provide an understanding of the mechanical and sliding wear
properties of Ti-6Al-4V-10Vol%TiC fabricated by MEM, followed by the oxidation
behaviour of this alloy to illustrate whether or not it is beneficial to apply thermal
oxidation on TMC samples.
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Chapter 3
3
3.1

Materials and Experimental Procedures
Introduction
In this chapter the experimental methods and the materials used in this study are

described. The mill-annealed Ti-6A1-4V—with a bimodal microstructure—was heat
treated to obtain a Widmanstatten microstructure. The Widmanstatten and bimodal
microstructures were thermally oxidized at 600° C for 65 h in order to study the effect of
microstructure on oxidation behaviour of Ti-6A1-4V alloy. The optimum condition for
oxidation of TMC samples was, additionally, determined based on thermal oxidation at
various time and temperatures. The oxide characterization

was performed

by

microstructural analysis, micro-indentation on the tapered cross-section, micro-scratch
test, compositional analysis and measurement of fracture toughness by indentation crack
length (ICL) method.
The sliding wear tests were performed using a ball-on-disk tester under different
loading conditions. The methods used in sample preparation and in determination of wear
rate are presented. Analytical methods to identify the wear mechanism and effect of oxide
coating are also described.
3.2

Materials Tested
The alloys used in this study were mill-annealed Ti-6A1-4V, metal injection

moulded ( M M ) Ti-6A1-4V and metal injection moulded Ti-6A1-4V-10 Vol% TiC
(TMC). Titanium carbide was selected as the ceramic reinforcement due to their good
thermal stability and chemical compatibility with Ti matrix [10]. Chemical composition
in weight of the mill-annealed alloy provided by the supplier (GoodFellow Corporation)
is listed in Table 3.1. The as-received material was in the rod form with 25mm diameter
and 200 mm length with a bimodal microstructure which details are described in section
3.2.2. In order to generate a Widmanstatten microstructure, the as received samples were
heat treated. The details of the heat treatment are given in section 3.2.1.
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The MEM samples were provided by CANMET/MTL. The raw materials for Ti6A1-4V samples were a mixture of a gas atomized pure Ti powder and a 60A140V master
alloy powder; both powders were less than 45 u.m with a wide size distribution. TiC
powder with an inegular shape and size range from 1 to lOftm was used as reinforcement
for the Ti-6Al-4V-TiC composite. In this method, metal powders were first mixed with a
wax-based binder system in a Tumbler mixer for 30min and then hot mixed in a twinscrew extruder at 130°C to produce the feedstock. The feedstock was then heated and
injection moulded with a 35 ton injection moulding machine at 135 °C to form green
tensile samples. After moulding, the binder in the green samples was removed by a
debinding process under the vapour of Heptane for 5 hours and most of the backbone
polymers were burnt out by heating the samples after solvent debinding to 400°C for 1
hour under flowing feedstock Argon. Eventually, the debound samples were sintered in a
tube vacuum furnace under vacuum range of 2 — 3 x 10 - 6 torr at the temperature of
1250°C for 2 hours. The MEM samples were in the form of coupons with 13.5mm radius
and 3.5mm thickness.
Table 3.1. Composition of mill-annealedTi-6Al-4V as provided by the supplier (GoodFellow
Corporation)
Element

Al

V

Fe

C

H

N

0

Ti

Weight %

6

4

0.003

0.0022

0.001

0.001

0.0065

Balance

3.2.1 Heat Treatment Procedure to Obtain Widmanstatten Microstructure
The mill-annealed Ti-6A1-4V in the form of rod was cut perpendicular to the
cylinder axis into coupons with 5mm thickness. The coupons were then encapsulated in a
quartz capsule under vacuum of 10" ton to prevent oxidation of Ti-6A1-4V during heat
treatment. The P-transus temperature of this alloy is in a range of 982-993°C [118]. The
encapsulated samples were then subjected to a heat treatment at 1050°C for 80 min
followed by air-cooling (~ 52°C/min). Therefore, the annealing treatment was performed
in the p-phase field to change the as-received bimodal (a+P) structure to P phase. The
cooling rate controls the size of the microstructural features such as a-colony size or the
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length of a-plates. The cooling rate also determines the change from a Widmanstatten to a
martensitic structure, and in order to avoid the nose of the CCT diagram the rate of
cooling should be lower than 1000° C to prevent the formation of any martensitic structure
[23]. The formation of martensitic structures was then avoided by air-cooling since the
presence of a' or a" would add to the complexity of the diffusion problem in the
oxidation step.
3.2.2 Microstructure Observation
Three types of samples were prepared for microstructure evaluation, which were
mill-annealed Ti-6A1-4V, heat treated Ti-6A1-4V and TMC samples. The samples were
wet ground using SiC abrasive papers from 240 grit size to 4000 grit size. After grinding,
polishing was performed using 0.1 and 0.05 ^m alumina suspensions on rotating
polishing wheel covered by microcloths. Finally, after polishing, the samples were etched
by immersing in Kroll's solution which consisted of 2 ml HF, 4.5 ml HN0 3 and 100 ml
H 2 0. The immersion time was between 10 to 20 seconds. Microstructural observation of
the polished surface was performed under a JEOL scanning electron microscope. The
SEM micrographs of the Ti-6A1-4V microstructures, which conespond to bimodal and
heat treated samples to give a Widmanstatten microstructures, are shown in Figure 3.1 (a)
and (b), respectively. The recrystalhzed equiaxed primary a together with the
recrystalhzed p phase, i.e. (a+P)p, as well as the lamellar a+P colonies are marked on the
SEM micrograph of bimodal microstructure (Figure 3.1 (a)). Figure 3.2 illustrates the
microstructure of the TMC samples. The micrograph shows the TiC particles within the
equiaxed and plate-like a+p phase together with intergranular p phase. The volume
fraction of the micro-pores was 5-6 Vol% as measured by image analyzing techniques.
The majority of pores were concentrated at the particles/matrix interface.
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Figure 3.1. The SEM micrograph showing (a) bimodal and (b) Widmanstatten microstructures of
mill-annealed Ti-6A1-4V sample. The lamellar a+P colonies together with the recrystalhzed a and
P ((a+P)p) phases are marked.

Figure 3.2 The SEM micrograph of the mirror-polished and etched surface of TMC sample. The
intergranular p phase and the recrystalhzed a+p phases are marked.
3.3

Thermal Oxidation Procedure
Thermal oxidation process was performed on Ti-6A1-4V and TMC samples. The

condition of TO process—described in section 2.2.1—was adopted for oxidation of Ti6A1-4V samples. Whereas, due to the effect of TiC on oxidation resistance of TMCs
[96,97], the optimum condition to achieve an adherent oxide on TMC substrate had to be
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decided. Sample preparation process and the oxidation process for both types of material
are described in this section.
3.3.1

Sample Preparation for Thermal Oxidation Process
The samples prepared for the oxidation process were in the form of coupons. The

diameter of the mill-annealed Ti-6A1-4V and the TMC samples were 25 and 27 mm,
respectively. The specimen surfaces were wet ground using SiC abrasive papers
progressively from 240 to 2400 grit. This procedure resulted in an average surface
roughness 0.04 fxm for Ti-6A1-4V and 0.4 pm for TMC samples as measured by an
optical profilometer. The average height distribution of the TiC particles over the Ti-6A14V matrix was 1.25 u.m. The samples were then rinsed with ethanol, washed
ultrasonically for 6 min in acetone and dried in hot air prior to the oxidation process.
3.3.2 Thermal Oxidation Process
Isothermal oxidation was conducted in an electric muffle furnace with static
ambient atmosphere. The Ti-6A1-4V samples were oxidized at 600°C for 65 h followed
by cooling in the furnace. The condition of the thermal oxidation process is adopted from
the literature where it is suggested that the most adherent oxide with optimum conosion
resistance and dry and lubricated wear resistance can be produced. Higher temperatures
produce poorly adherent oxide and at lower temperatures formation of a continuous,
relatively thick oxide for tribological purposes is not observed [3-5,56,64].
TMC samples were thermally oxidized in the same furnace at 600 and 800°C for
20 min, 20 h and 60 h followed by furnace cooling. These temperatures were chosen as
Qin et al [14-16] observed formation of a continuous oxide on TiC/ Ti-6A1-4V, TiC+TiB/
Ti, TiC+TiB/Ti-Al and TiC+TiB/Ti6242 composites within the temperature range of 550650°C, While Zhang et al [13] did not observe formation of an integrated scale on the
whole surface of TiC reinforced Ti-6A1 at temperatures lower than 800°C. The quality of
the oxide scales formed was investigated by several experimental methods, which are
described in detail in section 3.4. The optimum oxidation condition was decided to be at
80CfCfor20min.
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3.4

Oxide Characterization Procedures
In order to characterize the composition, mechanical properties and microstructure

of the oxide and oxygen diffusion layer (ODZ) formed during thermal oxidation process;
several tests were performed on the oxidized Ti-6A1-4V and TMC samples which are
described in this section.
3.4.1

Compositional Analyses by X-ray Diffraction Method
A Rigaku DMAX-1200 X-ray diffractometer with Cu K a radiation was used for

phase identification of the oxidized surface. The glancing incidence XRD technique was
used with an incident beam angle of 2° The diffraction angle (29) was between 10 "and
150°and the scanning step was 0.02° for counting time of Is at each step. The data were
collected by a computer and the possible matches were analyzed by the software. It
should be noted that the oxide scale was not detached from the substrate for the purpose
of XRD analysis and the test was performed on the oxidized coupons, therefore X-rays
can penetrate the Ti-6A1-4V or TMC substrate.
3.4.2

Microstructure Observations
Microstructural examinations were conducted by a JEOL and a FEI Quanta 200

FEG scanning electron microscope on the cross-sections of the oxidized samples. In order
to measure the oxide and ODZ thickness and evaluate the oxide/substrate interface,
samples of the cross-sections of oxidized Ti-6A1-4V and TMCs were cut perpendicular to
the oxide surface. The cut surface was at a distance remote enough from the edges of the
coupon to exclude the effect of sideway diffusion. The cut samples were Ni-doped coated
prior to metallographic preparation, in order to preserve the oxide scale. The solution
used was the standard electroless-Ni solution in which the samples were immersed at 90
"C for 45 min. In order to make the samples conductive, the oxidized samples were goldsputtered prior to Ni-Coating procedure. Finally, the cross-sections were prepared using
conventional metallographic methods for Ti alloys mentioned in section 3.2.2 and etched
using Kroll's reagent.
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3.4.3

Hardness Measurement on Tapered Subsurface
To facilitate the precise microhardness measurements for evaluating the thickness

of ODZ layer, the oxidized specimens were taper-sectioned by grinding and polishing.
For this purpose, the oxidized samples were glued to an Al stand which is shown in
Figure 3.3. The top face of the stand was cut at an angle of about 5.7° which provides a 10
times magnification of the subsurface zone. The sample accompanied with the stand was
then mounted and polishing was started from the top face of the sample, as depicted in
Figure 3.3.
The microhardness measurements were performed on the tapered sections of
bimodal and Widmanstatten Ti-6A1-4V and TMC samples utilizing a Micro-Combi CSM
instrument with a diamond Vickers indenter. The elastic modulus and Poisson's ratio of
the indenter were 1141 GPa and 0.07, respectively. The instrument allows the
measurement of the evolution of force as a function of penetration depth during the
indentation process. The elastic modulus and hardness of the material can be estimated
from the slope of the unloading curve calculated by Oliver and Phan method (Appendix
A) [119]. The maximum indentation load used was 400 mN with loading and unloading
rates of 800 mN/min and an average of 5 indentations were performed at each depth. The
Poisson's ratio of the coating was assumed to be 0.3.
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Figure 3.3. Schematic representation of the Al stand cut at an angle of 5.7° with the oxidized
sample placed on top; the top arrow shows the direction of grinding and polishing.
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3.4.4

Micro-Scratch Test on the Oxide Surface
In order to evaluate the oxide coating formed and also the composite samples

single pass scratch tests were performed on Ti-6A1-4V, TMC sample, Ti-6A1-4V sample
oxidized at 600 for 65h (TO process), TMC sample oxidized at 600 for 65 h (TMC-665h) and TMC sample oxidized at 800 for 20 min (TMC-8-20min). The two latter
oxidation conditions were selected based on the cross-sectional microstructural
evaluations explained in section 3.4.2.
The surfaces of the TMC and Ti-6A1-4V samples were minor-polished using the
aforementioned conventional metallographic techniques and washed ultrasonically in
acetone for 6 min prior to the scratch test. The surface of the oxidized samples were
washed and rinsed with acetone and dried in hot air. A single pass scratch test was
performed on each sample under progressive load of 1 to 20 N with a loading rate of 6
N/min and the scratch length of 6mm. A Micro-Combi CSM instrument was used which
allowed the friction force and the penetration depth to be recorded. The diamond sliding
stylus was a micro-Rockwell type indenter of 200 pm tip radius. Characteristic features of
the scratch grooves were revealed by a JEOL scanning electron microscope.
3.4.5 Measurement of Fracture Toughness by Indentation Crack Length (ICL)
Method
In order to compare the fracture toughness of the oxide scales formed on TMC-665h and TMC-8-20min samples indentation crack length method was adopted. The
surface of the samples were rinsed with acetone and dried in hot air prior to the
indentation tests. A Micro-Combi CSM instrument with a diamond Vickers indenter was
utilized to perform indentation at maximum loads of 0.75, 1, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75, 2 and 3 N.
An average of 30 indentations was made at each load and the details of each indentation
were studied under a FEI Quanta 200 FEG scanning electron microscope. The indentation
marks which were relatively symmetric and adequately far from the TiC particles were
selected for crack length measurements. The crack lengths from the corners of the
indentation mark (/), the crack lengths from the center of the indentation marks (a), and
the indent half diagonal were measured by Omnimet image analyzing software. The
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measured values were used to determine the type of cracking and the fracture toughness
of each oxide coating as described in section 2.3.
3.5

Tensile Testing Procedure
Tensile tests were carried out by CANMET/MTL to evaluate the bulk mechanical

properties of Ti-6A1-4V and TMC samples prior to any further surface evaluations. The
tensile samples were fabricated by a metal injection moulding process. The tests were
performed at three different temperatures of 25°C, 250°C and 400°C. The 25°C tests were
performed at a stain rate of 6.6 x 10 _ 5 s _ 1 and the 250°C and 400°C tests were run at a
strain rate of 1.3 x 1 0 _ 4 s - 1

An average of 5 tests was performed at each condition

which was continued up to the fracture of the tensile samples. The load and elongation of
the samples were recorded during the test and the yield strength, the ultimate tensile
strength and the final elongation of the samples were reported after each test.
3.6

Laboratory Wear Testing Procedure

3.6.1 Description of Ball-on-Disk Tribometer
The dry sliding wear tests were carried out on a Universal Micro-tribometer using
ball-on-disk configuration as shown in Figure 3.4 (a). The tribometer consist of a 2D
force sensor and a precision spindle. The ball counterface is mounted to the force sensor
(marked as "1" in Figure 3.4 (a)) using a stainless steel ball holder (marked as "2" in
Figure 3.4 (a)). This sensor senses the vertical or loading force and the lateral drag or
friction force. The loading force sensor is used as feedback for the vertical carriage
positioning system to maintain a constant loading force. The combination of loading force
and friction are used to calculate the coefficient of friction. Mounted to the force sensor is
a suspension (marked as "3" in Figure 3.4) which allows the upper specimen to follow
variations in the height of the lower specimen as it rotates. The precision spindle rotates
the disk (marked as "4" in Figure 3.4 (a)) at adjusted velocity. The apparatus has a PCbased motor-control and data acquisition.
The tribometer comprises a removable plastic chamber (marked as "5*' in Figure
3.4 (b)) which can be installed around the force-sensor and spindle chamber to isolate the
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test configuration from the sunounding environment and run the tests under controlled
environment condition as shown in Figure 3.4 (b). The disk chamber is connected to a
humidifier and dehumidifier system which is capable of controlling the relative humidity
(marked as "6" in Figure 3.4 (b)). Wear tests were performed at ambient condition, i.e.
room temperature and 40% controlled relative humidity and using normal loads of 2, 3.5,
5, 7 and 10 N. During the test, the disk sample was rotated at 477.5 rpm, which yielded a
linear velocity of 0.3 m/s at the periphery of the 6mm radius wear track. Each test
involved a total sliding distance of 1000m, which proved to be sufficient for the
attainment of a steady-state situation in all tests.

Figure 3.4. Photographs showing (a) the ball-on-disk Universal Micro-Tribometer (b) the
humidity chamber; "1" is the force sensor, "2" is the stainless steel ball holder, "3" is the force
suspension, "4" is the disk sample, "5" is the humidity chamber, and "6" is the humidity
controller.
3.6.2 Wear Test Sample and Counterface Preparation
The MEM-fabricated Ti-6A1-4V and TMC samples were tested in as polished
condition using the conventional metallographic techniques described in section 3.2.2.
This resulted in an average surface roughness of 0.04 and 0.4 urn for Ti-6A1-4V and
TMC samples as measured by optical surface profilometery. The TMC-8-20min samples
were tested in the oxidized state without further polishing.
The counterface material was 6mm diameter chrome-steel (C/S) ball which
chemical composition in weight is given in Table 3.2 as provided by the supplier. The
Vickers hardness of the chrome-steel balls was 700 HV Prior to wear test the C/S balls
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and the un-oxidized disks were degreased and washed ultrasonically in acetone for 6min
and dried in hot air, while the oxidized samples were only rinsed with acetone in order to
avoid any deteriorating effect of ultrasonic washer on the oxide coating.
Table 3.2. Composition of the Chrome-Steel counterface balls
Element

C

Mn

Si

P

S

Cr

Fe

Atomic %

0.95-1.10

0.2-0.45

0.25-0.35

0.25 Max

0.25 Max

1.30-1.60

Balance

3.6.3 Measurement of the Wear Loss
The wear loss of Ti-6A1-4V and TMC and oxidized TMCs were measured base on
both mass loss and changes in the depth of the wear track. The tested samples were rinsed
with acetone to remove any loose debris. The weight of every coupon and ball were
measured using a high precision scale (10"5 g) before and after the wear test. At least three
tests were canied out for each set of conditions and the average value was taken for the
calculation of mass loss. The measured mass loss was converted to volume loss using the
density of each sample. The material removed from the oxidized sample was mainly rutile
and therefore the density of rutile type of Ti0 2 (i.e. 4.26 gem"3) was used to calculate the
volume loss in the case of the TMC-8-20minh samples. The volume loss values were
divided by the total sliding distance, i.e. 1000 m, to obtain the amount of wear rates. The
wear rates were also measured using the suspension mounted to the force sensor of the
tribometer which allowed the height of the lower specimen in relation to the upper ball to
be recorded during the wear test. Therefore, it was possible to trace the changes in the
depth of penetration of the ball into the disk samples as the sliding proceeded. The
volume loss of the samples (V) were calculated using the values of depth change by
means of the following equation according to ASTM G99
V = 2nR r2 (0

sin26
—)

Equation 3.1

where r is the radius of the ball, i.e. 3mm, and R is the radius of the wear track, i.e. 6mm
and 9 is the half angle of the wear track which is given by the following equation:
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where d is the depth change given by the machine. In order to measure the wear rate
based on the depth data, the measured volume loss values were plotted against sliding
distance. According to the definition of wear rate given in section 2.1.6.1 the slope of
these plots yielded the value of wear rate at each load.
3.6.4 Examination of the Worn Surface, Cross-Sectional Subsurface and Wear
Debris
The morphology of the worn surface, the minor-polished cross-sectional
subsurface and the wear debris were elucidated using a JEOL scanning electron
microscope equipped with an energy dispersive spectroscope (EDS). Before examination
in the SEM, the worn surface of the samples was rinsed with acetone. The surface and
subsurface layers were also examined microscopically on cross-sectional samples. For
this purpose, the worn samples were cut parallel to the sliding direction and Ni-doped
coated prior to metallographic preparation in order to preserve any layer on the surface.
The coated samples were then mounted and minor-polished. The details of the
metallographic preparations and Ni-coating procedure are given in section 3.2.2.
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Chapter 4
4
4.1

Results
Introduction
In this chapter the results of thermal oxidation performed on bimodal and

Widmanstatten Ti-6A1-4V, and TMC samples along with the tensile test and the wear test
are presented. Ti-6A1-4V samples were oxidized at 600 °C for 65 h, which has been
designated as TO-condition by Dong et al [5]. SEM observations (section 4.2.1) as well
as micro-indentations (section 4.2.2) were performed on the oxide cross-sections. These
observations confirmed the similar nature of oxide and oxygen diffusion zone formed on
both microstructures. The EDS mapping results, presented in section 1.1.1, together with
the X-ray analysis, given in section 4.2.3, confirmed that an alumina layer is formed at
the gas/oxide interface. The micro-scratch test results are described in section 4.2.5,
which confirmed the outstanding adherence of coating to the substrate.
Prior to any surface characterization and surface treatment, tensile tests at various
temperatures (25-400°C) were performed on TMC and Ti-6A1-4V samples to characterize
the mechanical properties of the bulk material (section 4.3). TMC samples were thermally
oxidized at various temperatures and durations of time. Based on the adhesion strength,
morphology and mechanical properties of the oxide scale the optimum oxidation
condition was determined (section 4.4). The ball-on-disk configuration was adopted to
perform wear tests on Ti-6A1-4V, TMC and thermally oxidized (TO)-TMC samples. The
wear rate measurements and SEM observations on worn surface, subsurface and wear
debris of TMCs and TO-TMCs are presented in sections 4.5.1 and section 4.5.2
respectively. The ball-on-disk tests performed on TO-TMC samples revealed that this
surface treatment significantly improved the tribological behaviour of TMC samples.
4.2

Thermal Oxidation of Ti-6A1-4V Alloy
In this section the results of thermal oxidation (TO) process performed on Ti-6A1-

4V alloy are presented. The main aim of these experiments was to evaluate the oxide
composition, mechanical properties and the diffusion mechanisms that are responsible for
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the formation of oxide scale and ODZ. The mill-annealed bimodal samples were heat
treated under vacuum at 1050° C for 80 min and then air-cooled to form Widmanstatten
microstructure. The heat treated microstructure is illustrated in Figure 3.1. Thermal
oxidation was performed in an air furnace at 600°C for 65 h followed by cooling in the
furnace. The oxide scale formed was characterized by SEM observation of the crosssection, micro-indentation on tapered cross-section, X-ray diffraction, and micro-scratch
test on the surface under progressive normal load. The results of these experiments are
discussed in the following sections.
4.2.1

SEM Observation of the Oxide Cross-Section
The SEM micrographs of the cross-section of the oxide scale formed on bimodal

and Widmanstatten samples are shown in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2 respectively. The
cross-sections were prepared by conventional metallographic methods. The thickness of
the oxide scale and the oxygen diffusion zone (ODZ) were measured by Ominimet image
analyzer at least at 20 points and the average of the measured valued together with their
standard deviation values are tabulated in Table 4.1. The ODZ layer is defined as the zone
within which the recrystallized equiaxed P (PP) is transformed into a since oxygen is a
strong a-stabilizer that increases the P-transus temperature as shown in O-Ti phase
diagram in Figure 2.16. However as can be seen in these figures a fraction of the lamellar
P phase is retained in ODZ layer despite of the oxygen dissolution. Pitt and Ramulu [87]
observed that diffusion occurs simultaneously through the a and P grains and along phase
boundaries. However, the existence of retained lamellar P phase in Figure 4.1 and Figure
4.2 verifies faster diffusion along equiaxed a+P compared to lamellar a+p. The
thicknesses of the oxide scale and ODZ formed on both microstructures were, however,
similar. The thickness of the ODZ zone and the hardening effect of oxygen dissolution
were studied by micro-hardness test on tapered cross-section which is described in section
4.2.2.
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Figure 4.1. Cross-sectional SEM micrograph of Ti-6A1-4V sample with a bimodal microstructure
oxidized at 600 C for 65h showing the oxide layer (OL) and the oxygen diffusion zone (ODZ)
established as a result of oxygen dissolution.

Figure 4.2. Cross-sectional SEM micrograph of Ti-6A1-4V sample with a Widmanstatten
microstructure oxidized at 600 C for 65h showing the oxide layer and the oxygen diffusion zone
(ODZ) established as a result of oxygen dissolution.
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Table 4.1. The thickness of oxide and ODZ layers as measured from the SEM micrographs
Microstructure

Thickness of oxide scale (fxm)

Thickness of ODZ (\im)

Bimodal

1.7±0.3

16.4±3.8

Widmanstatten

1.3±0.1

16.9±3.6

4.2.2

Micro-Indentation on Tapered Cross-Section
The tapered cross-sections were polished at an angle of 5.7° to the oxide surface as

shown schematically in Figure 3.3 and provided a 10 times magnification in the crosssection. A series of micro-indentation tests were performed on the tapered cross-sections
of oxidized bimodal and Widmanstatten samples, starting at 5pm distance from the
interface, with a 5 um step and a total distance of 60 um. The indentation load was 400
mN with an average of 5 tests at each distance. The hardness values were calculated from
the load-penetration depth data utilizing Oliver and Phan method [119] according to
Appendix A. The variations of the measured microhardness of both microstructures as a
function of depth below the oxide/ODZ interface is shown in Figure 4.3. The
microhardness plot depicted the gradual decrease of surface hardness through the bulk
material where the depth of the ODZ can be estimated as 17 \im for both microstructures.
This in agreement with the results of the microscopic depth measurements conducted on
the cross-sections (Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2). The ODZ is defined as the depth where the
hardness-depth plot levels out and becomes equal to the bulk hardness. The hardness of
bimodal and Widmanstatten samples adjacent to the interface (at a 5pm distance) were
989 and 1072 (Hv). This higher hardness for Widmanstatten samples was observed over
the whole range of distances studied which can be explained in terms of the hardening
effect of the martensitic structure formed during heat-treatment within P-phase field [1],
which is described in section 2.1.3.
One of the most effective solid solute atoms in titanium is oxygen. The highest
concentration of oxygen in the solid solution occurs at the area adjacent to the oxide
interface where the microhardness of both microstructures were measured to be around
twice as high as the bulk hardness. The solid solution strengthening of oxygen is
explained in section 2.2.1.1 in terms of the increase in the critical resolved shear stress of
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slip planes [28] and hindrance of twining [26,77]. Based on the interaction of oxygen
interstitials with dislocations, several mechanisms are proposed to explain the strong
strengthening effect of oxygen interstitials, some of these mechanisms are: i) the
asymmetric core structure of (a)-type screw dislocations induced by oxygen solute atoms
[26], ii) the ordering of oxygen atoms and the oblate geometry of octahedral sites with the
concomitant tetragonality strains (the lattice defects with tetragonality strains interact
with the shear part of the stress field of a dislocation to give rise to large interactions with
both screw and edge dislocations) [69], iii) the partial covalent characteristics of the
oxygen solid solution and the associated interaction with dislocations with electrical
dipole [28], and iv) the long-range ordering of oxygen observed at higher than 22.5 at%
preceded by short range ordering in more dilute solutions [68,76]. In any case, the high
strength of the ODZ can provide an excellent support for the oxide scale laid on top of it
during any type of sliding contact.
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Figure 4.3. The micro-hardness vs. depth profile of the bimodal and Widmanstatten samples
oxidized at 600°C for 65h showing the solid solution hardening effect of oxygen in titanium
(ODZ: oxygen diffusion zone and BM: bulk metal).
4.2.3

X-Ray Diffraction of the Oxide Scale
The XRD pattern of the oxide layer developed by oxidation of bimodal sample in

air is presented in Figure 4.4. The major phase formed during oxidation at 600°C was
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rutile form of Ti0 2 , though the rutile layer formed was so thin that the X-rays penetrated
the a-phase of ODZ beneath the oxide. Other possible compounds were TiO and anatase
form of Ti0 2 . However, the presence of TiO can be questioned since its most intensive
peak located at 29=36.06 overlapped with the peak of rutile and the peak located at
29=52.56 overlapped with the peak of a-Ti. On the other hand, the pattern obtained for
anatase was weak and incomplete, with many of the high intensity reflections absent,
such as the peaks with relative intensities (I) of — = 35,20,20 where /; is the intensity of
h

the strongest peak. Nevertheless, the only possible match for the peaks located at
29=25.26 and 74.80 was anatase, therefore the existence of anatase cannot be ruled out.
Apparently, the lower oxides of titanium and aluminum and vanadium oxides are either
unstable under these oxidation conditions or they are formed in exceedingly small
quantities and/or they are in amorphous or nanocrystalline form.
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Figure 4.4. XRD pattern for Ti-6A1-4V coupons oxidized in air at 600°C for 65h
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4.2.4 EDS Mapping on Oxide Cross-Section
The distribution of the elements in the scale formed on Ti-6A1-4V by TO process
was studied by EDS mapping of the oxide cross-section which was sectioned and
observed using a dual beam machine combining a high resolution FEB column and an
SEM column. Figure 4.5 shows the compositional profiles of Ti, Al, V and O elements. It
is noteworthy that an Al-rich layer formed at the gas/oxide interface, while a Ti-rich layer
existed at the interface of oxide scale and substrate. The inner Ti-rich scale consisted
mainly of Ti0 2 as confirmed by XRD results presented in the previous section. The
contribution of the external Al-containing compound to the X-ray diffraction peaks,
however, was extremely minor, which was either due to its small quantity or amorphous
form. The oxidation process had no particular effect on distribution of vanadium in the
compound layer as can be seen in Figure 4.5 (d).
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Figure 4.5. EDS distribution maps of elements within the oxide scale formed by TO process on Ti-6A1-4V and sectioned with FIB. The secondary
image (SEI) along with the compositional profiles of Ti, Al, V, and O are shown.
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4.2.5

Scratch Test Results on Oxide Scale
The scratch test method is generally accepted as an efficient method to evaluate

the interface adhesion and the fracture toughness of coated surface In this test the usual
procedure is to move the scratch tip across the coated surface under an increasing normal
load until failure is observed The load at which this happens is called the cntical normal
load It is generally accepted that the test is suitable for coatings of thickness ranging
from 0 1 to 20 p,m [116,120], which includes the coating thickness of this study (1 7 ^im)
In this study a Rockwell C type diamond indenter with 200 ^im tip radius was used to
perform scratch test under increasing normal load between 1-20 N The maximum contact
pressure at the center of the spherical indenter (P0) can be calculated based on the the
Hertzian theory as follows
6WE*2
P

°

=

(

"^P2-

Equation 4 9
)1/3

where W is the normal load, R is the indenter radius and E* is the reduced elastic modulus
given by the following equation
1 _ 1 - $1
E*
Er

1 — t9|
E2

Equation 4 10

where E± and E2 are the elastic modulus and i9x and d2 are the Poisson's ratios of the
substrate and the indenter, respectively It has been shown [121] that the effect of
tangential force on the normal pressure and contact area is generally small, particularly
when COF is less than 1 Therefore equation 4 9 was employed to estimate the maximum
contact pressure under the spherical indenter during scratch test Ascnbing£Yj0 =
192 GPa (measured by microindentation under 200 mN) ,fiTio2 — Q-3,EDmmond =
1141 GPa and tiDiamond = 0.07, the contact pressure produced under indenter of 200
[im radius and increasing normal load of 1-20 N was 5 33-14 47 GPa The loading rate
was 6 N/min and the length of the scratch was 6 mm
The typical coefficient of faction (COF) vs normal ioad plot for Ti-6A1-4V and
T0-Ti-6A1-4V samples is shown in Figure 4 6 The recorded fiction data is the sum of
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adhesion and ploughing friction [33]. The coefficient of friction was generally higher for
Ti-6A1-4V sample with large fluctuations around an average value of 0.37 The large
fluctuations confirm the high adhesion tendencies of Ti matrix which is caused by its
electron configuration and crystal structure. COF increased gradually for the coated
sample as the normal load increased with a discontinuity observed around 12 N or 12.206
GPa, which is marked as "2" in Figure 4.6. Despite this increase, a lower COF was
achieved for oxidized samples compared to the un-oxidized sample for all the loads. In
order to better explain the COF behaviour, the scratch groove formed on thermally
oxidized sample was studied under SEM.
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Figure 4.6. Variation of Coefficient of friction with normal load of Ti-6A1-4V and T0-Ti-6A1-4V
samples recorded during scratch test under increasing normal load of 1-20N. The scratch length
was 6 mm.
The overall view of the scratch groove is shown in Figure 4.7. It is clear that the
width of the scratch groove increases with an increase in normal load. Holmberg et al
[120] classified the type of failure that happens in coatings during scratch test into 6
groups (shown in Figure 4.8) which can be categorized as (a) angular cracks, (b) parallel
cracks, (c) half-circular or half-cone cracks, (d) coating chipping and (f) coating break
trough. The failure modes and the value of critical load depends on various parameters,
namely the properties of coating, and substrate, the strength of coating/substrate interface,
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the coating thickness, the shape of the tip of the indenter, the loading rate, and the friction
between coating and scratch tip. Basically, two types of failures can be distinguished,
cohesive failure of coating or substrate (such as (a), (b) or (c) type failure), and interfacial
failure of coating/substrate interface (such as (d), (e) and (d) type failure) [116].
The occunence of cohesive and interfacial failure under scratch test was
elucidated by closer examination of the scratch groove shown in Figure 4.9. Figure 4.9 (a)
illustrates the SEM micrograph of the first failure happened under 8.02 GPa (3.4 N)
contact pressure and matched with the angular cracking type. This point is marked as " 1 "
on the COF plot shown in Figure 4.6 from which it is clear that no particular change in
COF curve occurs due to cohesive failure of the coating. The discontinuity in COF curve,
which is marked as "2" in Figure 4.6, conesponded to the first interfacial failure at the
edges of scratch groove that is shown in Figure 4.9 (b). This interfacial failure occuned
under 12.2 GPa contact pressure and according to the aforementioned classification
conesponded to (d)-type failure shown in Figure 4.8. The half-cone-type cracks, whose
SEM micrograph is shown in Figure 4.9 (c), were formed under 12.4 GPa contact
pressure. Neither of coating breakthrough type failure nor chipping in front of the sliding
stylus ((f)-type failure in Figure 4.8) were evidenced at the tip of the scratch tip, which is
depicted in Figure 4.9 (d).
The occunence of half-cone cracks on the coating surface (type (c)) can be
described by Hertz theory which applies to the case of frictionless spherical indentation of
an elastic monolithic material. This solution gives a maximum tensile stress on the
surface at the perimeter of the contact as shown in Figure 4.10. This stress may lead to
cracking in the form of cones starting from the surface. If a tangential load is applied to
the indenter, the cone crack can rotate along its axis and a partial cone crack can form due
to the shift in maximum tensile stress to the trailing edge of the indenter as shown in
Figure 4.10 for ,u=0.25, 0.5 [121]. The formation of partial cone cracks repeats with a
regular interval which depends on the load, the critical flow size and fracture toughness
[122,123]. These cracks start from the surface and therefore, in the case of a brittle
coating on a ductile substrate, their average interval provides a criterion for the qualitative
evaluation of the fracture toughness of the coating.
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Figure 4 7 SEM micrograph of the scratch groove on T0-Ti-6A1-4V sample The length of the
scratch is 6 mm while the normal load was increased linearly from 1 to 20 N

W!&
(a)

<f» ( 0 (d) (e)
Increasing normal load

Figure 4 8 Schematic illustration of the possible failure types in a scratch test (a) angular crack,
(b) parallel crack, (c) transverse half-cone cracks, (d) coating chipping, (e) coating spalling, and
(f) coating breakthrough [120]
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Figure 4 9 SEM micrograph of the vanous types of cohesive or interfacial failures happened
during scratch test on TO-Ti-6Al-4V sample The loads corresponding to these micrographs are
marked as l to 4 on the COF plot shown in Figure 4 8 (a) angular cracking at 8 02 GPa, (b)
coating spalling at 12 2 GPa, (c) half-cone cracking at 12 4 GPa, and (d) the scratch tip where no
coating breakthrough was observed at 14 5 GPa
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Figure 4.10. Ratio of tensile stress a to normal stress o0 vs. the position x relative to the contact
radius a for elastic sliding with a spherical indenter [121].
In summary, all of the following types of failure were evidenced when the
diamond stylus was drawn over the T0-Ti-6A1-4V sample: angular cracking, parallel
cracking, half-cone cracking, and coating chipping at the edge of scratch. Coating
chipping in front of the sliding stylus, however, was not observed, which confirms that
the oxide/substrate interfacial bonding withstand the bending stresses at the leading front
of the indenter, in spite of the porous interface evidenced by FEB sectioning shown in
Figure 4.5. Additionally, the coating chipping was accompanied by a sudden increase in
the coefficient of friction.
4.3

Tensile Test Results
In this section the results of tensile tests, which were carried out on Ti-6A1-4V and

TMC samples are presented. The tensile samples were produced by MIM process, and the
tests were performed at three different temperatures of 25°C, 250°C and 400°C. An
average of 5 tests was performed at each condition. The values of yield strength, tensile
strength and ductility (elongation) of Ti-6A1-4V and TMC sample are compared in Figure
4.11 for three different temperatures. The results show higher yield strength for the TMC
samples compared to Ti-6A1-4V samples at all the temperatures especially at higher
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temperatures (Figure 4.11 (a)). The tensile strength of the TMC sample at room
temperature was similar to Ti-6A1-4V sample. When tested at 400°C, the tensile strength
of both of the TMC and Ti-6A1-4V samples decreased; however, the incorporated
particles improved the high temperature strength of the composite to a degree that its
tensile strength was 113 MPa higher than the Ti-6A1-4V sample (Figure 4.11 (b)). Figure
4.11 (c) reveals the deteriorating effect of particles on the low temperature ductility of Ti6A1-4V matrix. The ratio of the elongations of TMC samples to Ti-6A1-4V samples that
were tested at 25, 250 and 400°C were respectively 3.3, 2.7 and 2.3, and the inferior
ductility of the TMC samples to the matrix alloy at low temperature was compensated by
the enhanced ductility of the composite alloy at higher temperatures. Figure 4.12
illustrates the SEM micrograph that was taken from the fracture surface of the TMC
sample tested at 25°C. This micrograph revealed that the fracture mechanism consisted of
particle fracture as a result of the load transfer from the matrix to the reinforcement
followed by the ductile fracture of Ti-6A1-4V matrix (dimpled rupture or cup-and-cone
fracture) [29]. The fracture of particles occuned by a brittle mechanism of cracking
within the particle but not at the particle/matrix interface. These results confirmed that the
particle/matrix interfacial bonding achieved by MEM process endured the tensile stress
and the load was completely transfened to the particles, and postponed the void
coalescence mechanism within the ductile matrix.
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Figure 4.11. A comparison of the mechanical properties of the Ti-6A1-4V and TMC samples
measured by tensile tests performed at 25, 250 and 400°C

Figure 4.12 Fracture surface of the TMC sample tested at room temperature showmg cracking
within the TiC particles and ductile fracture of the matnx.
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4.4

Thermal Oxidation of TMCs
In this section the results of thermal oxidation of Ti-6A1-4V-10 Vol%TiC

composites are presented. The main aims of these experiments were to determine the
optimum oxidation condition in terms of temperature and time, and to evaluate the oxide
composition, mechanical properties and the diffusion mechanisms responsible for the
formation of oxide scale and ODZ. The TMC samples were thermally oxidized in an air
furnace at 600 and 800°C for 20 min, 20 h and 65 h followed by cooling in the furnace.
The oxidation procedure performed at 600°C for 65 h and at 800°C for 20 min resulted in
an integrated and relatively adherent scale. The oxide scales formed as a result of
oxidation at these conditions were characterized by SEM observation of the cross-section,
X-ray diffraction, and micro-scratch test performed on the surface, and under progressive
normal load. The fracture toughness of the scale formed was determined by indentation
crack length (ICL) method. The results of these experiments are discussed in the
following sections.
4.4.1

SEM Observation of the Oxide Scale
TMC samples were thermally oxidized at temperatures of 600 and 800° C for

periods of 20 min, 20 h and 65 h. The SEM micrograph of the cross-sectional
microstructure of the scale formed after oxidation at 600° for 65 h is shown Figure 4.13.
A continuous oxide scale was not visible on the samples oxidized at 600°C for 20min and
20h, which confirmed that the duration of oxidation was too short. A continuous oxide
scale, however, formed at 600 °C when prolonged oxidation was performed for 65 h.
While the thin scale (0.7 u.m) formed on the Ti-6A1-4V substrate (marked as OLj) was
adherent, a visible crack existed within the thick scale (4.4 \im) on TiC particles which is
marked as OL2. This crack caused the spallation of the scale on the particles as is evident
in the image of the oxide surface taken when the stage was tilted 50° relative to the beam
under SEM (Figure 4.14). Figure 4.15 illustrates the BSE and SEM micrographs of the
cross-section of the oxide scale formed during thermal oxidation at 800°C for 20 h and 20
min respectively. As can be seen, when oxidation prolonged for 20 h or longer, the scale
was exfoliated (Figure 4.15 (a)). The oxide scale formed at 800°C after 20 min uniformly
covered the surface and no evidence of cracking and/or spallation was observed (Figure
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4.15 (b)). With these in mind, the following oxidation conditions were selected as the
main focus of this study: at 800°C for 20 min and at 600°C for 65 hours. Hereafter the
TMC samples oxidized at these conditions are refened to as "TMC-8-20min" and "TMC6-65h" respectively.
The thickness of the oxide scale which formed on the substrate and TiC particles,
and the thickness of ODZ layer were measured separately for 6-65h and 8-20min
oxidation conditions at 20 different points using an Ominimet image analyzing software.
The average value of these measurements together with the associated standard deviation
values are tabulated in Table 4.2. The thickness of ODZ is defined as the zone within
which the recrystallized equiaxed p (PP) is transformed into a since oxygen is a strong astabilizer. The thickness of ODZ at 8-20min condition exhibited a large value of standard
deviation which was due to the role of TiC particle as diffusion banier. This is evident
from Figure 4.15 (b) where the recrystallized equiaxed P (PP) were not transformed into a
where there was a TiC particle on the diffusion path.

Figure 4.13. Cross-sectional SEM micrograph of TMC sample oxidized at 600°C for 65h showing
the oxide layer formed on Ti-6A1-4V substrate (OL,) and the spalled oxide layer on TiC particles
(OL2). The oxygen diffusion zone is marked as ODZ. A crack is visible within the oxide formed
on the TiC particle.
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Figure 4.14. The SEM micrograph of the oxide scale formed on TMC samples that were oxidized
at 600°C for 65h. This image is taken when the stage was tilted 50° relative to the SEM beam. The
oxide is visibly thicker and is exfoliated on TiC particles.

Figure 4.15. cross-sectional micrographs of the TMC samples oxidized at 800°C (a) for 20 h
showing the spallation of the oxide (OL) spallation and (b) for 20 min showing the oxide layer
formed on the substrate (OL,) and on the particles (OL2) and also the oxygen diffusion zone
(ODZ) formed. Beneath the TiC particle no p—>a transformation has occurred.
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Table 4.2. The thickness of oxide scale formed on the Ti-6A1-4V substrate and TiC particles, and
the thickness of ODZ layers as measured from the SEM micrographs of the TMC samples
oxidized at 600°C for 65h (6-65h) and at 800°C for 20 min (8-20min)
Thickness of the oxide layer
Thickness of ODZ

Oxidation condition
On Ti-6A1-4V

On TiC particles

60(TC-65h

0.73±0.15

4.41 ±0.72

11.25+0.65

800° C -20min

2.60+0.35

4.07±0.35

31.19+11.60

The oxidation behaviour of TMC alloy at the temperatures of this study can be
discussed based on the morphology of the oxide scales on substrate and TiC particles. As
it is apparent from Figure 4.13 and from Table 4.2, at 600°C preferential oxidation of TiC
particles dominates and the scale on the particles was 3.7 lim thicker than the scale on the
substrate. This difference in thickness was compensated by growth of a thicker scale in
two directions: i) in the direction shown by arrow " 1 " in Figure 4.13 which formed the
lump of oxide on the surface and ii) in the direction shown by anow "2" in Figure 4.13
which formed the penetrating dent of oxide. The stratification observed within the thick
scale is mainly due to the growth stresses built up in the scale caused by: i) high PillingBedworth ratio of the oxide and the substrate, ii) the great variations in lattice parameters
at the interface caused by formation of the solid solution, and iii) the high ratio of
coefficient of thermal expansions of the oxide and the substrate [70,71,88]. These stresses
increase until a bearable maximum value is reached at a critical thickness, at which the
crack nucleates. The oxide formed at 8-20min oxidation condition, however, was more
uniform in thickness with no evidence of stratification.
4.4.2

Micro-Indentation on Tapered Cross-Section

Similar to Ti-6A1-4V samples, a series of micro-indentation tests were performed on the
tapered cross-sections of TMC samples oxidized at 6-65h and 8-20min conditions,
starting at 5 u.m distance from the interface, with a 10 urn step and a total distance of 50
urn. The hardness values were calculated from the load penetration depth data according
to Appendix A. The variations of the measured microhardness as a function of the depth
below the oxide/ODZ interface is shown in Figure 4.16 for TMC-8-20min and TMC-6-
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65h samples. The ODZ is defined as the depth where the hardness-depth plot levels out
and becomes equal to the bulk hardness, which was approximately 10 [im and 40 u.m for
TMC-6-65h and TMC-8-20min samples, respectively. These values, considering the large
steps between the indentations, were in agreement with the results of the microscopic
depth measurements conducted on the cross-sections (Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.15).
ODZ-8-20min

1300
1200

«-TMC-8-20min
*-TMC-6-65h
•a
w

X

500 -t4

DDZ-6-65ht

400 410

20
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40

50

60

Distance from the interface)(im)

Figure 4.16. The micro-hardness vs. depth profile of the TMC-8-20min and TMC-6-65h samples
showing the solid solution hardening effect of oxygen in titanium (ODZ: Oxygen Diffusion Zone
and BM: Bulk Metal)
4.4.3

X-ray Diffraction of the Oxide Scale
The XRD patterns of the oxide scales developed at 6-65h and 8-20min oxidation

condition are presented in Figure 4.17 and Figure 4.18 respectively. The main phase
formed under both conditions was the rutile form of Ti0 2 . The peaks conforming to rutile
pattern were more intensive for 8-20min condition while the peaks conesponding to a-Ti
were more intensive for 6-65h condition. Since the oxide formed at 6-65h condition (0.73
(im) was thinner compared to the oxide formed at 8-20min condition (2.6 um), the X-rays
penetrated the a-phase of ODZ beneath the 6-65h-type oxide and the a-Ti peaks become
stronger. Furthermore, the (200), (301), (411) and (312) reflections of rutile were absent
in the XRD pattern of 6-65h-type sample (Figure 4.17). Other possible compounds on
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both types of samples were anatase form of Ti0 2 and AI2O3. In comparison to the pattern
obtained from the oxide on T0-Ti-6A1-4V samples (Figure 4.4), the most intensive peak
of anatase conesponding to (010) reflection was absent for TMC samples. However, the
only possible match for the peaks located at 28=37.62 and 112.64 was anatase, and the
existence of anatase cannot be ruled out. The probability of formation of alumina is even
less likely since its first three most intensive peaks were absent in the patterns obtained
from both 6-65h and 8-20min-type samples. The only possible match for the peaks
located at 29=41.8, 52.46, 63.38 and 72.78 was alumina similar to the case of anatase.
The oxide formed on the TiC particles at both conditions was, apparently, thick enough to
eliminate any reflection from TiC particles beneath the oxide scale since none of the
peaks in the spectra obtained from 6-65h and 8-20min-type oxides conformed to any of
TiC peaks.
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Figure 4.18 XRD pattern for TMC oxidized at 800°C for 20 mm.
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4.4.4

Scratch Test Results Performed on TMC, TMC-6-64 and TMC-8-20min
The scratch tests were performed under progressive normal load between 1-20 N.

AscribingE Ti02 = 192 GPa,dTi02

= 0.3,ETMC = 110 GPa,dTMC = 0.3,EDiamond

=

1141 GPa and ^Diamond = 0.07, this range of load produces a contact pressure in the
range of 5.33-14.47 GPa for the oxidized sample and 3.87-10.50 GPa for Ti-6A1-4V and
TMC samples. A Rockwell C type indenter with 200 u.m tip radius was pulled along the
surface to create a 6 mm scratch. The rate of increase in normal load was of 6 N/min. Ti6A1-4V and TMC samples were minor polished prior to the test, while no post-treatment
surface preparation was performed on TMC-6-65h and TMC-8-20min samples to
preserve the oxide scales that were formed during oxidation.
Figure 4.19 illustrates the profile of penetration depth along the scratch length for
Ti-6A1-4V, TMC, TMC-6-65h and TMC-8-20min samples. The spherical indenter
penetrated into the TMC sample from 1,277 to 37,088 nm, and into Ti-6A1-4V from
2,861 to 59,798 while the conesponding depths for TMC-6-65h and TMC-8-20min
samples were 715-23,210 nm and 966-18,423 nm. The penetration depth represents the
degree of plastic and elastic deformation imposed on the surface due to the contact
stresses. As can be seen in Figure 4.19, at the entire load range the deformation imposed
on TMC was lower than Ti-6A1-4V, and it was also decreased by performing 8-20min
oxidation condition. It should be noted that the contact pressure produced on oxidizedTMC samples was higher than the contact pressure on Ti-6A1-4V samples at the same
load which was due to the higher stiffness of oxide coating compared to stiffness of
TMCs (equation 4.9 and equation 4.10). The penetration depth on TMC and TMC-6-65h
was roughly equal up to 4.93 N with larger fluctuations for TMC-6-65h sample. The
improvement caused by 6-65h-type oxidation was apparent when the normal load
increased to higher than 4.93 N. Even so, TMC-8-20min exhibited the lowest penetration
depth of all that was lower than penetration depth produced on TMC-6-65h sample by an
average factor of 0.66. Studying the penetration depth on TMC sample itself, a significant
increase in the slope of the plot happened at 4.2 N—marked as point " 1 " in Figure
4.19—that was followed by a decrease in the slope at 9.7 N—marked as point "'2" in
Figure 4.19.
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Figure 4.19. Variation of penetration depth with normal load of Ti-6A1-4V. TMC and oxidized
TMC samples at different oxidation conditions of 600°C for 65 h and 800°C for 20 min during
scratch test under increasing normal load of 1-20N. The scratch length was 6 mm.
The COF vs. normal load plots for Ti-6A1-4V, TMC, TMC-6-65h and TMC-820min samples are shown in Figure 4.20. For Ti-6A1-4V sample, the COF curve
fluctuated around a constant average of 0.36 giving the highest value of COF at entire
range of load. The COF curve of TMC-8-20min increased steadily from 0.1 to 0.18,
giving the lowest COF value under the highest contact pressure. For TMC-6-65h sample,
the COF rapidly increased from 0.1 to 0.38 giving a higher COF value at 20N normal
load compared to TMC and TMC-8-20min. On the other hand, the COF curve for TMC
sample showed a similar trend as its penetration depth curve, where it increased from a
value of 0.1 to around 0.15 as the normal load increased to 4.2 N (marked as " 1 " in
Figure 4.20) that was then followed by a rapid rise to a value around 0.3 at around 9.7 N
(Marked as "2" in Figure 4.20) and stayed constant at that level. In order to identify the
origin for the variations in penetration depth and COF values, the morphology of the
scratches were studied under SEM which results are given in section 4.4.4.1.
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Figure 4.20. Vanation of Coefficient of friction with normal load of Ti-6A1-4V, TMC and
oxidized TMC samples at different oxidation conditions of 600°C for 65 h and 800°C for 20 min
during scratch test under increasing normal load of 1-20N. The scratch length was 6 mm.
4.4.4.1 SEM Observations of the Scratch
The modes of failure and the values of critical loads for both oxidized and unoxidized samples were revealed by close examination of the scratch surface under SEM.
Figure 4.21 illustrates the SEM micrographs of various types of failure observed on TMC
sample. As shown in Figure 4.21 (a), under 1.3 N normal load (4.22 GPa contact
pressure) cracking within the particles commenced, however, the Ti-6A1-4V matrix below
the TiC particles was able to withstand the indentation force transmitted by the particle
under pressure and the particles were not pushed into the matrix. The cracking within the
particles was similar to the half-circle type cracking that was evidenced on the oxide in
Figure 4.9 (c). As mentioned before, this type cracking is induced by the maximum
tensile stress at the trailing edge of the sliding stylus. Figure 4.21 (b) shows the cracked
particles that completely sank into the matrix under 4.3 N (6.29 GPa contact pressure),
and the Ti-6A1-4V matrix which was smeared over the particles. As the normal load
increased to 9.6N (8.22 GPa contact pressure), cracking within the particles resulted in
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fracture of particles at the edge of the scratch groove, and then fragments of TiC particle
were formed (Figure 4.21 (c)).
The sudden increase in penetration depth and COF values at around 4.2
N—marked as point " 1 " in Figure 4.19 and Figure 4.20—occuned when the TiC particles
lost their load bearing capacity, sank into the matrix and the penetration depth under of
the sliding stylus into the TMC matrix increased considerably. The particles are less
likely to be worn out at these low loads since no particle damage was observed up to the
higher loads (The point marked as 2 in Figure 4.19 and Figure 4.20). The contact type,
then, was changed from TiC/diamond to Ti-6Al-4V/diamond that was accompanied by a
sudden increase in COF (marked as point lin Figure 4.19 and Figure 4.20) caused by the
higher adhesion tendencies of Ti-6A1-4V matrix, and the COF curve of TMC was shifted
toward the COF curve of Ti-6A1-4V The fracture within the particles—evidenced at
around 8.22 GPa—was accompanied by a drop in the slope of the penetration depth plot
and larger fluctuations in COF (marked as point 2 in Figure 4.19 and Figure 4.20
respectively). Fracture within the particle put away some of the deformation energy and
caused the depth of penetration to increase less rapidly under the rising contact pressure,
and the TiC fragments formed caused larger fluctuations in COF.
The various types of failure that can happen during scratch test on a coatedsystem, which were previously described in section 4.2.5, are classified into 6 groups and
shown schematically in Figure 4.8. Both angular and half-cone type cracking were
observed on TMC-6-65h and TMC-8-20min samples as evidenced by SEM observations
of the scratch groove that is depicted in Figure 4.22 (a) and (b). No indication of
interfacial type failures was evidenced on either of the coatings. The compressive stresses
at the leading edge of stylus, however, removed the lumps of oxides protruding from
TMC-6-65h sample and formed the small oxide particles shown in Figure 4.8 (a). The
thermally oxidized TMC samples, therefore, exhibited a better interfacial strength
compared to the TO-Ti-6Al-4V samples, since chipping of the oxide coating under 12.2
GPa pressure was evidenced on the latter. The angular type cracking was commenced at
10.4 GPa pressure for TMC-8-20min sample while the first angular cracking occuned at
8.99 GPa for TMC-6-65h sample.
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Figure 4.21. SEM micrograph of the various types of failures happened when scratch test was
performed on mirror-polished-TMC sample: (a) cracking within the TiC particles at 4.22 GPa, (b)
particles are pushed into the matrix and the Ti-6A1-4V matrix is smeared over the particles at 6.29
GPa, and (c) fracture of TiC particles at the edge of the scratch at 8.22 GPa. The arrow marked as
"SD" shows the direction of sliding.
The relationship between the applied load and the density of the half-cone cracks
has been studied by Keer et al [122]. They confirmed that the density of cracks depends
on various parameters namely normal load, critical flaw size and fracture toughness. The
cracking density of the 6-65h- and 8-20min-type coatings was compared based on the
average interval of circular cracks that were formed under an equal contact pressure. The
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SEM micrographs of Figure 4.22 illustrate the scratches formed under 14.2 GPa contact
pressure on TMC-6-65h and TMC-8-20min.

Figure 4.22. SEM micrograph of the scratch formed at 14.2 GPa on (a) TMC-6-65h and (b) TMC8-20min showing the angular and half-cone cracks formed. The average spacing between the
latter was 7.5 and 12.5 \im respectively. The arrow marked as "SD" shows the direction of
sliding.
The average interval by which the cracks were repeated was measured parallel to
sliding direction at the center of the scratch groove. The measured spacing was 7.5±1.9
and 12.5±3.4 u.m for TMC-6-65h and TMC 8-20min respectively. The results of
measurements confirmed that a higher crack density existed on TMC-6-65h. Due to the
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approximate nature of this approach, the fracture toughness was calculated by indentation
cracking method which results are presented in section 4.4.5.
4.4.5

Fracture Toughness Measured by Indentation Crack Length Method
A well-known method for estimating the fracture toughness of brittle materials is

to measure the length of the cracks emanating from the corners of a Vickers-type
indentation. Micro-indentation tests were performed on TMC-6-65h and TMC-8-20min
samples under variable normal loads of 0.75, 1, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75, 2 and 3 N, with at least 30
indentations at each load. The crack length from the corners of indentation (I) and the
indent half-diagonal (a) were measured using SEM and Ominemet image analyzing
software. The measured values were used to determine whether Palmqvist or radialmedian cracking is the prevailing mode, as previously described in section 2.3. The
fracture toughness of the coatings was then calculated utilizing equations 2.17, 2.18 and
2.22. These equations will be refened to as Nihana [102], Shetty [104] and LEM [116]
equations respectively. The SEM observations on the indents and the details of the
calculations are described here.
Figure 4.23 (a) illustrates the indentation mark formed on TMC-6-65h sample
under 1 N normal load. It is apparent that the lateral cracks—or the side edge
cracks—were predominant, while radial cracking at the corners of the indentation was
also evidenced (Figure 4.23 (b)). The crack length measurements were performed on
perfect indentations which were defined as indentation with all 4 radial cracks which
were not located on an oxidized particle. The length of the indent half diagonal (a) and
the radial crack (I) were measured as shown in Figure 4.23 (a) and (b). The average and
the standard deviation values of the crack and indent dimensions together with the length
of crack from the center of indent (c=/+a) are given in Table 4.3. The hardness and
elastic modulus values at each indentation load were calculated from the load-penetration
depth curve utilizing the Oliver and Phan method [119]—described in Appendix 1. These
values as well as the values of maximum indentation depth under each load are also listed
in Table 4.3. The average thickness of the coating on Ti-6A1-4V substrate was 0.73±0.15
(Table 4.2). Therefore the indenter penetrated the coating/substrate interface. It is known
that the penetration depth of the indenter should be less than one tenth of the coating
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thickness in order to measure the properties of the coating without significant interference
of the substrate [116]. This means that the parameters obtained here are actually a
combination of the properties of the coating and substrate, which are designated as
composite hardness or elastic modulus.
The indentation mark formed on TMC-8-20min sample at IN normal load is
illustrated in SEM micrograph of Figure 4.24 (a) and the radial crack emanating from the
corner of the indent is shown at higher magnification in Figure 4.24 (b). For 8-20min type
of samples, radial cracking was predominant. At loads higher than 1.75 N, however, the
lateral cracking predominant for 6-65h type samples became apparent in 8-20min type
samples. Similarly, the radial crack and indent dimensions were measured as shown in
Figure 4.24 (a) and (b). These values together with the composite hardness and elastic
modulus values and the maximum indentation depths are listed in Table 4.4. The average
thickness of the 8-20min type coating was 2.6 pm (Table 4.2). The indenter, therefore,
penetrated beyond the coating/substrate interface.

Figure 4 23. SEM micrographs of (a) the indentation mark formed on TMC-6-65h sample under 1
N load showing the lateral and radial cracks and (b) a higher magnification of the area enclosed
by the black box in (a) The measured length of the crack (/), and the measured indent half
diagonal (a) are shown
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Table 4.3. The length of the radial crack from corners of indent mark ([), the indent half-diagonal
length (a),and the length of the crack from the center of indent (c) as measured from the SEM
micrographs of the indentations performed on TMC-6-65h sample. The composite Vickers
hardness (Hv) and elastic modulus (£) and the maximum indentation depth (Pd) are also
presented.
Load(N)

0 75

1.00

1.25

1.50

175

2.00

/ (nm)

3.03+1.05

4.04±0.85

4.75±2.87

5.71+1.05

7.66±2.35

8.49±3 04

a (nm)

6.70±1.05

8.28±0.79

9.82+1.56

10 80+0.88

11 42+1 17

12.38+1 17

9 74±0.96

12 34±0 88

14.57+4.34

16.51+1.27

19.08±2 55

20.86±2.66

Hv

847.2±251.3

936.2+147.0

604.5±144.3

590.6±89.6

550 3±94 4

521.6±76.5

E (GPa)

147 3±25.7

153.2±17 6

113.6+17.3

95.8+11.3

92 3±23 1

85 7+9.1

Pd([im)

2.3±0.2

2.5±0.2

3 4±0 4

4.1±0.3

4.2±0.3

4 7±0 3

C=l+a
(\im)

Figure 4.24. SEM micrographs of (a) the indentation mark formed on TMC-8-20min sample
under 1 N load showing the radial crack and (b) a higher magnification of the area enclosed by the
black box in (a). The measured length of the crack (/), and the measured indent half diagonal (a)
are shown
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Table 4.4 The length of the radial crack from corners of indent mark (/), the indent half-diagonal
length (a),and the length of the crack from the center of indent (c) as measured from the SEM
micrographs of the indentations performed on TMC-8-20min sample. The composite Vickers
hardness (Hv) and elastic modulus (E) and the maximum indentation depth (Pd) are also
presented.
Load
(N)

1.00

1.25

1.50

1.75

2.00

3.00

/(nm)

2.76±0.27

4.64+0.85

5.08±1.07

7.01+1.01

8.02±1.31

9.95±1.79

a (|xm)

7.38+1.46

8.73+1.35

9.67±0.89

11.27+0.73

12.28+1.68

14.25+1.31

c (|xm)

10.14+1.51

13.48+1.35

14.75+1.67

18.28+1.01

20.29±2.40

24.20±2.35

Hv

1087.9+173.6

1211.7+193.9

1028.3+191.3

839.6±120.3

735.8±47.0

841.8+91.9

E
(GPa)

160.9±18.4

170.6±20.8

144.6±9.6

117.2+16.0

109.9+10.3

130.3±9.0

Pd
(Um)

2.4±0.2

2.6±0.1

3.1 ±0.0

3.7±0.1

4.0±0.1

4.6±0.2

In order to determine the type of the radial cracks, the load dependence of crack
length was studied. As previously described in section 2.3, according to Shetty et al [104]
Li et al [112] and Ponton et al [100], the plot of crack length from the center of the
indentation (c = I + a), versus indentation load provides a criterion to identify the
cracking type. For the radial-median cracks a relationship of type c = AP2!3 and for
Palmqvist cracks a relationship of type c = AP + BP1/2 + D should fit the c-P data. The
experimental data of crack length from the center of indent (c) was plotted as a function
of indentation load (P) for TMC-6-65h and TMC-8-20min samples. These plots are
presented respectively in Figure 4.25 and Figure 4.26, the least square fit predictions of
the radial-median and Palmqvist equations were then generated using MATLAB
software. For both types of the samples, the Palmqvist type equation gives a better fit
overall than the median type since the R-square values were higher for Palmqvist type
equation compared to median type equation. Therefore, Palmqvist type was the more
probable geometry for radial cracking on both TMC-6-65h and TMC-8-20min. Nolan et
al [99] suggested that for the thin brittle films on tough substrate it is reasonable to
assume the Palmqvist morphology to dominate as this type of cracking initiates at the
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surface (where the coating is more brittle) rather than at depth (where the more ductile
substrate exists). This is in agreement with the results of the cunent study where the
formation of Palmqvist type cracks was evidenced within the relatively brittle rutile scale
rather than the formation of median type cracks within the more ductile Ti-6A1-4V
substrate.
The equations based on the Palmqvist cracking geometry were previously
described in section 2.3.2. Equations 2.27 and 2.18 has been proved to give fracture
toughness values in agreement with conventional measurement techniques [112,113]
which are repeated here:
F

KIC = 0.0122 ( — )

1

Equation 2.17
P/(al2)

KIC = 0.0319P/(alh

Equation 2.18

Equation 2.17 was proposed by Nihana [102] who considered the Palmqvist
cracks as semi-elliptical, surface cracks, while in deriving equation 2.18 Shetty [104] et al
assumed that the Palmqvist cracks are two-dimensional through cracks. It should be noted
that these models are developed for monolithic materials and a suitable extension to
coating/substrate system is not available. The hardness value in equation 2.17 is defined
as load divided by the area. For a coating/substrate system the area of contact is modified
by the fact that the compliance is influenced by the underlying substrate, and also the
plastic zone underneath the indenter is penetrated the substrate [116]. The comparison
between the indentation depth and the coating thickness confirmed that, for both types of
coatings, the indenter penetrated beyond the coating/substrate interface (Table 4.3 and
Table 4.4). Therefore, the lengths of the cracks were also modified by the presence of the
oxygen diffusion zone beneath the coating scale. The composite hardness, therefore,
should be incorporated into equation 2.17 and the estimated fracture toughness would
represent the composite fracture toughness of the coating and the substrate. The
composite hardness and elastic modulus values were calculated from the load-penetration
depth data utilizing Oliver and Pharr method [119]—explained Appendix A— and are
listed in Table 4.3 and Table 4.4. As a result of the load dependence of these effective
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hardness values, the indentation size effect on the true hardness value cannot be
discriminated here.
In order to determine the fracture toughness of TMC-6-65h and TMC-8-20min
2

samples based on the Nihana's equation, the values of (0.0122 (—Y P) were calculated
i

from the data given in Table 4.3 and Table 4.4 which was then plotted against (ah) data.
These plots are shown in Figure 4.27 along with the linear fits that were generated using
MATLAB software. The slope of the linear fit, according to equation 2.17, is equal to
Kic- The fracture toughness values were also determined based on equation 2.18 for
which the values of (0.0319P) were plotted against (a&) data for TMC-6-65h and TMC8-20min. These plots are depicted in Figure 4.28. Similarly, the slope of the generated
linear fit represents the fracture toughness value (Kic). The fracture toughness values
obtained by these methods are tabulated in Table 4.5.

Figure 4.25. A comparison of the experimental data of measured crack length from the center of
the indenter, c, and load data with the least square predictions of the Palmqvist and radial-median
crack type equations for TMC-6-65h samples The R-square value is 0.9986 for Palmqvist and
0.9817 for radial-median fits.
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Figure 4.26. A comparison of the experimental data of measured crack length from the center of
the indenter, c, and load data with the least square predictions of the Palmqvist and radial-median
crack type equations for TMC-8-20min samples. The R-square value is 0.9872 for Palmqvist and
0.9445 for radial-median fits.
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Figure 4.28. 0.0319P as a function of aU obtained according to equation 2.18 and using the data
tabulated in Table 4.3 and Table 4.4. The solid and dashed lines represent the linear fit of data
obtained by micro-indentations performed respectively on TMC-8-20min and TMC-6-65h
samples.
Since there is no apparent relationship for the effect of surface residual stresses on
the fracture toughness data that had been developed based on Palmqvist crack models,
equation 2.22 which was originally developed for radial-median crack configuration is
employed here to estimate the residual stress with the oxide coatings.
P
K = X-~ -

c
2moR(-)1/2

Equation 2.22

C2

Where in the first term X is 0.016(—) 1 / 2 ; and in the second term m is a dimensionless
Hv

modification factor which is defined as follows:

m = 0.567T

d/c
(3TT/8)

Equation 4.11

+ (n/8)(d/cy

Where d is the depth of the radial crack which can be determined by post-fracturing the
sample or by FIB cross-sectioning. It is commonly assumed that the crack has a semicircular shape and the value of m becomes unity when free-surface effects and stress
gradients over the prospective crack depth are neglected [116]. When cracking happens in
a coating/substrate system, the main influence of the substrate is, however, to change the
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shape of the crack, and, therefore, a semi-circular shape crack can no longer be assumed.
Prior knowledge of the exact value of m is only important when the value of residual
stress is of interest, while the value of fracture toughness can be estimated from equation
2.22 without the knowing the conect crack shape. In our experiment, using equation 2.22
and substituting the crack length (c), the indentation load (P), the effective elastic
modulus (E), and effective Vickers hardness (Hv) values from Table 4.3 and Table 4.4,
(X—) was plotted against (c 1 / 2 ). This plot is shown in Figure 4.29 for TMC-6-65h and
C2

TMC-8-20min. A linear fit of the experimental data was then generated utilizing
MATLAB software. From equation 2.22 the intercept with the ordinate axis for the linear
fit is Kic and the slope of the fit is — (2mn~1/2). aR. Since according to equation 4.11 the
value of m is always positive, the negative slope of the plots of TMC-6-65h and TMC-820min samples implies a tensile residual stress within the coating. The fracture toughness
and the slope values measured by this model are also listed in Table 4.5.
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Figure 4.29. (X-$) as a function of & obtained according to equation 2.22 and using the data
tabulated in Tablea4.3. The solid and dashed lines represent the linear fit of the data obtained by
micro-indentations performed respectively on TMC-8-20min and TMC-6-65h samples.
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Table 4.5. The fracture toughness values measured by plotting experimental data according to
equations 2.17 (Niharra), 2.18 (Shetty) and 2.22 (LEM) and generating the linear fit for TMC-665h and TMC-8-20min samples. The slopes of the LEM plots are also listed gives information
about the type of residual stress within the coating.
Fracture toughness, KIC, measured by
-(2m7T -1 / 2 ). a s l o p e of LEM
fit (MPa)

Niharra
method
(MPa.m1'2)

Shetty
method
(MPa.m1'2)

LEM method

TMC-6-65h

3.9

1.8

6.1

-478.4

TMC-8-20min

4.2

2.0

7.6

-663.3

Coating type

(MPa.m"2)

The Kic values calculated by means of equations 2.17, 2.18 and 2.22 are compared
for TMC-6-65h and TMC-8-20min compounds in Figure 4.30. The values of Kic
calculated by Nihana model are somewhat 2 times higher than the values calculated by
Shetty model, and the values calculated by LEM model are roughly 1.6 times higher the
values by Nihana model. Because of the absence of experimental K]C values for these
coatings, however, it is impossible to determine which equation results in the most
accurate approximation of fracture toughness value. The values obtained by Nihana and
Shetty models are more reliable, since a Palmqvist morphology was the dominant mode
of radial cracking in these coating/substrate systems.
These measurements are based on indentation tests where the indenter penetrated
beyond the coating and therefore represent a combination of the fracture toughness of the
coating and the substrate. The fracture toughness values obtained here, thus, should be
interpreted with cautious since these equations are originally developed for monolithic
materials and, to the author's knowledge, no apparent relationship exists that defines the
effect of substrate on the measures values. These values, however, can be used to evaluate
the performance of the combination of the oxide coating/ODZ layers—formed at 6-65h
and 8-20min type conditions—under contact stresses during sliding.
In spite of the type of the equation used to estimate the composite fracture
toughness, the values obtained for 6-65h-type oxide was always lower than the values for
8-20min-type oxide. Additionally, lateral type cracks were observed when indentation
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was performed on TMC-6-65h sample at 0.75 N while the onset of lateral cracking on
TMC-8-20min occuned at 1.75 N. The occunence of lateral cracks contributes to the
energy dissipated during the loading-unloading cycle and decreases the energy dissipated
during radial type fracture. In estimation of fracture toughness values only the fraction of
energy dissipated by radial type cracking was considered, and the lateral type cracks were
neglected, and, therefore, the values calculated for TMC-6-65h overestimates the fracture
toughness, and the difference between K/c values of TMC-6-65h and TMC-8-20min
should be even higher.
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Figure 4.30. Fracture toughness of TMC-6-65h and TMC-8-20min samples calculated from
equations 2.12 (Niharra), 2.18 (Shetty) and 2.22 (LEM).
4.5

Ball-on-Disk Tests and Characterization of Worn Surface
The tribological behaviour of TMC samples and thermally oxidized TMC samples

under sliding wear was evaluated utilizing a ball-on-disk test configuration. The wear
tests were performed on Ti-6A1-4V, TMC and TMC-8-20min samples under normal loads
of 2, 3.5, 5, 7. and 10. All tests were run under dry condition, at room temperature, 30
%RH, at a sliding velocity of 0.3 m/s. The mechanical properties of Ti-6A1-4V are very
sensitive to temperature;, for example the yield strength of this alloy decreases from 950
MPa at room temperature to 450 MPa at 500°C [50]. Thermal softening effects, on the
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other hand, are often considered when explaining the increase in delaminative wear as the
sliding velocity or the ambient temperature is increased [62]. Straffelini and Molinari [50]
conducted a comprehensive study on the disk-on-disk sliding wear properties of Ti-6A14V against steel and Ti-6A1-4V counterfaces within a sliding velocity range of 0.3-0.8
m/s. The surface average contact temperature and the wear mechanism observations
confirmed that the thermal softening effects are not of sufficient intensity when the
sliding velocity is 0.3 m/s [50]. This sliding velocity was, therefore, adopted in the cunent
study to prevent the thermal effects that occur during sliding contact. Each test involved a
total sliding distance of 1,000 m, which proved to be sufficient for the attainment of a
steady-state situation in all tests (section 4.5.1.1).
The variation of wear rates with load and sliding distance, SEM observation
performed on the worn surface, worn subsurface and the wear debris generated from
TMC samples are presented in section 4.5.1 and compared to Ti-6A1-4V samples. In
section 4.5.2 the wear rate data and SEM observation results of TMC-8-20min sample are
presented which are then compared to TMC samples.
4.5.1

Wear Rates and Wear Mechanisms of TMC Sample

4.5.1.1 Variation of Wear Rate with Load and Sliding Distance
The variation of wear rates with normal load for Ti-6A1-4V and TMC samples
against chrome-steel (C/S) ball is shown in Figure 4.31. The Vickers hardness of the
chrome-steel balls was 700 HV Ascribing the following values: ETiM = 110 GPa,
^ri64 = 0.3, Ec/S = 210 GPa and dc/s = 0.0.3, the contact pressure produced by 6mm
diameter ball for the loads of 2, 3.5, 5, 7, and 10 N were 0.65, 0.78, 0.88, 0.98 and 1.11
GPa. In order to determine the wear rate of samples based on the definition given in
section 2.1.6.1, the measured mass loss values were converted into volume loss, which
was then divided by the total sliding distance (1,000 m). It can be seen in Figure 4.31 that
the wear rate of Ti-6A1-4V and TMC samples increased by increasing normal load. The
negative value of wear rate of TMC sample at 2 N normal load, i.e. —3.16 x
10~ 5 (mm 3 /mm), implies that the mass was gained by this sample. The wear rate of
TMC sample increased moderately when load increased to 5 N, followed by an abrupt
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increase from 841.9 x 10~ 6 to 1808.1 x 1 0 " 6 (mm3/mm)

as the load rose from 5 to 7

N. Despite of this sudden increase, the wear rate of TMC samples remained lower than
the wear rate of Ti-6A1-4V samples provided that the load remained lower than 7 N. The
wear rate of TMC sample tested at 10 N normal load was somewhat 2 times higher than
the wear rate of Ti-6A1-4V sample.
Based on the load dependence of wear rate values, three regimes were
distinguished for TMC sample, namely the low load (<2 N), the moderate loads (3.5-5
N)which data is fitted by thick dashed line in Figure 4.31 and high loads (7-10 N) which
data is fitted by thick solid line.
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Figure 4.31. The wear rate of TMC and Ti-6A1-4V samples within the normal load range of 210N based on the weight loss measurement. The thin line is the linear fit generated for Ti-6A1-4V
data. The thick dashed and solid lines represent the linear fit for the moderate loads and the high
loads distinguished for TMC samples.
As previously described in section 3.6.3, the vertical position of the ball was also
continuously recorded with an electrical transducer and the wear rate was deducted from
the variations in the depth of penetration. The volume loss vs. sliding distance graphs for
TMC and Ti-6A1-4V samples are presented in Figure 4.32 (a), (b) and (c) for the constant
normal loads of 2, 5 and 10 N which represent the low loads, the moderate loads and high
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loads, respectively. As can be seen in these plots, except for the short initial running in
period (lower than 200 m) which is excluded from the graph, a linear fit can be generated
for both TMC and Ti-6A1-4V data up to the highest load studied. This assured that a
steady state condition was achieved in all the tests. For the low loads (Figure 4.32 (a)),
not only the slope of the plot is lower for TMC sample, but also the volume loss is
somewhat half of the volume loss of Ti-6A1-4V When the load increased to 10 N,
however, the volume loss of TMC sample rose to around 1.5 times the volume loss of Ti6A1-4V (Figure 4.31 (c)). For the moderate loads of 5 N (Figure 4.32 (b)) both the slope
of the plot and the volume loss values of TMC and Ti-6A1-4V were roughly equal.
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Figure 4.32. Variation of volume loss of Ti-6A1-4V and TMC samples with sliding distance at
constant normal loads of (a) 2, (b) 5 and (c) ION. The volume loss data are calculated based on
the recorded depth data.
The variation of volume loss of TMC samples with sliding distance is compared
for various normal loads in Figure 4.33. The three load regimes, which were identified
based on the mass loss method, are confirmed by the slope of these graphs.
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The steady state wear rates were determined based on the linear fit of the depthbased volume loss data, and are presented in Figure 4.34 for Ti-6A1-4V and TMC
samples. According to Figure 4.31 and Figure 4.34, the wear rate values that were
obtained from depth changes were higher than the wear rate values that were determined
from the mass loss data for both Ti-6A1-4V and TMC samples, and the difference was
higher for TMC samples. It should be noted that a fraction of the counterface material that
is worn away and removed from the contact area contributes to the recorded depth change
data, and the depth based wear rate data represent both the volume loss of the disk and a
fraction of the volume loss of the ball. The higher values of depth based wear rate can be
therefore justified based on the contribution of counterface wear rate to the recorded
depth data. The higher difference between the depth based and mass loss based wear rate
data of TMC samples compared to Ti-6A1-4V samples were caused by either or both of
the following factors: i) abrasion of counterface by TMC sample caused by the presence
of abrasive TiC particles or ii) material transfer from Ti-6A1-4V alloy to the steel
counterface. It is also interesting to note that the ratio of the depth based wear rate to the
mass loss based wear rate of TMC samples was 3.48 at 2 N and 1.35 at 10 N. The larger
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difference at lower loads was attributed to a more severe abrasion occuned at 2 N
compared to ION. All these factors contributed to a larger shift in wear rate data of TMC
sample to higher values compared to the shift in the wear rate data of Ti-6A1-4V sample
and the displaced graphs of TMC and Ti-6A1-4V cross each other at lower loads
compared to the mass loss based graphs. The critical load at which the wear rate of TMC
samples increased over Ti-6A1-4V sample was consequently 5 N for depth based type
measurements and 7 N for mass loss type measurements. Despite of these observed shifts
in the wear rate of TMC samples relative to Ti-6A1-4V sample, the wear behaviour of
TMC sample remained the same and similarly three load regimes were identified from the
depth based wear measurements, namely the low loads (< 2 N), the moderate loads (3.5-5
N) and the high loads (7-10 N).
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Figure 4.34. The wear rate of TMC and Ti-6A1-4V samples within the normal load range of 21 ON based on the depth changes measured at each load. The thin line is the linear fit generated for
Ti-6A1-4V data. The thick dashed and solid lines represent the linear fit for the low loads and the
high loads identified for TMC samples.
4.5.1.2 Variation of Coefficient of Friction by Sliding Distance and Load
Typical COF plots representing dry sliding of the TMC and Ti-6A1-4V samples
against C/S balls at the constant normal loads of 2, 5 and 10 N are shown in Figure 4.35
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to Figure 4.37 In all instances the friction behaviour exhibited a short initial running-in
period of approximately 100-200 m sliding distance that was followed by steady state
behaviour. The longest running-in period belonged to TMC sample when tested at 2 N
where COF rose from an initial value of 0.7 to 0.95 at the beginning of the test (150 m)
followed by a sudden drop to an average value of 0.75 with large fluctuations (± 0.1), and
then stayed constant at that level. As can be seen from Figure 4.36 and Figure 4.37 the
shape of the COF plot is different for TMC samples tested at 5 and 10 N normal load. At
these loads COF increased to a value of 0.55 and remained constant at this level.
However the running-in period lasted longer for the TMC sample tested at ION compared
to 5N. Figure 4.35 to Figure 4.37 confirmed that the shape of the COF plots of Ti-6A1-4V
samples tested at 2, 5 and 10 N were similar. For Ti-6A1-4V samples tested at 2 and 5 N,
within a short running in period of 100m COF increased to a steady state value of around
0.6, and for Ti-6A1-4V samples tested at ION once a sliding distance of 200m was
reached, COF attained a steady state COF of 0.52.
The steady state COF levels were similar for TMC and Ti-6A1-4V samples when
tested at high or moderate loads while the COF values of the TMC samples tested at low
loads (2 N) was higher than the COF values of Ti-6A1-4V sample tested at the same load.
The initial rise that was observed for Ti-6A1-4V samples at all the loads and TMC
samples tested at 5 and 10 N loads were attributed to the small amount of surface oxides,
which were then worn away, and caused a greater degree of adhesion and a rise in
friction. The initial rise in COF value of TMC samples tested at low loads was due to the
initial high roughness of the surface, which produced a momentary rise in friction until
surface conformity and smoothing occuned which induced the drop in COF
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Figure 4.35. Variations of coefficient of friction with sliding distance for TMC and Ti-6A1-4V
samples tested at constant normal load of 2N representing the low load regime.
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Figure 4.36. Variations of coefficient of friction with sliding distance for TMC and Ti-6A1-4V
samples tested at constant normal load of 5N representing the transition load.
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Figure 4.37. Variations of coefficient of friction with sliding distance for TMC and Ti-6A1-4V
samples tested at constant normal load of ION representing the high load regime.
4.5.1.3 SEM Observation of the Worn Surface
Worn Surface in the Low Loads (<2N)
Figure 4.38 shows the back-scattered image (BEI) of the worn surface of TMC
sample tested against chrome steel ball at 2N normal load, 0.3 m/s sliding speed and to a
sliding distance of 1000 m which represents the low loads. The samples were rinsed with
acetone prior to microscopic examination in order to remove any loose debris. The
majority of the contact area was covered by a layer which appeared darker than the
substrate in back-scattered image. Regions of TMC substrate were evidenced between the
dark layers—area marked as "1"—that were neither deformed nor covered by the dark
layer.
A higher magnification secondary image of the wear track is shown in Figure
4.39. Surface plastic deformation in the form of grooves with 6 um width was evidenced
on the worn surface. The dark layer evidenced in Figure 4.38 was in two forms; namely
patches of material smeared over the leading edge of protruding TiC particles (marked as
" 1 " in Figure 4.39 (a)) and fine particles (marked as "2" in Figure 4.39 (a)), and the size
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of the fine particle was in the range of 0.1-1 urn Several fine scratches were also
observed which were similar to the scratches formed on the matrix of TMC sample during
micro-scratch test that was previously discussed in Figure 4.21 (a). The contact pressure
calculated by means of Hertzian equation was 4.22 GPa for micro-scratch test while the
contact pressure produced during the wear test at 2N load was 0.65 GPa. In both cases,
the main contact happens at the protruding TiC particles. During the wear test, however,
if the fine debris particles cany a fraction of the load, a relatively high pressure would be
produced that is caused by their small size (0.1-1 u.m). The pressure transformed by the
oxide particles to the matrix would consequently rise to the range of the pressure
produced during micro-scratch test, and this justifies the similar types of plastic
deformation observed in both cases.

Figure 4.38. A low magnification back-scattered micrograph of the worn surface of TMC sample
tested at 2 N normal load, 0.3 m/s sliding speed after 1000 m sliding distance. The majority of the
surface was covered by a darker layer which left the uncovered areas undeformed.
In order to better identify the nature of the dark patches and the fine particles,
EDS analysis on areas marked as " 1 " and "2" in Figure 4.39 (a) was performed. The EDS
results, which are illustrated in Figure 4.39 (b), showed that the patches and the fine
particles consisted mainly of Fe (70 at %) and O (27 at %) with minor amount of Ti (2 at
%). The dark layer was, therefore, mainly composed of iron oxide and the peaks of Ti
could be picked up from the Ti substrate beneath the iron oxide layer.
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Figure 4.39. (a) A high magnification SEM micrograph of the worn surface of TMC sample tested
at 2 N normal load. Area "1" shows the patches of dark layer smeared over TiC particle and "2"
shows the small particles mostly on the leading edge of particles. This micrograph also illustrates
formation of a large groove with smaller scratches within the groove. The EDS spectrum of
regions marked as "1" and "2" in (a) is given in (b).
Figure 4.40 shows a higher magnification SEM micrograph of the TiC particles
that were covered by iron oxides at their leading edge. This image was taken by tilting the
SEM stage 50° relative to the beam, and revealed some of the common features of the
TMC samples tested at low loads which includes: i) some scratches were formed on Ti6A1-4V substrate that were stopped at TiC particles, ii) the main contact with the steel
ball happened on the TiC particle, which were protruding from the matrix as a result of
the minor-polished surface finish prior to test and iii) patches and small particles of iron
oxide covered, mainly, the leading edge of the TiC particles. Surface deformation
occuned also by formation of large grooves, in addition to these small scratches. It is
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noteworthy that no evidence of cracking or fracture was found within the TiC particles. In
summary, at these low loads the abrasion of the steel counterface occuned by protruding
TiC particles and, consequently, the TMC surface was covered by a layer of iron oxide.
This was accompanied by occasional third-body abrasion of the Ti-6A1-4V by the loose
oxide particles.

Figure 4.40. SEM micrograph of the worn surface of TMC sample tested at 2 N normal load. This
image was taken by tilting the SEM stage 50° relative to the beam, and shows the TiC particles
that stand higher than the Ti-6A1-4V matrix, the oxide particles that covered the leading edge of
TiC and the small scratches on the matrix alloy that were stopped at the TiC particles.
Worn Surface in the high loads (7-ION)
The surface morphology of the worn surface of the TMC sample tested against
chrome steel ball at ION normal load, 0.3 m/s sliding speed and to a sliding distance of
1000 m, which represents the highs, is demonstrated in the BE image of Figure 4.41. A
significant area of the wear track was covered by patches of material that looked darker in
the back-scattered image. The Ti-6A1-4V matrix was heavily deformed by ploughing and
cutting. The SEM micrograph in Figure 4.42 (a) illustrates the morphology of the patches
of the dark material and the deformed matrix. The EDS spectrum that was obtained from
area marked as"l" (Figure 4.42 (b)), revealed that these dark patches consisted of a
mixture of Ti (41 at %), Fe (5 at %), Al (5 at %) and V (2 at %) oxides. A tribolayer was,
therefore, formed from the mixture of TMC and the counterface oxides stacked on top of
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the heavily deformed Ti-6A1-4V matrix (area marked as "2" in Figure 4.42 (a)). The EDS
spectrum of the latter is depicted in Figure 4.42 (c). The atomic fraction of Fe in the
tribolayer was significantly lower when the test was performed at high loads compared to
low loads. The examination of area "3", which EDS spectrum is presented in Figure 4.42
(d), revealed that the TiC particles were buried under Ti-6A1-V matrix, since this area
gives a high fraction of C (40 at%), and the relatively strong Al peak (4 at %) can only be
justified if a layer of Ti-6Al-4Vexisted over the particles.

Figure 4.41. The low magnification back-scattered micrograph of the worn surface of TMC
sample tested at 10 N normal load, 0.3 m/s sliding speed after 1000 m sliding distance, showing
patches of a dark layer and severe deformation of the matrix by ploughing and cutting.
The morphologies of the oxide patches and the heavily deformed TMC are
demonstrated in SEM micrograph of the edge of the wear track that is shown in Figure
4.43. This image was taken by tilting the SEM stage 50° relative to the beam. The
tribolayer was consisted of two layers of oxide stacked loosely on top of the heavily
deformed Ti-6A1-4V matrix. The morphology of these layers is described more precisely
by subsurface SEM observation that is described in section 4.5.1.4. A crater is formed on
the surface after the tribolayer was delaminated and both the tribolayer and the TMC
substrate are heavily deformed by ploughing and shear. In summary, severe plastic
deformation of Ti-6A1-4V matrix in the form of deep grooves, fractured and buried TiC
particles and oxidation of the severely deformed substrate constituted the wear
characteristics of the worn surface at high loads.
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Figure 4.42. (a) SEM micrograph of the worn surface of TMC sample tested at ION normal load
Area " 1 " shows a mixture of Ti, Al, Fe and V oxides in the form of patches smeared over the
largely deformed matrix and particles. Area "2" shows the deformed TMC substrate and area 3 is
a TiC particle sank into the T1-6A1-4V matrix. The EDS spectra of these regions are shown in (b)
(c) and (d) respectively.
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Figure 4.43. SEM micrograph of the worn surface of TMC sample tested at 10 N normal load.
This image was taken by tilting the SEM stage 50° relative to the beam showing the patches of
sheared oxide stacked on top of the deformed matrix and a crater formed as a result of oxide
delamination.
Worn Surface at Moderate Loads (3.5-5N)
Figure 4.44 shows the morphology of the worn surface of the TMC sample tested
against chrome steel ball at 5 N normal load, 0.3 m/s sliding speed and to a sliding
distance of 1000 m, which represents the moderate loads. Continuous sliding marks with
relatively deep grooves were the characteristic features of the worn surface. The extent of
ridges and grooves was more severe than the low loads, but not as severe as the high
loads. Flattened patches of a layer which appears darker than the substrate in the backscattered mode were also evidenced. The fraction of the contact area that was covered by
these layers was smaller than the high loads.
A closer inspection of the worn surface—shown in Figure 4.45 (a) —and EDS
analysis of the area marked as " 1 " revealed that plastic deformation of Ti-6A1-4V
substrate happened with ploughing in the direction of sliding and formation of tongue
shaped wedges. EDS spectrum of the dark patches (marked as "2" in Figure 4.45 (a)),
which is given in Figure 4.45 (b), indicated that these layers consisted of a mixture of Ti
(36 at %), Fe (9 at %), Al (6 at %) and V (3 at %) oxides. The fraction of Fe oxides was
higher in the tribolayer formed on the sample tested at moderate loads compared to high
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loads. The EDS analysis performed on the fine particles which were located inside the
grooves and around the oxide patches (marked as " 3 " in Figure 4.45 (a)) confirmed that
the particles had a composition similar to the oxide patches.

Figure 4.44. The low magnification back-scattered micrograph of the worn surface of TMC
sample tested at 5 N normal load, 0.3 m/s sliding speed after 1000 m sliding distance showing
patches of a dark layer, grooves and scratches on the surface.
The SEM micrograph of the typical morphology of the TiC particle within the
wear track is shown in Figure 4.46, which demonstrates that for moderate loads (3.5-5 N)
the particles were no longer remained intact. The contact pressure produced by the 6 mm
steel ball during the wear test was in the range of 0.78-0.88 GPa, which is lower than the
critical pressure identified by micro-scratch test for the onset of semi-circular type
cracking within the TiC particle (5.8 GPa). These discrepancies in contact pressure can be
explained based on a surface fatigue phenomenon which is characterized by surface
cracking and flaking of material caused by repeated, alternating loading of solid surfaces
[34]. Despite of the aforementioned differences in the contact pressures, the morphology
of damaged-TiC particles in Figure 4.46 was originated from a type of cracking similar to
the semi-circular cracking that was evidenced in Figure 4.21 (a), since the walls of the
particle remnant render somewhat a similar geometry.
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Figure 4.45. (a) SEM micrograph of the worn surface of TMC sample tested at 5 N normal load.
Area "1" shows the deformed Ti-6A1-4V substrate, area "2" shows a mixture of Ti, Al, Fe and V
oxides in the form of patches smeared over the matrix. Area "3" shows the fragments of the same
oxide. The EDS spectrum of regions "2" and "3" is shown in (b).
In summary, as the contact pressure increased to higher than low load regime, the
TiC particles were no longer the real area of contact, and the surface damage of the
reinforcements placed the Ti-6A1-4V in real contact with the steel counterface. The
pressure was not, however, high enough to push the particles into the matrix or
completely destroy the particles, and the damaged particles maintain their role to impede
plastic deformation—occuned by ploughing and scratching (Figure 4.46).
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Figure 4.46. A high magnification SEM micrograph showing the morphology of damaged-TiC
particles when TMC sample tested at 5N. The groove aligned with the sliding direction is stopped
at the particles.
4.5.1.4 Cross-sectional SEM Observations of the Worn Subsurface
The morphology of the tribolayers formed and the degree of subsurface damage
were studied by sectioning the wear track of TMC samples tested at 2, 5 and ION which
represent respectively the low, moderate and high loads. The details of SEM observations
performed on prepared cross-sections of these samples are presented here.
Worn Subsurface at Low Load (<2N)
The SEM micrograph of the subsurface microsctructure of TMC sample tested at
2N normal load 0.3 m/s sliding speed and to a sliding distance of 1000 m is illustrated in
Figure 4.47. The thickness of the iron oxide layer was in the range of 0.45-0.55 nm.
There was a gap between the TMC substrate and the Fe-oxide layer that confirms that
these layers are non-adherent. The average height distribution of the TiC particles
protruding from the surface was 1.25 |im prior to the test. The height of the particles after
the test was measured from subsurface observations which confirmed that the TiC
particles tolerated up to 0.65 GPa nominal contact pressure and maintained their elevation
over the substrate. A limited number of voids were observed at the TiC/matrix interface.
The particles were, however, neither pulled out nor pushed into the substrate. The degree
of rotation of the P phase close to the surface can represent the negligible plastic
deformation of the subsurface. It was not possible, however, to estimate the exact dept of
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deformed zone and the amount of deformation since the direction of the P phase prior to
the test was unidentified.

Figure 4.47 SEM micrograph of the worn subsurface of TMC sample tested at 2 N normal load.
The surface was Ni-coated prior to finial surface preparation followed by etching. A thin Fe oxide
layer laid over the TiC particles which were protruding out of substrate are the common features
observed in low loads.
Worn Subsurface at High Loads (7-ION)
The typical morphology of the worn subsurface encountered at high loads is
shown in Figure 4.48 (a). The tribolayer consisted of two separate scales, namely the
inner compact scale with a thickness in the range of 1.1-5.8 jim and an outer scale
composed of small fragments with 3.7-5.6 |tm thickness. The EDS analysis on both
layers, which is shown in Figure 4.48 (b), confirmed that these layers consisted of a
mixture of Ti (50 at%), Fe (4 at%), Al (6 at%) and V (2 at%) oxides. A layer of severely
deformed Ti-6A1-4V alloy existed adjacent to the oxide layer. A closer inspection of the
morphology of the deformed substrate and tribolayers is shown in Figure 4.49. The
microstructure of the outermost layer of the substrate was altered and a lower fraction of
P-phase were evidenced. Notably, no evidence of equiaxed p-phase was found at the
outermost layer of deformed substrate. A longitudinal crack was also extended from the
tribolayer/substrate interface to the substrate passing through the particle/substrate
interface. Wear loss occuned by delamination of the inner tribolayer and/or delamination
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of severely deformed substrate along with the fragmentation of the outer tribolayer. The
outer tribolayer contained a relatively large fragment of TiC particle, which was pulled
out of the substrate. This micrograph also shows evidence for the fracture of TiC particles
within a depth of approximately 2 pm in the deformed substrate. No evidence of TiC
particles that had survived the contact pressure on the surface was found. At high loads,
therefore, the TiC particles on the surface were fractured and pulled out of the matrix, and
left Ti-6A1-4V matrix unreinforced.
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Figure 4.48. (a) SEM micrograph of the worn subsurface of TMC sample tested at 10 N normal
load, 0.3 m/s sliding speed after 1000 m sliding distance. The surface was Ni-coated prior to finial
surface preparation followed by etching. The tribolayer was twofold: inner compact layer and
outer scale consisted of small particles which EDS spectra were similar and shown in (b).
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Figure 4.49. A typical worn subsurface morphology observed for TMC sample tested at ION. The
surface was Ni-coated prior to finial surface preparation followed by etching. The tribolayer was
two-fold: the inner compact layer and the outer layer consisted of small oxide particles and TiC
fragments. A crack was propagated within the substrate and through the tribolayer/substrate
interface as into particle/substrate interface.
Worn Substrate at Moderate Loads (3.5-5N)
Figure 4.50 (a) depicts the typical morphology of the worn subsurface of TMC
sample tested at 5N which represents moderate load regime. The tribolayer formed at this
load consisted of a mixture of Ti (35 at %), Fe (9 at %), Al (5 at %) and V (3 at %) oxides
(Figure 4.50 (b)). The fraction of Fe in this mixture was therefore higher than the high
load regime. The thickness of the tribolayer varied between 0.7 and 5 p .

Three

characteristic features of the tribolayer formed at moderate loads made it different than
the high load regime; i) the higher fraction of Fe, ii) the un-continuous, and ii) single
layer morphology of the tribolayer. This micrograph also reveals the delamination
mechanism of tribolayer which occuned by cracking at the tribolayer/substrate interface.
This crack was, however, confined to the interface and unlike the high load regime did
not propagate into the Ti-6A1-4V substrate. The TiC particles, which were protruding
from the surface prior to the test, were damaged on the surface resulted in surface
conforming. Nevertheless, the particle remnants were not pulled out of the matrix. This
was confirmed by the observation of preserved TiC particles at the surface compared to
the high load regime where even particles at 5pm below the tribolayer were fractured. A
closer inspection of the morphology of the tribolayer is illustrated in Figure 4.51, which
provided evidence for the layered morphology of the scale similar to the inner tribolayer
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that was formed at high load regime. The evidenced gaps between the tribolayer/substrate
interface and within the tribolayer can enhance delamination of the oxide tribolayer. The
equiaxed microstructure of the Ti-6A1-4V substrate was altered adjacent to the surface
and no equiaxed P-phase was observed within 1 \im of the surface. This thickness was
around 3 Lim for the TMC sample tested at ION normal load.
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Figure 4.50. (a) SEM micrograph of the worn subsurface of TMC sample tested at 5 N normal
load. The surface was Ni-coated prior to the finial surface preparation followed by etching. EDS
spectrum of the un-continuous tribolayer is shown in (b). A crack is visible at the
tribolayer/substrate interface.
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Figure 4.51. A high magnification SEM micrograph of the area enclosed by the rectangle in
Figure 4.50. The tribolayer had a multilayered structure. No equiaxed P-phase was found within
the layer adjacent to the surface.
4.5.1.5 SEM Observation of the Wear Debris
Wear Debris at Low Load (<2N)
The wear debris generated during the sliding of TMC sample against chrome steel
counterface at 2 N normal load after 1000m sliding distance was brownish in colour to
the naked eye. The SEM observation—depicted in Figure 4.52 (a) —confirmed that the
brownish wear debris mainly consisted of large plate-like particle (10-40 u.m) with some
fine powder-like particles. The size of powder-like particles varied from sub-micron to
6u.m. when carefully examined, at least two types of plate-like debris were identified.
One which was shiny with no sliding mark (marked as " 1 " in Figure 4.52 (a)) and the
other one which was dull and grayish in appearance (marked as "2" in Figure 4.52 (a)).
EDS analysis revealed that both types of shiny and dull plates consisted of iron oxide
which spectrum is shown in Figure 4.52 (b). The presence of large amount Fe in the wear
debris provided evidence for abrasion of counterface by the protruding TiC particles that
was then followed by oxidation and transfer of iron oxide to TMC substrate. This is
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consistent with the SEM observation of the worn surface and subsurface in which a layer
of iron oxide was evidenced on the TiC particles. Figure 4.52 (c) illustrates the EDS
spectrum of the loose debris marked as "3" which were oxide particles rich in Fe (74.7
at%) with minor amount of Ti (1.3 at%). The scratches observed on the worn surface of
TMC were therefore produced by abrasive action of these fine particles. It is noteworthy
that the carbon tape used to hold the debris particles on the holder added an intensive
peak of carbon to the spectra which made it difficult to identify any TiC fragment in the
wear debris.
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Figure 4.52. (a) SEM micrograph of the wear debns generated during sliding of TMC sample at 2
N. Three types of debris were identified: shiny and dull plate-like marked respectively as " 1 " and
"2" along with fine particles marked as " 3 " The EDS spectra of the plate-like and the fine debris
are given respectively in (b) and (c).
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Wear Debris at High Loads (7-ION)
The SEM micrograph in Figure 4.53 (a) and (c) depicts the two types of wear
debris generated during the sliding of TMC against chrome steel ball under 10 N normal
load. The oxide form of the debris shown in Figure 4.53 (a) consisted mainly of Ti (64.7
at%) with minor amounts of Al (4 at%), Fe (4.5 at%) and V (2.4 at%) which is indicated
by EDS spectrum of this type of debris in Figure 4.53 (b). Clusters of fine particle with a
size in the range of 0.3-0.5 pm or plate-like laminates with a maximum length between
around 50-100 Lim were identified as two types of oxide loose debris. The thickness of
the plate-like oxide debris was roughly between 1.3-4 Lim which is fairly close to the
thickness range of the inner tribolayer that was evidenced by subsurface observations at
high loads (Figure 4.49 (a)). The fine oxide particles were therefore generated by abrasion
of the outer tribolayer, while the plate-like oxide was formed by crack nucleation and
propagation at the inner tribolayer/substrate interface.

Figure 4.53. SEM micrographs of the two types of wear debris generated during sliding of TMC
sample at 10 N; (a) oxide type debris in the form of fine particles and plate-like laminates with
corresponding EDS spectrum shown in (b); (d) plate-like metallic debris with the corresponding
EDS spectrum shown in (d).
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Some metallic plates were also identified within the loose debris produced at high
loads. The SEM micrograph and conesponding EDS analysis of this type debris are
shown in Figure 4.53 (c) and (d). Severe sliding marks were evidenced on the surface of
these plates that consisted of Ti, Al and V Delamination of Ti-6A1-4V substrate had,
therefore, occuned as a result of crack nucleation and propagation within the severely
deformed subsurface layer.
Wear Debris at Moderate loads (3.5-5N)
The morphological analysis of the wear fragments generated during sliding of
TMC against chrome steel ball at 3.5 and 5 N normal load revealed that two types of
debris were formed. Figure 4.54 (a) and (b) illustrate the two morphologies observed for
oxide debris, which were respectively the fine particles and the plate-like debris. The size
of particles was between 1 and 3 Lim which is apparently larger than the fine particles
formed at high loads. The maximum length of the plate-like oxide debris (9-40 u) was
smaller than the length of the loose debris formed at high loads (50-100 Lim). The result
of EDS analysis performed on these particles is given in Figure 4.54 (c) which confirmed
that the composition of the oxide was similar to the composition of the tribolayer formed
at this loads: Ti (43 at %), Fe (6 at %), Al (4 at %) and V (1.3 at %). The oxide laminates
were therefore generated by delamination of tribolayer which was induced by cracking at
the tribolayer/substrate interface and followed by further fragmentation of the
delaminated layer from which the fine particles were formed.
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Figure 4.54. SEM micrographs of the two types of wear debris generated during sliding of TMC
sample at 5 N; oxide type debris in the form of (a) fine particles and (b) plate-like laminates with
corresponding EDS spectrum shown in (c).
4.5.2

Wear Rates and Wear Mechanisms of Oxidized TMC Samples

4.5.2.1 Variation of Wear Rate with Load and Sliding Distance
The variation of wear rate with normal load for TMC samples thermally oxidized
at 800°C for 20 min (TO-TMC) was measured by two methods similar to TMC samples;
namely the mass loss based and depth based methods. The tests were performed under
normal loads of 2, 3.5, 5, 7 and 10 N. Ascribing the following values: ETl0

=

192 GPa,-dTl02 = 0.3,EC/S = 210 GPa and i9 c / s = 0.03, the contact pressures produced
under a 6mm C/S ball were 0.806, 0.971, 1.09, 1.22 and 1.38 GPa respectively. Figure
4.31 was updated by adding the wear rates of TO-TMC samples—which were obtained
by mass-loss method—and re-plotting the graph as a function of contact pressure instead
of normal load. The values of wear rates were negative when TO-TMC sample were
tested at 0.806, 0.971 and 1.09 GPa contact pressures, and increased as the normal load
increased. The negative values of wear rate provided evidence for the severity of material
transfer from counterface which was higher for TMC sample tested under 0.65 GPa
(-3.16 x 10~5mm2/mm)

compared to the TO-TMC sample tested under 0.806 GPa

(-2.43 x 10~ 5 mm 3 /mm). The mass loss based wear rate of TO-TMC sample increased
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as the contact pressure increased. Despite this increase, the wear rate of TMC samples
tested at 1.11 GPa was around 126 times higher than the wear rate of TO-TMC sample
tested under 1.23 GPa pressure. Therefore, thermal oxidation at 800 °C for 20 min has
significantly improved the wear resistance of TMC sample in terms of mass loss,
especially at high pressures.
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Figure 4.55. The wear rates of TMC and TO-TMC samples within contact pressure range of 0.641.38 GPa based on the weight losses measured at each load. The thick dashed and solid lines
represent the linear fit for the low load and high load regimes that were identified for TMC
samples.
The variation of the depth based volume loss with sliding distance was plotted and
compared for various normal loads—shown in Figure 4.56— in order to distinguish the
wear regimes for TO-TMC samples sliding against C/S ball. Steady state condition was
achieved for all the tests once an initial running in period of 300 m was established. The
running in data was excluded from the volume loss graphs. At the start of the steady state
condition the volume loss of the sample tested at 2 N was between around 3 to 4 times
lower than the samples tested at higher loads. The slopes of the plots, however, increased
linearly with load. The depth based wear rate of TO-TMC samples that was determined
from the slope of the graphs in Figure 4.56 increased linearly with contact pressure. This
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plot is illustrated in Figure 4.57. The wear rate of TO-TMC samples, however, remained
lower than the wear rates of TMC and Ti-6A1-4V at all the pressures. Analyzing the wear
rate values, it was revealed that the improvement in the wear resistance of TMC sample
that was accomplished by thermal oxidation was more significant at higher pressures, and
the wear resistance of TMC sample was enhanced by a factor of 3.4 at 1.11 GPa
compared to an enhancement by a factor of 3 at lower pressures (0.88 GPa). Similar to
TMC and Ti-6A1-4V samples, the wear rate of TO-TMC samples measured based on the
depth were higher that the wear rate values measured from the mass loss method. As
previously discussed in section 4.5.1.1, the difference in the wear rate values measured by
these two methods is attributed to the contribution of counterface wear rate and material
transfer from counterface to the sample. The former increases the depth based wear rate
values while the latter decreases the mass loss-based wear rate values, and both result in a
larger difference. The large difference between the depth-based and mass loss-based wear
rate values for TO-TMC was caused by the severe abrasion of C/S counterface by the
hard-oxide layer that was superimposed by the material transfer from counterface to TOTMC sample.
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Figure 4.56. Variation of volume loss of TO-TMC with sliding distance at constant normal loads
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Figure 4.57. The wear rate of TMC and TO-TMC samples within the contact pressure range of
0.64-1.38 GPa based on the depth changes measured at each pressure. The thin dashed line is the
linear fit generated for TO-TMC data. The thick dashed and solid lines represent the linear fit for
the low load and high load regimes which were identified for TMC samples.
In summary, in terms of the changes in mass loss based wear rates, two different
wear regimes can be distinguished; i) low loads (2- 5 N) at which wear rates were
negative and ii) high load regime (7-10 N) with positive values of wear rates. Based on
the wear rate values measured by depth method, however, no significant change in the
wear could be discriminated and the wear rates increased linearly as normal load
increased. The SEM observations on the worn surface and subsurface—discussed in
sections 4.5.2.3 and 4.5.2.4—confirmed the existence of two wear regimes, which were
suggested based on mass loss measurements.
4.5.2.2 Variation of Coefficient of Friction by Sliding Distance and Load
Figure 4.58 represents the typical COF plot observed at low loads. At this loads
COF fluctuated around an average value with relatively small fluctuations (±0.05), and
remained constant at this level during the test. The average steady state COF value was
0.52 at 2N and increased to 0.55 at 5N. At low loads, the average value of COF for TOTMC sample was lower and it exhibited smaller fluctuations compared to the COF
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obtained for TMC samples. Figure 4.59 illustrates the typical COF plot that was obtained
for high loads, which exhibited a short initial running in period of approximately 300 m
followed by steady state behaviour. At 7N normal load COF rose from an initial value of
0.6 to 0.87 at the beginning of the test (115m) followed by a sudden drop to an average
value within the range of 0.6-0.62 with relatively large fluctuations (±0.08), and remained
constant at that level for the rest of the test. The average value of the steady state period
was higher for ION normal load (0.65), and the steady state COF values obtained for TOTMC at high loads was higher compared to TMC samples tested at the same load.
The sudden drop in COF at the initial stages of sliding at 7 and ION were due to
the surface conformity that was obtained by asperity removal process and formation of a
relatively continuous iron oxide layer on the surface. At 2, 3.5 and 7 N normal loads, the
asperities of hard oxide layer were not smoothen out and the iron oxide layer existed
intermittently between the asperity tips, and therefore the momentary rise in friction and
the sudden drop were not observed for the low loads. The large fluctuations at higher
loads were attributed to the frequent formation and destruction of the iron oxide layers.
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Figure 4.58. Variations of coefficient of friction with sliding distance for TO-TMC sample tested
at constant normal load of 2N representing the low loads.
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Figure 4.59. Variations of coefficient of friction with sliding distance for TO-TMC tested at
constant normal load of 7N representing the high loads.
4.5.2.3 SEM Observation of the Worn Surface
Worn Surface in the Low Loads (2-5N)
The typical morphology of the worn surface of TO-TMC at low loads is shown in
Figure 4.60, which depicts the back-scattered micrograph of the sample tested at 2 N
normal load, 0.3 m/s sliding speed and to a sliding distance of 1000 m. The real contact
happened at the tip of the asperities of the oxide scale, and these asperities were slightly
worn due to the sliding action of counterface. A layer which appeared lighter in backscattered mode was also covered the surface. Close examination of the worn surface
revealed the nature and morphology of the white layer. This layer was in two forms which
SEM micrographs and the associated EDS spectra are presented in Figure 4.61.
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Figure 4.60. The low magnification back-scattered micrograph of the worn surface of TO-TMC
sample tested at 2 N. The majority of the surface is covered by a whiter layer and the titanium
oxide retained its original surface features.
The majority of the contact area was covered by a mixture of Fe oxides (14 at %),
Ti oxides (14 at %) and Al oxides (5 at %) for which the SEM micrograph and the
conesponding EDS spectrum are given in Figure 4.61 (a) and (b). The oxide scale
exhibited a layered morphology that was attributed to the frequent abrasion of counterface
by the hard rutile asperities, and formation of a fresh layer of iron oxide in each cycle.
This iron oxide was then mixed with the minor amount of titanium oxide removed from
the asperity tips and formed the multilayered oxide morphology. The iron oxide layer was
also smeared over the substrate without further mixing with titanium oxide and formed
patches of oxide that is depicted in Figure 4.61 (c). This image was taken when the SEM
stage was tilted 50° relative to the beam. The EDS spectrum of the aforementioned
patches is given in Figure 4.61 (d) which confirms that these patches were mainly
consisted of Fe (40 at %) oxides with minor amounts of Ti (2 at%). It was possible that
the Ti peaks were picked up from the rutile layer beneath the thin iron oxide layer.
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Figure 4.61. SEM micrograph of the two morphologies of the iron oxide scale formed on the worn
surface of TO-TMC sample tested at 2 N; (a) a mixture of Ti, Al, Fe and V oxides in the form of a
multilayered scale and (c) patches of mainly Fe oxides smeared over the surface. The latter is
taken by tilting the SEM stage 50° relative to the beam. The EDS spectra associated with these
layers are given in (b) and (d).
Worn Surface in the High Loads (7-ION)
Figure 4.62 shows the back-scattered image of the worn surface of the TMC
sample tested against chrome steel ball at 5 N normal load, 0.3 m/s sliding speed and to a
sliding distance of 1000 m which represents the typical morphology observed in high
loads. The majority of the contact area was uniformly covered by a white layer. Unlike
the low loads, TO-TMC did not retain its surface features at this load and, and the rutile
scale—created by thermal oxidation—was removed at some spots as a result of the
sliding action of C/S ball. The white layer was also exfoliated at some infrequent spots,
and left the TO-TMC matrix in direct contact with the counterface.
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200 um
Figure 4.62. The low magnification back-scattered micrograph of the worn surface of TO-TMC
sample tested at 10 N. The majority of the surface is covered by a whiter layer which is exfoliated
at some occasional spots.
A higher magnification secondary image of the white layer is shown in Figure
4.63 (a). The majority of the white layer was consisted of layers of oxide stacked on top
of each other (marked as "1"). The EDS spectra of this homogeneous layer that is marked
as " 1 " and the adjacent non-homogenous layer that is marked as "2" are presented
respectively in Figure 4.63 (b) and (c). At high loads, similar to low loads, the white layer
consisted of two forms of oxide; namely the homogeneous layer that was consisted
mainly of Fe oxide (40 at %) with minor amounts of Ti oxide (2.5 at%) and the nonhomogenous form which was a mixture of Fe (20 at%) and Ti (14 at%). The fraction of
Fe in the mixture of oxides was, however, higher at higher loads, so was the fraction of
the surface area that was covered with the homogeneous layer of iron oxide, while at low
loads the fraction of non-homogeneous layer was higher.
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Figure 4.63. SEM micrograph of the two morphologies of the iron oxide scale formed on the worn
surface of TO-TMC sample tested at ION; the area marked as " 1 " is a homogeneous layer of iron
oxide and the area marked as "2" is a mixture of Fe and Ti oxides. The micrograph was taken
when the SEM stage was tilted 50° relative to the beam. The EDS spectra obtained from " 1 " and
"2" are given in (b) and (c).
The SEM micrograph in Figure 4.64 illustrates an iron oxide scale which is about
to be exfoliated. This micrograph was taken when the stage was tilted relative to the beam
and depicts the oxide scale that was buckled out due to the tensile stress field at the
trailing edge of the sliding ball. A number of sliding marks in the form of shallow
scratches were also apparent on the surface of the oxide scale. EDS analysis on the
occasional areas where the oxide scale was delaminated revealed that the cracking can
include either only the iron oxide scale or both the titanium oxide scale along with the
iron oxide. Spallation of titanium oxide scale due to cracking at the oxide/substrate
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interface or within the substrate was the characteristic feature of high loads compared to
the low loads where the titanium oxide scale retained its integrity on the surface. A
detailed description of the different types of spallation of the coating is presented in
section 4.5.2.4.

Figure 4.64. SEM micrograph of the iron oxide layer formed on TO-TMC sample tested at 10 N.
The oxide is buckled up due to the sliding action of the counterface and then fractured.
4.5.2.4 Cross-Sectional SEM Observations of the Worn Subsurface
In order to better understand the microstructure changes and the response of the
titanium oxide scale and the underlying substrate to deformation during sliding wear tests,
cross-sections of the wear track were cut and prepared parallel to the sliding direction.
The cross-sectional features of the samples tested at low load regime differed from the
samples tested at high load regimes, and are separately discussed in this section.
Worn Subsurface at Low Loads (2-5N)
The cross-sectional morphologies of the TO-TMC sample tested at 2 N and 5 N
normal loads, 0.3 m/s sliding speed and to a sliding distance of 1000 m are shown in
Figure 4.65 and Figure 4.66. No evidence of the iron oxide layers—observed at the worn
surface—was found at the cross-section. This confirms the thin and non-adherent nature
of these layers that were removed by surface cutting process, even though the surface was
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Ni-coated prior to performing any surface preparation process. The prepared subsurface
cross-sections, however, provided useful information regarding the roles of titanium
oxide and oxygen diffusion zone (ODZ). The titanium oxide scale that was created by 820min type oxidation remained attached to the substrate, in spite of the nucleation of
voids and cracks. The subsurface plastic deformation—evidenced by the rotation of P
phase in TMC samples— was not observed for TO-TMC which was due to the hard
nature of the oxide scale and the adjacent ODZ. It is apparent from Figure 4.65 that at 2 N
a limited number of voids were nucleated within the hard and brittle ODZ that were
located at a depth range of 0.8-4 Lim below the oxide. Due to the simultaneous action of
the shear and tensile stress components, the nucleated voids were stretched and became
oblate. The larger axis of the voids was rotated towards the sliding direction which is
depicted in Figure 4.65. The titanium oxide scale retained its surface features at 2N
normal load (0.805 GPa) and fragmentation of oxide was not observed.

Figure 4.65. SEM micrograph of the worn subsurface of TO-TMC sample tested at 2N. The
surface was Ni-coated prior to finial surface preparation followed by etching. A number of oblate
voids were evidenced.

Nucleation of cracks from the voids located closest to the interface but not at the
interface was evidenced at 5 N which SEM micrograph is depicted in Figure 4.66. This
confirms the outstanding interfacial strength of the scale formed at 800 °C which was
consistent with the micro-scratch results discussed in section4.4.4. It is important to note
that the retained-P phase within ODZ acted as a ductile fiber that bridges the two faces of
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the crack when the crack passed through it. The cracks were also stopped at the TiC
particles. It was evident that even though the oxide remained integrated to the subsurface
at 5N normal load, the sliding action of the counterface ball fragmentised the oxide on the
surface. Since the oxide formed at 8-20min oxidation condition was thick (3.3 pm) and
relatively uniform, the scale was not removed entirely by fragmentation process. The
characteristic features of worn subsurface at low loads was the nucleation and
coalescence of voids, and formation of cracks that was accompanied with partial
fragmentation of oxide scale at 5 N.

Figure 4.66. SEM micrograph of the worn subsurface of TO-TMC sample tested at 5N. The
surface was Ni-coated prior to finial surface preparation followed by etching. Oblate voids and
cracks which are both bridged by the p phase and were stopped at TiC particles are visible besides
the scale fragmentation.
Worn Subsurface at High Loads (7-ION)
The typical subsurface morphology observed for TO-TMC tested at high load
regime is shown in Figure 4.67 A significant number of voids were formed within around
6.4 Lim depth below the interface. The voids formed at 7N were oblate similar to low load
regime, and their larger axis was rotated towards the sliding direction. Cracks were also
formed by coalescence of these voids. At high load regime, however, the nucleation of
voids and cracks was more frequent which resulted in occasional delamination of the
oxide scale, and not only the oxide scale was fragmentised on the surface but also it was
delaminated by cracking adjacent to the interface within ODZ.
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Figure 4.67 SEM micrograph of the worn subsurface of TO-TMC sample tested at 7N. The
surface was Ni-coated prior to finial surface preparation followed by etching. Oblate voids and
cracks were drastically frequent. The area where Ti0 2 is delaminated is marked.
Figure 4.68 illustrates the SEM micrograph of an area of oxide which was about
to be spalled at ION normal load. This image provides evidence for the mechanism of
spallation of the titanium oxide scale. The cracks formed within the ODZ layer and
adjacent to the interface propagated towards the surface, forming debris with oxide on
one side and Ti-6A1-4V on the other side. The retained p phase deflects the path of the
crack within ODZ layer and also bridges the faces of the propagating crack, and,
therefore, there were several cracks within the spalled layer which were either confined
by this phase or stopped at the oxide/substrate interface. Eventually, when the crack
reached a critical length, which is a function of the fracture toughness of the ODZ
material, it broke through the oxide scale towards the surface—accompanied by rupture of
the fiber-like P phase.
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Figure 4.68. A high magnification SEM micrograph of the scale spallation that was occuned
when TO-TMC tested at 10 N. The cracking occuned within the brittle ODZ layer adjacent to the
interface and propagated towards the surface.
4.5.2.5 SEM Observation of the Wear Debris
Wear Debris at Low Loads (2-5N)
SEM observation on the wear debris generated dunng sliding of TO-TMC against
chrome steel ball at the low loads revealed that two types of debris were formed. Figure
4.69 (a) depicts the morphologies of loose debris formed at 2 N normal load which
includes the ultrafine particles (marked as "1") and thin laminates (marked as "2"). The
particles were within a size range of 0.02-0.1 Lim. EDS analysis performed on ultrafine
particles revealed that they consisted of mainly Fe (38 at%) oxides with slight amounts of
Ti (2.5 at%) oxides (Figure 4.69 (b)). Moderate abrasion of the multilayered mixture of
Fe and Ti oxides—evidenced on the surface—was responsible for the formation of these
particles. The particles formed by this process were then fractured and got smaller as a
result of pressure by the hard sliding couple. The loose particles simultaneously abraded
the steel counterface and generated more Fe oxide. The second type of debris illustrated
in Figure 4.69 (a) was in the form of thin plate-like laminates of Fe oxide which length
was within a size range of 15-55 Lim. The EDS spectrum of these particles is given in
Figure 4.69 (c). This type of debris was generated by delamination of the patches of iron
oxide scale that were evidenced on the worn surface.
The majority of the loose debris generated at 2 N consisted of ultrafine type
particles. As the load increased within the low loads, the ratio of the ultrafine particles to
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the plate-like debns decreased, and a higher fraction of plate-like particles was observed
at 5 N The size of the ultrafine particles did not change significantly with normal load,
yet, the average size of plate-like debns increased to around 54-145 iim at 5 N normal
load The larger size of the laminates and the higher frequency of delamination at 5 N
were consistent with the lower weight gain of this sample compared to TO-TMC sample
tested at 2 N
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Figure 4 69 (a) SEM micrograph of the wear debns generated as a result of wear test on TO-TMC
sample at 2 N Two types of debns were identified ultrafine particles and plate-like which are
marked respectively as "1" and "2" The corresponding EDS spectra are given m (b) and (c)
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Wear Debris at High Loads (7-ION)
The SEM micrographs of the two types of loose debris generated as a result of
wear test on TO-TMC sample at 10 N normal load are shown in Figure 4.70 (a) and (c).
Ultrafine particles and plate-like laminates, similar to the low loads, were the typical
types of loose debris at high loads. The size and morphology of the ultrafine particles
were quite similar when the samples tested at low and high loads. The EDS
analysis—given in Figure 4.70 (b) —confirmed that the source of these particles was the
non-homogeneous layer of Fe and Ti oxides that were evidenced on the worn surface.
The fraction of the fine particles was, however, considerably inferior to the fraction of
plate-like laminates.
EDS analysis was performed on the surface of nearly all of the plate-like debris
that were collected during sliding in either 7 or 10 N, to identify any wear debris that
confirms the mechanism described in Figure 4.68. A strong peak of Ti was not found in
any of the EDS spectra. This was necessary to verify the nucleation of cracks within ODZ
layer which resulted in formation of loose debris with the morphology explained in
section 4.5.2.4, i.e. Ti-6A1-4V on one face, and iron or Ti oxides on the other face. The
EDS spectra obtained were generally verified two types of composition: i) Fe oxide
which is depicted in Figure 4.70 (d) and ii) Fe (40 at%) oxide with a slight amount of Ti
(2.5 at%) which is depicted in Figure 4.70 (e). It can be stated that even though spallation
of Ti0 2 was evidenced to occur as a result of cracking within ODZ, the majority of the
Ti02 scale remained attached to the substrate, and the fraction of the loose debris
specified in section 4.5.2.4 was too low to be identified.
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Figure 4.70. SEM micrographs of the two types of wear debris generated when TO-TMC was
tested at 10 N; (a) ultrafine particles and (c) plate-like laminates. The EDS spectrum of (a) is
given in (b). The EDS spectra shown in (d) and (e) represent two types of composition obtained
from the plate-like laminates.
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4.5.3

Wear Rates and Wear Mechanisms of the Counterface Ball
The variation of the wear rate of chrome steel (C/S) ball that were tested against

TMC and TO-TMC samples were measured by weighting the balls before and after the
test. The surface of the balls was rinsed with acetone prior to weight measurement to
remove any loose debris that was generated during the wear test. Figure 4.71 illustrates
the variation of the wear rates of the C/S ball that was measured based on the mass loss at
different contact pressures when tested against TMC and TO-TMC samples. The wear
rates of the balls tested against TMC samples was consistent with the characteristic
features of the three regimes of wear that are described in section 4.5.1. At the low
contact pressure (0.65 GPa) the wear rate of C/S ball was slightly higher than the
moderate contact pressure of 0.78 GPa, which was attributed to the abrasive action of the
protruding TiC particles. The wear rate of the ball was increased suddenly as the pressure
increased from moderate loads (0.88 GPa) to the high loads (0.98 GPa), and at the highest
contact pressure (1.11 GPa) the wear rate of the ball was 3 times higher than the moderate
contact pressure of 0.88 GPa, which was due to the abrasive action of the fractured and
loose TiC fragments with sharp edges at high loads.
The wear rate of the chrome steel ball tested against TO-TMC sample increased
linearly when the contact pressure increased from 0.805 to 1.05 GPa (low loads). As the
pressure increased to the high loads (1.22-1.37 GPa), the wear rate increased sharply
which evidenced the higher abrasion of the steel counterface by the Ti0 2 oxide at high
pressures. The wear rate of the ball slide against TO-TMC remained lower than the ball
slide against TMC samples, for example the wear rates of the balls slide against TMC
under the pressures of 0.98 and 1.11 GPa was 7.7 and 5.4 times higher than the wear rate
of the ball slide against TO-TMC. The abrasive nature of TMC samples, therefore, was
significantly improved by performing thermal oxidation at 800°C for 20 min.
The wear rate of the counterface ball were deducted from the wear rates of the
TMC disk measured via the depth based method to better elucidate the contribution of the
counterface wear loss on the measured value. The calculated values are plotted in Figure
4.72 and compared to the wear rate values measured via the mass loss method. The depth
based measured wear rates were lower as the contribution of the ball counterface was
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deleted from these measurements. These calculated difference values were, however, not
equal to the wear rate values measured via the mass loss method. The existed difference
was attributed to the contribution of material transfer to the mass loss based
measurements, which further decreases the weight gained by the sample. The wear rate
difference values plotted in Figure 4.72, therefore, represents a more precise estimation of
the wear rate of the disk samples. The wear rates of the TMC and TO-TMC sample
calculated based on the wear rate difference of the disk and the ball are compared in
Figure 4.73. The wear regimes previously indentified for TMC and TO-TMC samples and
the significant improvement in the wear resistance of TMC samples—achieved by
thermal oxidation— are also confirmed by this method calculation (similar to the massloss and depth based methods).
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Figure 4.71. The wear rate of the chrome steel ball tested against TMC and TO-TMC samples
within the contact pressure range of 0.64-1.38 GPa which was measured based on the mass loss at
each pressure.
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Figure 4.72. The difference between the wear rate of the TMC disk measured based on the depthbased method and the wear rate of ball counterface. These values are compared with the wear rate
of TMC samples measured based on mass loss method.
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Figure 4.73. The wear rate of TMC and TO-TMC samples within the contact pressure range of
0.64-1.38 GPa calculated based on the difference between the depth-based wear rate of the disk
and the wear rate of the counterface ball.
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Chapter 5
5
5.1

Discussion
Evaluation of Mechanical Performance of TMC Samples
In this study, the mechanical properties of TMCs were evaluated based on their

performance during tensile and micro-scratch tests. The incorporation of TiC particles
into Ti-6A1-4V alloy increased the yield and tensile strength at the expense of the tensile
ductility at room temperature, which was impaired by a factor of 3.3 compared to the
unreinforced alloy (Figure 4.11). The tensile ductility of the composites was, however,
significantly increased at elevated temperature, which satisfies the high-temperature
service condition as an exhaust valve [1]. The strengthening effect of the particles was
inferior at high temperatures, and the tensile strength of TMC samples was 24 % higher
than the unreinforced alloys at 400° C compared to a 9% increase in strength at 25°C. SEM
observations of fracture surface of the sample tested at room temperature (Figure 4.12)
confirmed that the TiC particles act as stress raisers during mechanical loading, giving
rise to failure of composites via cracking within the particles, followed by the final failure
of the matrix via void coalescence. According to Tjong and Mai [7], ex-situ fabricated
TMCs generally do not have a clean interface, which promotes a weak bonding between
the particles and the matrix [7]. In this study, however, a clean and strong interfacial
bonding was achieved by MIM process. The observed cracking within the particles
during mechanical loading was believed to be due to the large size of the reinforcements
(1-10 Lim), which then promotes stress concentration within the particles.
It is known that the strength of Ti-6A1-4V is very sensitive to temperature [50]: it
decreases from 839 MPa, at room temperature, to 414 MPa at 400°C (Figure 4.11). The
mechanical strength of the TiC particles, on the other hand, is not affected by the
temperature [9]. The significant enhancement in the high temperature strength achieved
by incorporation of TiC particles was, therefore, due to the inherent high temperature
stability of the carbide particles.
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The mechanical performance of the composites was further evaluated by
performing micro-scratch test and studying the types of failure during sliding contact
(Figure 4.21). Particle cracking also occuned during scratch test, commenced at 4.22 GPa
contact pressure, and exhibited a semi-circular morphology that was previously evidenced
on the coatings. Particle cracking was followed by sinking in at 6.29 GPa which was
accompanied by a sudden increase in the depth of penetration of indenter. Finally, at 8.22
GPa particle fracture occuned at the edges of the scratch groove which caused a sharp
shift in coefficient of friction to higher values with larger fluctuations.
The results of micro-scratch test, therefore, confirmed the strong interfacial
bonding achieved by MIM process where no indication of pulled-out particle was found.
Failure of the TMC samples via cracking within the particles, however, occuned during
scratch test based on which the role of particles as stress raisers during mechanical
loading was concluded. A perfect interfacial bonding is a prerequisite condition for
transfer of load from matrix to the particle. Consequently, the load is canied by the
carbide particles—as a result of their higher elastic modulus— and the tensile and yield
strength of the material is improved significantly. The improvement in the high
temperature mechanical properties of the composites was, on the other hand, a result of
the stability of TiC at high temperatures.
5.2

Discussion of Wear Mechanisms of TMC Alloy
The wear mechanisms of TMC samples are discussed and compared with the

unreinforced Ti-6A1-4V alloy in terms of the changes in wear rate of the samples and the
ball counterface, the changes in the coefficient of friction, the worn surface and
subsurface morphologies and the structure and morphology of the loose debris. Three
wear regimes were distinguished, namely the low, the moderate and the high loads. The
TMC samples exhibited weight gain at low load (<2 N), while the wear rate increased to a
positive value as the wear tests was performed at moderate load regime (3.5-5 N). When
tested at moderate loads, the wear rate of the TMC samples, however, was lower than the
wear rate of Ti-6A1-4V samples. The wear rate of TMC samples increased sharply at high
loads and the composite samples lost their wear resistance compared to Ti-6A1-4V
samples. In this section, the series of phenomenon associated with these wear regimes are
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discussed, and then the role of TiC particles during sliding contact is inspected based on
the micro-scratch and the wear test results.
5.2.1

Characteristics and Wear Mechanisms of Low Loads (<2N)
The characteristic features of the worn surface of TMC samples at low

loads—previously described in section 4.5.1.3—are as follows:
i)

Patches of iron oxide mainly concentrated at the leading tip TiC particles,

ii)

Fine particles of iron oxide (0.1-1 Lim) that even after rinsing with acetone
were remained on the surface,

iii)

Virtually undeformed Ti-6A1-4V matrix between the TiC particles with
occasional surface deformation in the form of grooves with an average width
of 6iim and sub-micron scratches which were both stopped at TiC particles,

iv)

Protruding TiC particles which were not damaged or sank into the matrix, the
average height of the TiC particles over the surface measured by optical
profilometery prior to the test (section 3.6.2) remained unchanged after the test
(Figure 4.47).
The various types of running-in in terms of changes in microstructure, surface

topography, transfer films, third body agglomerates, etc have been discussed by Blau
[124]. The typical COF plot observed for TMC samples tested at low load is described in
section 4.5.1.2. According to the classification made by Blau [124], the initial momentary
rise at the start of the wear test followed by the sudden drop in COF is generally
attributed to the high initial surface roughness followed by surface conformity and
smoothing [124]. The average surface roughness of the TMC samples prior to wear test
was 0.4 Lim compared to an average of 0.04 \xm for Ti-6A1-4V, and the average height
distribution of TiC particles was 1.25LI. Surface conformity was achieved by formation of
iron oxide layer on the surface. The large fluctuations superimposed upon the general
curve (Figure 4.35) were caused by spallation of the iron oxide layer and then formation
of a new layer (Figure 4.47).
Abrasion of the steel counterface with protruding TiC particle, followed by
oxidation of iron has been frequently evidenced by other researchers [10,11,94] under the
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conditions similar to this study (0.3 m/s, 0.65 GPa). The Vickers hardness of the particles
was measured via micro-indentation test on the reinforcements which was 3653±554
(Hv), while the Vickers hardness of chrome steel ball was 700 (reported by the supplier).
The initial contact at the protruding, hard TiC particle was, therefore, followed by severe
abrasion of counterface, oxidation and transfer of iron to the leading edge of TiC
particles. A lubricant layer of iron oxide covered the surface which smoothen out the
surface and caused the sudden drop in COF The oxidation of iron can be explained by
the work of Lim and Ashby [54] according to which mild oxidational wear happens due
to elevated flash temperature at the asperity tips. In this case the transfened iron layer
comprised the asperity tips. The oxide spalled off once its thickness reached a critical
thickness [54]. The plate-like wear debris (Figure 4.52) was, therefore, formed by oxide
spallation causing large fluctuation in the steady state stage of COF plot. The loose oxide
particles were retained within the wear track where they were comminuted and were
fractured by repeated plastic deformation, and the fine oxide particles were then
generated (Figure 4.52). This model for formation of oxide debris particles was first
suggested by Stott [55] which is shown in the schematic illustration of Figure 2.11 [55].
These small fragments of oxide abraded the ductile Ti-6A1-4V matrix—evidenced by
formation of grooves on the substrate (Figure 4.40).
The wear rate at the low loads was, accordingly, determined by the rates of
following processes:
i)

Transfer and oxidation of iron,

ii)

Agglomeration of oxide particles and formation of layers of oxide,

iii)

Break down of the layers,

iv)

Abrasion of Ti-6A1-4V substrate.
The negative value of the wear rate measured by mass loss method (section

4.5.1.1) confirmed that the transfer and oxidation of iron was the controlling process at
the low loads. Incorporation of TiC particles, therefore, improved the wear resistance of
the Ti-6A1-4V matrix via the load carried by the ceramic reinforcements. This was
confirmed also by the results of micro-scratch and tensile tests (discussed in section 5.1).
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5.2.2

Characteristics and Wear Mechanisms of High Loads (7-10N)
As a results of the studies performed on the worn surface and subsurface of TMCs

tested at high loads (sections 4.5.1.3 and 4.5.1.4), the following features were found:
i)

Two layers of tribolayer formed successively on the worn surface:
a. An inner compact layer (1.1-5.8 Lim) consisted of Ti (50 at%), Fe (4 at%),
Al (6 at%), and V (2at%) oxides. This layer exhibited a stratified
morphology,
b. An outer layer (3.7-5.6tim) formed by agglomeration of oxide particles
and TiC fragments. The composition of the oxide was similar to the inner
layer,

ii)

Brittle detachment of large particles of oxide from the tribolayers which
exposed the Ti-6A1-4V matrix into more deformation,

iii)

Fractured and plucked-out TiC particles which left the unreinforced Ti-6A14V unprotected,

iv)

Severely deformed Ti-6A1-4V substrate below the tribolayer which exhibited
several features:
a. The microstructure of the Ti-6A1-4V substrate within an average depth of
3 Lim was changed, which was believed to be due to either deformation
induced transformation of P phase to a or dynamic recrystallization [125].
b. Rotation of the lamellar p phase towards the sliding direction in the layer
beneath the abovementioned layer. The thickness of the p lamella was also
significantly reduced.
c. Fracture of TiC particles within a depth of 2 Ltm below the tribolayer,

v)

Cracking within Ti-6A1-4V substrate parallel to the sliding direction.
The plot of coefficient of friction at the high loads increased from an initial low

value to an steady state value of 0.55 (Figure 4.37), which was roughly equal to the
steady state COF value for Ti-6A1-4V This was attributed to the initial contact at the
protruding TiC particles immediately followed by the fracture of TiC particles, and then
metallic contact which caused the jump in friction. The contact pressure produced under
6mm C/S ball at the high loads was within a range of 0.98-1.11 GPa, while fracture of
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particles under micro-scratch test was first evidenced under 8.22 GPa (section 4.4.4).
These discrepancies between the critical pressure of failure can be justified based on a
surface fatigue phenomenon that is characterized by surface cracking and flaking of
material caused by repeated, alternating loading of solid surfaces [34].
The metallic contact that occurs after destruction of particles induced a wear
process similar to unreinforced Ti-6A1-4V with an additional contribution of TiC
fragments as third body abrasives. Molinari et al [58], Straffelini [50] and Qu et al [61]
studied the dry sliding wear of Ti-6A1-4V against steel. The operative mechanisms were
oxidative wear of a plastically strained subsurface at low sliding speed, and metallic
delamination at high sliding speed. The inner compact tribolayer observed in this study
was similar to the oxide layer formed on the worn surface of unreinforced Ti-6A1-4V
The minor amount of iron oxide was added by the abrasive action of TiC fragments on
counterface. The multilayered morphology of the inner tribolayer can be explained based
on the mild oxidational wear mechanism proposed by Lim and Ashby [54], and described
in section 2.1.6.1. Similar to unreinforced alloy, even when the oxidative wear
predominates plastic shearing of the subsurface layers was evidenced.
The similar thickness, morphology and composition of the inner tribolayer and the
plate-like oxide debris together with the observed cracking at the tribolayer/substrate
interface (Figure 4.49 and Figure 4.53) confirmed that this type debris was generated via
brittle detachment of the inner tribolayer. The small oxide particles—shown in Figure
4.53—were then produced via abrasion of the oxide tribolayer by TiC particles. The
significantly small size of these particles, i.e. 0.3-0.5 (im, confirmed the abrasive action of
hard particles on a hard scale (oxide). The outer tribolayer was then formed by
agglomeration and compaction of the oxide particles, which conforms to the mechanism
proposed by Stott [55] (Figure 2.11). After this stage wear proceeded by the following
processes:
i)

Fragmentation of outer tribolayer by any of the following mechanisms:
a. Brittle fracture that left relatively large craters (50-100 \im) behind,
b. Abrasion by TiC fragments.
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ii)

Delamination of the inner tribolayer as a result of cracking at the
tribolayer/substrate interface,

iii)

Metallic delamination of Ti-6A1-4V substrate.
The damage accumulation model proposed by Zhang and Alpas [43] for an Al-

7%Si alloy can be adopted here to explain the metallic delamination of Ti-6A1-4V matrix.
According to this model the critical depth of crack propagation is below the surface and
determined by the opposing effect of plastic strain (flow stress G{) and hydrostatic
pressure (OH) [43]. As described earlier, severe deformation of Ti-6A1-4V substrate
changed the microstructure of the subsurface which probably caused by a P —• a
transformation. Fracture of TiC particles within a 2 |im depth was also evidenced. Stress
concentration provided by the martensitic transformation [1] and/or fractured particles,
enhanced crack nucleation at the critical depth within the deformed substrate.
The following mechanisms were, therefore, cooperative at the high loads and
contributed to the high wear rate of Ti-6Al-4V-10Vol%TiC compared to Ti-6A1-4V:
Oxidative wear of the severely deformed substrate, third-body abrasion by TiC fragments
and/or oxide particles, and metallic delamination.
5.2.3

Characteristics and Wear Mechanisms of Moderate Loads (3.5-5N)
The prominent characteristic features that were observed on the worn surface and

subsurface of Ti-6Al-4V-10Vol%TiC alloy tested at the moderate loads are as follows:
i)

A discontinuous tribolayer that exhibited the following characteristics:
a. Comprised a single layer morphology (0.7-5 \im) similar to the inner
tribolayer evidenced at the high loads,
b. Consisted of a mixture of Ti (36 at%), Fe (9 at%), Al (6 at%) and V (3
at%) oxides,
c. Provided void nucleation sites at the interface with the substrate or
between its own sub-layers,
d. Provided intermittent coverage of the TMC matrix,

ii)

Surface damage of TiC particles which was not followed by fracture or
particle pull-out.
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iii)

Plastic deformation of Ti-6A1-4V substrate that occuned by ploughing and
scratching. The deformation was impeded by the damaged TiC particles.

iv)

A plastically strained layer below the tribolayer which exhibited the following
features:
a. Similar to high loads, the microstructure was varied within 1 Lim depth
below the contact surface, namely no equiaxed P phase was observed in
this layer.
b. The lamellar P phase at the region underneath the abovementioned layer
became finer while rotated towards the sliding direction.
c. Unlike the high loads, the TiC particles endured the shear strain and no
particle fracture was observed at the subsurface regions.
Similar to the high loads, the initial increase in COF (Figure 4.37) was due to the

surface conformity achieved by particle damage followed by metallic/metallic contact.
The higher iron content of the tribolayer compared to the high loads was a consequence
of a longer running-in period. This led to an initial abrasion of the counterface by
protruding TiC particles—prior to any particle damage—which lasted longer at moderate
loads. Formation of the multilayered oxide tribolayer can be explained based on the
mechanism proposed by Lim and Ashby [54] for mild oxidational wear of a plastically
deformed layer. Detachment of the plate-like wear debris (which is shown in Figure 4.54)
occuned by cracking started from the voids at the oxide/substrate interface or within the
tribolayer (Figure 4.51). The loos debris particles formed at moderate loads (1-3Lim
(Figure 4.54)) outsized the fine oxide particle evidenced at higher loads. The size of these
particles provides evidence for their source of formation, which was fragmentation of
detached plate-like loose debris and not abrasion by TiC fragments—evidenced at high
loads. According to Stott [55], the prerequisite for agglomeration of the oxide particles is
that they should be small enough for the adhesion forces arising from the surface energy
to come into play. The relatively large size of the oxide particles at moderate loads,
therefore, explains the single layer morphology of the tribolayer.
Another distinction in wear performance of TMCs at moderate loads can be made
based on the absence of metallic delamination compared to high loads. As described in
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section 5.2.2, the nucleation of cracks can happens at a critical depth which is determined
by the opposing effect of plastic strains and hydrostatic pressure that introduces a
maximum in the damage rate at a critical depth. The value of critical depth has been
proved to increase with increasing load and velocity [43]. Cracking at high loads was, on
the other hand, enhanced by the martensitic, deformation-induced

P—MX phase

transformation and/or particle fracture. Therefore, two factors contributed to the absence
of metallic delamination at moderate loads: i) the smaller critical depth of crack
nucleation caused by lower load and better protection exerted by oxide tribolayer and ii)
lack of points of stress concentration for crack nucleation confirmed by the absence of
any particle fracture at the subsurface zone.
In summary, at moderate loads wear of TMCs proceeded by oxidation of the
plastically deformed layers, which was followed by brittle detachment and fragmentation
of the oxide tribolayer. The oxide layer formed at these loads, however, provided an
outstanding protection for the substrate compared to the tribolayer formed at higher loads.
The conserved TiC particles within the matrix, additionally, impeded severe deformation
of Ti-6A1-4V matrix and annihilated any metallic delamination.
5.2.4

Evaluation of TiC Particles Performance during Sliding Contact
The TiC particles incorporated by MIM process into Ti-6A1-4V matrix were

damaged via cracking that occurred at 0.78 GPa during wear test and at 4.22 during
micro-scratch test, however, they remained intact under this pressure and impeded the
surface plastic deformation of the Ti-6A1-4V matrix up to 0.88 GPa pressure. These
particles lost their load bearing capacity via particle fracture that happened at 0.98 GPa
pressure during wear test, at 8.22 GPa during micro-scratch test, and in the course of
tensile test. Particle fracture, which was believed to be mainly due to their large size (1-10
pm), preceded any type of particle pull-out. This confirmed a good particle/substrate
interfacial bonding achieved by M M process.
5.3

Oxidation Mechanisms of Ti-6A1-4V and TMC Alloys
The oxidation mechanism of Ti-6A1-4V and the effect of incorporating TiC

particles on oxidation mechanism of Ti matrix are discussed in this section. The
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morphology, composition and mechanical properties of the oxide scale formed on Ti-6A14V as a result of thermal oxidation are discussed in section 5.3.1, and are used as a
reference for discussion of oxidation mechanism of TMC alloys. The oxidation behaviour
of TMC samples at various temperature and times are discussed in section 5.3.2 in terms
of the structure, morphology and composition of the scale. The mechanical properties of
the coating are also determined and discussed which include their performance under
micro-scratch test and their fracture toughness. Based on these discussions the optimum
oxidation condition for TMC samples is then determined (section 5.3.3).
5.3.1

Oxidation Mechanism of Ti-6A1-4V Alloy
The studies on the T0-Ti-6A1-4V samples revealed that the morphology,

thickness and compositions of the oxide scale and ODZ were similar for bimodal and
Widmanstatten microstructures. The thicknesses of the oxide scale and the ODZ, which
were measured by microscopic observations and micro-indentation on tapered crosssections, are listed in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2. Theoretically, diffusion through a-Ti is one
to three orders of magnitude slower than diffusion through P-Ti [87]. The diffusion in
both microstructures, therefore, is controlled by the thickness of the a-case (ODZ) and
also the thickness of the oxide scale, and once a thin layer of oxide and a-case were
formed on the surface, the effect of microstructure on diffusion mechanism became
negligible. The effect of primary microstructure on oxidation was only via the primary
hardness of the bulk sample that was 540 (Hv) for bimodal and 650 (Hv) for
Widmanstatten samples (Figure 4.3). As a result, the hardness diffusion zone adjacent to
the interface (at a 5pm distance) was 989 for bimodal microstructure while it was 1072
(Hv) for Widmanstatten microstructure. This higher value of hardness can be explained in
terms of the hardening effect of the martensitic structure formed during heat-treatment
within P-phase field—performed to produce the Widmanstatten type microstructure [1].
X-ray diffraction studies were performed to reveal the composition of the oxide
(Figure 4.4) followed by FIB cross-sectioning and EDS mapping to find out the
distribution of the compounds within the oxide scale (Figure 4.5). The major phase
formed during oxidation at 600°C was rutile form of Ti0 2 , and the patterns obtained for
anatase and alumina were weak with many of the high intensity reflections absent. The
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existence of these oxides, however, cannot be ruled out. The EDS mapping on the oxide
cross-section (Figure 4.5) revealed that an Al-rich layer—consisted of an alumina
compound—was generated at the gas/oxide interface, while the inner scale consisted of a
Ti-rich layer in the form of rutile. The thermodynamics of formation of alumina and
titania oxides as well as the diffusion mechanisms that are responsible for the layered
morphology of the oxide are described here.
The layered structure of the oxide scale and the XRD results indicates that two
reactions took place during the oxidation process of Ti-6A1-4V alloy:
Ti + 02-+Ti02

Equation 5.1

4/3AI + 02 -» 2/3Al203

Equation 5.2

The values of free Gibbs energies associated with these reactions can be obtained
from the following equations [98]:
AGs0! = - 9 4 3 5 0 0 + 179.17

Equation 5.3

AGl2 = - 1 1 1 5 5 0 0 + 209.2T

Equation 5.4

where T is the temperature. Ascribing 873 to T, the free Gibbs energy of formation of
alumina at this temperature is -787.1 KJ while the energy if formation of titania would be
-932.9 KJ, and therefore alumina is more stable at this temperature. However, in this
study preferential oxidation of Ti at the oxide/substrate interface was observed. The free
Gibbs energies can be determined from the following equations:
AG5°, = -RTlnK5
5S

±

= -RTln - ^ £ L _
aTl.P02

Equation 5.5

where K5 j and K^2 are the equilibrium constants for reactions 5.1 and 5.2, R is the gas
constant, and aTl02, aTl, aAl2o3, and aAl are the activities of titania, titanium, alumina and
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aluminum respectively. If unit activities are ascribed to A1 2 0 3 and Ti0 2 and atmospheric
pressure for P 0 z , then equations 5.5 and 5.6 become:
AG0.! = RT lnaTi

Equation 5.7

AG° 2 = 4 / 3 RT lnaAl

Equation 5.8

From these equations and by substituting T=873 K in equations 5.3 and 5.4, the
minimum values of aluminum and titanium activities were calculated: aminAi
1 0 - 4 2 , and aminTi

= 7.5 x 10~ 4 8

= 1.3 x

Accordingly, the values of minimum aluminum

activity required for the formation of alumina is higher than the minimum required Ti
activity for the formation of Ti0 2 . Du et al [83] and Ignatov et al [81], on the other hand,
suggested that the activation of Al (aAi) is about 4 orders of magnitude smaller than the
activation of Ti (an) for binary Ti-Al alloys. Therefore, in the course of inward diffusion
of O species and outward diffusion of cation species, preferential oxidation of Ti can
happen at the oxide/substrate interface as oxygen anions meets titanium cations, in spite
of the higher free Gibbs energy of formation of alumina. This allows the Al cations to
leave the substrate and diffuse outward to the gas/oxide interface, and an external Al-rich
compound layer will be formed consequently. A schematic illustration of the diffusion
mechanisms described here is shown in Figure 5.1.
In summary, as described in section 2.2.1.1, Ti0 2 in an n-type conductor. As a
result the disorder of Ti0 2 oxide scale at high oxygen pressure and low temperatures is
dominated by oxygen anion vacancies. Once a thin layer of rutile is formed at the
beginning of oxidation, the oxygen required for oxidation of substrate is provided by
inward diffusion of oxygen anions that is accompanied by the outward diffusion of anion
vacancies as schematically depicted in Figure 5.1. Since the preferential oxidation of Ti
happens at the oxide/substrate interface, Al species can leave the interface and form the
external Al-rich layer. Nevertheless, as diffusion of metal ion vacancies are not possible
in n-conductors, the vacancies left behind by diffusion of Al cations form a porous
interface (Figure 4.5).
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Figure 5.1. Schematic illustration of the diffusion mechanism responsible for the formation of
Al203+Ti02-scale on Ti-6A1-4V alloy; V0 is the oxygen vacancy and VA1 is the aluminum
vacancy.
5.3.2

Oxidation Mechanism of TMC Alloys
The microscopic observation on the cross-sections of the oxidized TMC samples

revealed that the oxidation had to be continued for at least 65 h to attain an integrated
scale at 600 C. The scale formed at 800 C, however, reached its critical thickness, once
the oxidation process prolonged for more than 20 min. Based on these observations, the
oxidation behaviour of TMCs was studied at two conditions, namely at 600 C for 65 h
and at 800 C for 20 min. The thicknesses of the oxide scales formed on Ti-6A1-4V
substrate, on TiC particles and the thickness of ODZ are listed in Table 4.2. The oxidation
of TiC particles at 600 C resulted in a thick (4.41 pm) but stratified scale. The
stratification observed within the scales is mainly due to the growth stresses built up in
the scale caused by: i) high Pilling-Bedworth ratio of the oxide and the substrate, ii) the
great variations in lattice parameters at the interface caused by formation of the solid
solution, and iii) the high ratio of coefficient of thermal expansions of the oxide and the
substrate. These stresses increase until a bearable maximum value is reached at a critical
thickness, at which a crack nucleates [70,71,88].
X-ray diffraction analysis (section 4.4.3) revealed that the composition and the
element distribution of the scale formed on TMC samples at 600 C and 800 C was similar
to the scale on TO-Ti-6Al-4V Oxidation of the Ti matrix alloy resulted in an inner Ti0 2
layer—mainly rutile—that was covered by an outer alumina scale. The EDS analysis
(section 4.4.1) together with XRD results (section 4.4.3) also confirmed that a rutile scale
was formed as a result of oxidation of TiC particles. The oxide formed at both conditions
was, however, thick enough to eliminate any reflection from TiC particles beneath the
oxide scale.
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The temperature dependence of oxidation behaviour of TMCs is discussed here
based on the morphologies of the oxide on TiC particles and on Ti-6A1-4V substrate
(Figure 4.13, Figure 4.15 and Figure 4.14). At 600 °C, preferential oxidation of TiC
particles was dominated, and the scale on TiC particles (4.41 Lim) was thicker than the
scale on Ti-6A1-4V (0.73 Lim). At 800°C, a thicker and more uniform scale was formed.
As previously discussed in section 2.2.1.1, rutile is an n-conductor for which at low
pressure and high temperature interstitial titanium ions are the major defects, while at
high oxygen pressure and low temperatures disorder is dominated by oxygen anion
vacancies [20]

In the case of oxidation at 600 °C, inward diffusion of oxygen species

controls the oxidation mechanism since otherwise the oxidation reaction cannot penetrate
oxide/substrate interface (in the direction shown by anow "2" in Figure 4.13). Outward
diffusion of interstitial titanium ions is, however, more likely to happen at 800°C. The
latter is confirmed by the outward growth of the scale evidenced by the uniform thickness
of the scale on the particles and substrate (Figure 4.15 (b)). The cationic diffusion
mechanism at 800 °C promotes oxide growth at the gas/oxide interface, where the C 0 2
gas—produced during oxidation of TiC particle according to equation 2.6—can leave the
system, and avoid cracking within the scale. Additionally, the outward diffusion of the
oxide provides the ability to heal cracks. A more uniform and adherent oxide can,
therefore, form at 800°C.
5.3.3

Determination of Optimum Oxidation Condition for TMC Samples
The performance of the oxide scales formed on TMCs at 800°C after 20 min (8-

20min) and at 600°C after 65 h (6-65h) were evaluated by micro-scratch tests and SEM
observations on the scratch groove (section 4.4.4), and their fracture toughness was then
measured by indentation cracking length method (section 4.4.5). The properties of these
coatings were compared to the coating on T0-Ti-6A1-4V samples, which has already
been proved to successfully create an adherent, and integrated oxide scale [4,5,64].
The degree of surface deformation created by the sliding stylus on the coating was
studied based on the penetration depth profile along the scratch (Figure 4.19). The
coefficient of friction was also studied as a function of the normal load (Figure 4.20). The
lowest values of depth and coefficient of friction were observed for TMC-8-20min type
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coating, which impeded the deformation of TMC sample by a factor of 2 and decreased
the coefficient of friction by a factor of 1.6. The TMC-6-65h sample resulted in the
highest coefficient of friction at the highest contact pressure compared to TMC and TMC8-20min samples.
The types of failure were studied based on the classification made by Holmberg et
al [120], which is schematically illustrated in Figure 4.8. The critical pressure for each
type of failure was detected by SEM observations on scratch groove which is shown in
Figure 4.9 for T0-Ti-6A1-4V and in Figure 4.22 for TMC-8-20min and TMC-6-65h
samples. All of the following types of failure were evidenced for TO-Ti-6Al-4V sample:
i) angular and parallel cracking (at 8.02 GPa), ii) chipping of the coating at the edges of
the scratch (12.2 GPa), and iii) half-cone cracks (12.4 GPa). On TMC-8-20min and TMC6-65h samples, however, only the angular and the half-cone cracks were evidenced. The
lumps of oxide protruding from TMC-6-65h were also removed by the sliding action of
the stylus. Another criterion used for the evaluation of the coatings is the density of the
half-cone cracks at a constant load which is, according to Keer et al [122], affected by the
fracture toughness of the coating, normal load and the critical flaw size. These types of
failures, the critical pressures, and the average interval of half-cone cracks for TO-Ti-6Al4V, TMC-6-65h and TMC-8-20min samples are summarized in Table 5.1. It is apparent
that the TMC-8-20min samples exhibited the highest resistance to deformation, cohesive
and interfacial type failures and the lowest density of half-cone cracks when it was
compared to TMC-6-65h and TO-Ti-6A14V samples.
The modes of failure and the value of the critical load depends on various
parameters, namely, the properties of the substrate, the coating, and the coating/substrate
interface, the coating thickness, and the friction between the coating and the scratch tip
[116]. The angular cracking is a cohesive type failure, which is caused by the substrate
pile-up around the sliding indenter [120]. The higher value of critical load for angular
cracking in TMC-8-20min samples was attributed to the following factors: i) the thicker
scale, ii) the higher fracture toughness of the coating by the lower density of the half-cone
cracks, iii) a better support provided for the TiC particles by formation of ODZ
(compared to unreinforced Ti-6A1-4V sample). The elastic modulus of the ODZ was 156
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GPa while the elastic modulus of non-oxidized Ti-6A1-4V was 105 GPa (as measured by
micro-indentation under 400 mN) The difference between the elastic modulus of the TiC
particles and the substrate was, therefore, decreased by the thermal oxidation process
Consequently, the stress concentration was lower on the particles and they were
supported by the stiff ODZ layer Chipping of the coating, on the other hand, is obviously
related to an interfacial type failure

[120]

According to Table 5.1, a better

coating/substrate interfacial bonding was achieved by oxidation of TMC samples
compared to Ti-6A1-4V samples
Table 5 1 The types of failures, the cntical pressures, and the half-cone cracks' interval
evidenced dunng micro-scratch test performed on T0-Ti-6A1-4V, TMC-6-65h, and TMC-820rmn samples
Type of coating

TO Ti-6A1-4V

TMC-6-65h

TMC-8-20min

Maximum penetration depth (u.m)

25 94

23 21

18 42

Critical pressure for angular cracking (GPa)

8 02

8 99

104

Critical pressure for delamination (GPa)

122

Was not
observed

Was not
observed

Average interval of half-cone cracks at 14 2
GPa

5 5±1 6 u.m

7 5±1 9p,m

12 5±3 4u.m

It is generally known that the oxide phases formed during oxidation have
substantially lower fracture toughness than the underlying substrate which can adversely
affect the wear performance of the components [99] The fracture toughness of the
coatings was, therefore, determined based on an indentation techniques Lateral cracks
became prevalent for TMC-6-65h samples at 0 75N while the predominant mode for
TMC-8-20min samples was radial cracking up to an indentation load of 1 75 N The type
of the radial cracks was determined based on the generated best fits of the expenmental
data for Palmq\ist and median geometry (Figure 4 25 and Figure 4 26), which revealed
that the Palmqvist geometry dominated This was reasonable since according to Nolan et
al [99] for the thin bnttle films on tough substrates Palmqvist morphology is more
dominant as this type of cracking initiates at the surface where the coating is more bnttle
The fracture toughness \alues were then estimated based on three equations, two of which
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have been developed for Palmqvist geometry, and the results are listed in Table 4.5 and
compared for TMC-8-20min and TMC-6-65h in Figure 4.30. As with the results of
micro-scratch test, the coating formed at 800 °C after 20 min rendered a higher critical
intensity factor compared to the coating formed at 600°C after 65 h, and this result was
independent of the type of equation used.
The effect of thermal oxidation on the surface residual stress was also studied
based on equation 2.22, which was originally developed by Marshal and Lawn for median
type cracking [115]. The negative value of the slope of the graphs—plotted based on this
equation (Figure 4.29 and Table 4.5)—should imply the existence of a tensile residual
stress for both of the oxide scales. However, according to Ponton and Rawling [107] the
slope of these plots has been observed to depend on both the equation used to calculate
Kic data and the type of material, and the existence of a tensile stress within the coating
cannot be assured.
In summary, the oxidized TMC samples exhibited a better resistance to chipping
and angular cracking compared to the oxidized Ti-6A1-4V samples, which was believed
to be due to the role of the particles in hindering the cracks and impeding the substrate
pile up. Thermal oxidation at 800 °C for 20 min resulted in a thick and adherent oxide
which produced the lowest friction trace and the lowest penetration depth under scratch
test. The fracture toughness and the oxide/substrate interface strength were higher than
the oxide formed at 600°C after 65 h. With these in mind, thermal oxidation at 800°C for
20 h was selected as the optimum condition for TMCs, which was expected to perform
satisfactory in wear tests.
5.4

Discussion of Wear Mechanisms of Oxidized TMC Samples
The wear mechanisms of oxidized TMC samples are discussed and compared with

TMC samples in terms of the changes in wear rate of the samples and the ball
counterface, the changes in the coefficient of friction, the worn surface and subsurface
morphologies and the structure and morphology of the loose debris. Two wear regimes
were identified, namely the low load (2-5 N) and the high load (7-10 N). The oxidized
TMC samples gained weight when tested at low loads, while the wear rate was increased,
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albeit so small, and attained a positive value at high loads. The wear mechanisms
associated with these load regimes are discussed separately in sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.2.
5.4.1

Characteristics and Wear Mechanisms of Low Loads (2-5N)
The characteristic features of the worn surface and subsurface of oxidized TMC

samples at low load (2-5 N) —described in sections 4.5.2.3 and 4.5.2.4— can be listed as
follows:
i)

The Rutile coating remained integrated and attached to the substrate,

ii)

Layers of Iron oxide covered the worn surface which displayed the following
two forms:
a. Patches of homogeneous iron oxide smeared over the rutile coating,
b. A mixture of Fe (14 at%), Ti (14 at%) and Al (5 at%) oxides,

iii)

No plastic deformation occuned at the subsurface oxygen diffusion zone
(ODZ) beneath the coating,

iv)

Infrequent nucleation of voids within ODZ (at a depth range of 0.8-4 LI),
which were rotated and stretched towards the sliding direction as a result of
the tensile stress at the trailing edge of sliding ball.

v)

Formation of cracks via a void coalescence mechanism adjacent to the
coating/ODZ interface,

vi)

Higher density of voids and cracks at 5N compared to 2N,

vii)

Crack anest at the retained P phase which acted as a ductile fiber and bridged
the faces of the crack.
The negative values of mass loss-based wear rate of TO-TMC at 2, 3.5 and 5N

along with the significantly larger value of depth-based wear rates (section 4.5.2.1)
confirmed abrasion of the chrome steel counterface by the hard asperities of the oxide
coating. This coating had an average thickness of 3.33 pm and mainly consisted of rutile
and alumina oxides (section 5.3.2). The Vickers hardness of the oxide coating was
1347±190—measured by micro-indentation under 0.2 N load—, while the Vickers
hardness of C/S ball (provided by the supplier) was 700 (Hv). Patches of homogeneous
iron oxide were formed by severe abrasion of the counterface that was followed by
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oxidation of freshly transfened iron. The loosely attached iron oxide layer (Figure 4.61)
was exfoliated and formed the plate-like wear debris that is shown in Figure 4.69. The
mixture of Fe (14 at%), Ti (14 at%) and Al (5 at%) oxides were then formed by a
sequence of events: fragmentation of the oxide laminates that was followed by mixing
with the minor amount of rutile and alumina—removed from the asperity tips—, and then
agglomeration of the oxides mixture. The ultrafine (0.02-0. IUMTI) oxide debris—shown in
Figure 4.69—confirms this mechanism.
As described in section 2.2.1.1, oxygen dissolution in a-Ti increases the CRSS of
prismatic planes more than the other systems which accounts for the preference of
pyramidal and basal planes over the prismatic planes [28,75,76]. Several models, such as
the non-planar core structure of (a) type screw dislocations [76] or ordering of oxygen
atoms on slip planes [25] are proposed to explain the change in the prefened slip system.
Moreover, plastic deformation by twinning has been proved to be completely suppressed
as the oxygen content of Ti increases [26,77]. The significant enhancement of strength
and the deterioration of ductility—caused by oxygen dissolution in a-Ti—, therefore, can
be explained in terms of the suppressed modes of plastic deformation.
The geometry of the tensile stress at the trailing edge of a rigid sliding sphere has
been studied by Lawn et al [126] according to which the superposition of a tangential
force rotates the tensile stress axis towards the sliding direction. The relationship between
the angle of rotation (0) and the coefficient of friction (LI) (which is shown in Figure 5.2)
has the following form:
8 = Arctan(n)

Equation 5.9

Formation of the oblate voids—voids which were rotated and stretched towards
the sliding direction—can be explained based on the fracture theory of ductile materials in
a tensile stress field. The voids which are the basic source of ductile fracture are nucleated
at sites where compatibility of deformation is difficult [29]. These sites are provided via
the restricted plastic deformation of ODZ that is caused by the aforementioned effect of
oxygen dissolution. The crack growth in ductile fracture is essentially by a process of
void coalescence. The direction of tensile stress and elongation of voids relative to the
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sliding direction are shown in the schematic illustration of Figure 5.2. Void coalescence
occurs by elongation of voids and elongation of bridges of materials between the voids in
a direction perpendicular to the tensile stress which makes an angle of (p=0+9O° with the
sliding direction. The average value of steady state COF at low load increased from 0.52
at 2N to 0.55 at 5N which gives a value of 9 within a range of 27.5-28.8° However the
direction of oblate voids measured from subsurface observations (Figure 4.65 and Figure
4.66) gives an average value of 60°for 0. Equation 5.9 has originally been developed for
monolithic materials and the differences between the theoretical and analytical directions
can be due to the effect of the elastic modulus of the coating on the tensile stress
distribution. Nevertheless the trend of change in the direction and density of the voids and
cracks are consistent with a ductile mechanism of void nucleation.
It is noteworthy that the retained P-phase within ODZ acted as bridging points and
confined the crack that was propagating through it. This mechanism is similar to the crack
wake toughening that is one of the various toughening mechanisms operative in fiber
reinforced composites. According to this mechanism as the crack opens under the action
of the applied stress, some of the stress will be transfened to the fibers which will deform
elastically. The stresses in the bridging fibers are viewed as crack closure tractions which
reduce the stresses at the crack tip. There is a conesponding reduction in the stress
intensity factor at the crack tip and hence crack propagation is hindered [92].
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Figure 5.2. Schematic illustration showing elongation of voids with an angle of cp relative to the
sliding direction due to the tensile stress (c) at the trailing edge of sliding ball, 0 is the degree of
rotation of tensile stress when \i±0.
Despite the nucleation and propagation of voids and cracks within ODZ, no
evidence of delamination was found at the low loads. The cracks were, therefore,
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predominantly confined by P-phase and/or anested at the coating/substrate interface and
wear of the samples was controlled by the following processes:
i)

Transfer and oxidation of iron,

ii)

Spallation of iron oxide layer,

iii)

Moderate abrasion of the coating with the oxide particles,

iv)

Partial fragmentation of the coating observed at the highest load of this regime
(5N).
The transfer of iron from counterface, however, controlled the wear process which

resulted in the negative value of wear rate measured by mass loss method, and abrasion of
the C/S counterface ball that was also confirmed by the considerable wear loss of the
counterface bal (Figure 4.71).
5.4.2

Characteristics and Wear Mechanisms of High Loads (7-10)
The prominent characteristic features of the worn surface and subsurface of the

oxidized TMC alloy common to the high loads (sections 4.5.2.3 and 4.5.2.4) can be listed
as follows:
i)

An iron oxide layer which—similar to the low loads—exhibited two different
morphologies:
a. Patches of iron oxide that covered the majority of the surface,
b. A mixture of Fe (20 at%) and Ti (14 at%) oxides,

ii)

A higher area fraction was covered by the iron oxide layer compared to the
low loads. This layer can be exfoliated more easily,

iii)

Considerably high density of oblate voids whose angle with the sliding
direction increased as the load increased,

iv)

Formation of cracks via a void coalescence mechanism at the coating/substrate
interface, and/or within the hard and brittle ODZ,

v)

Occasional failure of the rutile coating either via fragmentation caused by
compressive stresses at the surface or via delamination caused by cracking at
the interface.
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The COF plot, typical to the high loads, exhibited an initial rise (Figure 4.59)
which was attributed to the initial high surface roughness—0.6 [im as measured by
optical surface profilometery—of the rutile coating. The surface conformity achieved by
fragmentation of the rutile coating and formation of the iron oxide layer created the
sudden drop in COF As shown in Figure 4.64, the homogeneous iron oxide layer was,
occasionally, buckled out as a result of the tensile stress field generated by the sliding
ball, and then a crack formed at the surface of the delaminated layer perpendicular to the
sliding direction. Exfoliation of the iron oxide layer generated the plate-like loose debris
(Figure 4.70). The predominant difference between the high load and low loads can was
the spallation of the coating (Figure 4.68). As the contact pressure raised over 1.09 GPa,
the value of elastic strain energy released by the voids coalescence became large enough
for the crack to break through the anest points; namely the ductile retained P fibers and
the substrate/coating interface. Consequently, a "cup-and-cone" or "dimpled rupture"
type morphology [29] was created on the fracture surface which is evident on the SEM
micrograph of the delaminated surface of a TO-TMC sample tested at ION (Figure 5.3).
On the other hand, the angle of the axis of elongation of the voids with the sliding
direction (cp) increased as the load increased. Considering equation 5.9, this was
consistent with the rise in the value of steady state COF from an average of 0.52 at low
loads to around 0.65 at high loads.
In summary, destruction of the rutile coating via simultaneous operation of
fragmentation—started

from

the

surface—and

delamination—started

from

the

subsurface—were the distinctive features of wear at high loads. Additionally, a higher
area fraction of the contact surface was covered by the iron oxide layer compared to the
low loads. This layer can be exfoliated more quickly compare to the mixture oxide layer.
The frequently observed spallation of the iron oxide layer accompanied by a high rate of
destruction of rutile coating justified the positive value of wear rate of TO-TMC
sample—measured based on mass loss method—despite the evidenced severe abrasion of
C/S counterface that was significantly higher than the counterface wear loss at low loads
(Figure 4.71).
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Figure 5.3. SEM micrograph of the worn subsurface of TO-TMC sample tested at ION normal
load, 0.3 m/s sliding speed after 1000m sliding distance. The surface was Ni-coated prior to finial
surface preparation followed by etching. Dimpled rupture-type fracture morphology is evident on
the surface of crack at the coating/substrate interface.
5.5

Comparison of Wear Behaviour of TMCs with Oxidized TMCs
Based on the changes in wear rates and the worn surface features, three wear

mechanisms were characterized for TMCs, namely abrasive wear of counterface at low
loads, mild oxidative wear at moderate loads, and severe oxidative wear and metallic
delamination at high loads. Thermal oxidation at 800°C for 20 mm significantly improved
the surface properties of TMCs during ball-on-disk and micro-scratch tests. After
oxidation was carried out, the depth of penetration of the Rockwell diamond stylus into
TMC was decreased by 50%, and the coefficient of friction was also decreased by 40%.
The wear rate of TMCs tested at 1.11 GPa was around 126 times higher than the wear rate
of TO-TMC sample tested under 1.23 GPa pressure. It should be noted that the
contribution of material transfer from the counterface ball induces a false decrease in the
wear rate values measured based on mass loss method, and increase the degree of
uncertainty of wear rate values. Even so, the superior wear resistance of TO-TMC
samples was confirmed by the depth-based wear rate values (Figure 4.57). The depthbased wear rate results also confirmed that the wear resistance of TMCs was enhanced
more significantly at higher pressures, namely a 71% increase at 1.11 GPa compared to a
66% increase at lower pressures (0.88 GPa). On the other hand, the wear rate of the C/S
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ball tested against TO-TMC remained lower than the wear rate of the ball tested against
TMC at all the pressures, for example 8 1 % lower at 1.11 GPa. Therefore, not only the
surface properties of TMCs was significantly improved by means of the thermal oxidation
process developed in this study, but also the abrasive nature of the TiC particles, which
causes the severe abrasion of the counterface, was hindered.
The poor tribological characteristics of TMCs under contact pressures higher than
0.98 GPa has been attributed to two factors: i) inherent surface characteristics of Ti-6A14V matrix and ii) third-body abrasion caused by TiC fragments. The inherent surface
characteristics of Ti include:
The low d-bond character of Ti as an element (27%) which makes it extremely
active, and promotes adhesion
The extremely ductile nature of Ti which is because of the increased number of
the possible slip systems of a-Ti structure compared to an ideal HCP structure
owing to its low value of c/a ratio [4,56].
On the other hand, the incorporation of TiC particle into Ti matrix has been
frequently observed to be accompanied by particle cracking and fracture at a critical
pressure which in turn increases the wear rate of Ti matrix alloy [10-12,93]. With these
factors in mind, the superior wear resistance of oxidized TMCs can be conelated to the
contribution of the following factors:
-

The nature of the surface contact is changed from metallic/metallic to
metallic/ceramic contact, and the ratio of the elastic modulus to the hardness of
the surface—measured under 0.2 N load—was decreased from 241 for Ti-6A1-4V
substrate to 141 for the oxidized samples. The smaller value of this ratio for
oxidized samples promotes elastic deformation and impedes adhesion during
wear.

-

The hardness of the oxygen diffusion zone adjacent to the oxide was 1042 (Hv),
and the support provided by this layer prevents the oxide from bending in and
penetrating the ductile Ti matrix.
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-

The diffusion of oxygen into Ti matrix increased the modulus of elasticity (E) of
the matrix by a factor of 1.5, and therefore the difference between the stiffness of
TiC particle and the stiffness of ODZ became smaller. Assuming a linear elastic
behaviour during loading (o~ = Ee), the stress concentration on the TiC particles
was therefore reduced after oxidation, followed by less frequent particle cracking.
In summary, thermal oxidation in an air furnace at 800°C for 20 min, followed by

furnace cooling, altered the surface characteristics of the Ti substrate and provided a
better support for the carbide particles via formation of diffusion zone, and consequently
improved the tribological behaviour of the TMC alloy.
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6
6.1

Chapter 6
Summary and Conclusions
The developments in the full potential industrial applications of Ti-6A1-4V alloy

have been restricted by the poor tribological properties of this alloy together with the
significant loss of mechanical strength of the alloy at high temperature. The aim of this
study was, therefore, to evaluate the current available methods for improvement in
mechanical properties together with the tribological properties of this alloy, namely
thermal oxidation and incorporation of TiC particle by means of metal injection moulding
method. The mechanism of oxidation of Ti-6A1-4V alloy was studied using XRD, SEM
observations and EDS mapping of the oxide cross-section, micro-scratch and microindentation tests. The mechanical performance of the Ti-6Al-4V-10Vol%TiC composites
was then studied using tensile test, surface fractography, and micro-scratch tests. Ball-ondisk test configuration was then adopted to characterize and compare the tribological
performance of Ti-6A1-4V and Ti-6Al-4V-10Vol%TiC under various normal loads. The
wear resistance of the matrix alloy was improved via incorporation of TiC particles
provided that the pressure remained lower than 0.98 GPa. In order to improve the high
pressure wear resistance of the composite samples, thermal oxidation was adopted. The
oxidation mechanism and the optimum oxidation condition for composites were
characterized using XRD, SEM observations and EDS mapping of the oxide crosssection, and micro-scratch tests. The fracture toughness of the coatings was measured by
indentation cracking length method. In order to further evaluate the performance of the
oxide coating generated by the optimum oxidation condition (at 800°C for 20 min), wear
tests were performed on oxidized samples. Based on these series of works the following
conclusions can be drawn:
1) The effect of the microstructure of Ti-6A1-4V alloy on the oxidation mechanism
was negligible. The thickness and the composition of the oxide and the ODZ were
analogous for Widmanstatten and bimodal microstructures, since the oxidation
mechanism was controlled by diffusion through the oxide scale and ODZ, which
was similar for both microstructures. The scale consisted of an outer alumina layer
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and an inner rutile layer. Rutile is an n-conductor, and its disorder is dominated by
oxygen anion vacancies. The minimum required activities of Al and Ti for
oxidation were determined in terms of thermodynamic calculations which offered
a higher minimum activity for Al. The outer alumina layer and the porous
interface were therefore generated by outward diffusion of Al species, while
inward diffusion of oxygen species formed the inner rutile layer.
2) The TiC particles exhibited a strong interfacial bonding with Ti-6A1-4V substrate
during tensile and micro-scratch tests, and no interfacial failure was observed.
Particle cracking was, however, detected on the fracture surface of tensile samples
and during scratch test when the contact pressure reached 4.22 GPa. The yield and
tensile strength at room temperature were increased at the expense of ductility.
The difference between the tensile ductilities of the unreinforced Ti-6A1-4V alloy
and composites was, however, lower at higher temperature. The incorporation of
ceramic

particles, therefore,

significantly

improved

the

high-temperature

properties of the matrix alloy, which satisfies the properties required in
applications such as exhaust valves of the car engines or in the engines of the
aircrafts.
3) Based on their wear rate, characteristic features of worn surface, subsurface and
loose debris, and wear of the chrome steel counterface ball, three different wear
regimes were identified for the composite samples:
a. At low loads severe counterface abrasion by protruding TiC particles
accompanied by formation of an iron oxide layer on the worn surface of
TMC disk, followed by frequent spallation of the iron oxide were the main
wear mechanisms. The TiC particle remained intact up to the contact
pressure of 0.65 GPa, and virtually no surface deformation was imposed
on Ti-6A1-4V matrix.
b. At moderate loads the wear rate of TMC sample increased to a positive
value, but it remained lower that the wear rate of unreinforced alloy. The
wear of the TMCs occuned by oxidation of the plastically deformed Ti6A1-4V substrate, followed by brittle detachment and fragmentation of the
oxide layer. The TiC particles were damaged on the surface. The strong
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particle/substrate interfacial bonding—also evidenced by the tensile and
micro-scratch tests—diminished particle pull-out, which in turn restrained
the deformation of the Ti substrate and annihilated any metallic
delamination.
c. At high loads, incorporation of TiC particles deteriorated the wear
resistance of the matrix alloy. The TiC particles did not withstand a
contact pressure of 0.98 GPa, and fragments of fractured TiC particle
severely abraded the Ti-6A1-4V substrate. Two mechanisms

were

cooperative at these loads, namely severe oxidative wear and metallic
delamination

of the severely deformed

Ti-6A1-4V

alloy. Metallic

delamination occuned via damage accumulation at a critical depth, and
cracking. Fracture of particles at the subsurface area promoted crack
nucleation.
4) Comparison of the wear rates of Ti-6A1-4V and composite sample—considering
the role of particles—led to the following conclusion: the incorporation of TiC
particle by MEM process improved the wear resistance of the matrix alloy
provided that the particles withstand the contact pressure (critical pressure = 0.98
GPa), and they are not fractured and/or pulled out of the matrix. Thermal
oxidation was then adopted to annihilate the role of particles as stress raisers at
high contact pressures.
5) Based on the morphological analysis of the oxide scale formed on TMC samples,
as a result of oxidation at 600°C and 800"C for various times, the following two
conditions were selected for further coating characterizations: at 600°C for 65 h
(6-65h) and at 800 °C for 20 min (8-20min). Oxidation at 8-20min condition
resulted in a thick, adherent and more uniform oxide. Similar to Ti-6A1-4V
samples, an inner rutile layer was sandwiched between the oxygen diffusion zone
and an outer alumina layer. The oxide formed on TiC particle at 600 °C was
spalled due to the stresses built up in the scale, and preferential oxidation of TiC
particles predominated via an inward diffusion of oxygen anions. At 800 °C,
however, cationic diffusion promoted the oxide growth at gas/oxide interface,
which provided the ability to heal cracks and resulted in an intact scale.
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6) The TMC-8-20min type coating exhibited the maximum resistance to deformation
during scratch test and the lowest value of coefficient of friction compared to
TMC-6-65h and oxidized Ti-6A1-4V samples. Additionally, any cohesive and
interfacial type failure were delayed and happened at higher pressures when
oxidation at 800 °C for 20 min was performed. The better support of the scale
provided by the TiC particle (compared to the unreinforced alloy), and the
formation of a thicker scale were believed to contribute to the better performance
of TMC-8-20min type sample compared to TMC-6-65h and oxidized Ti-6A1-4V
samples. Additionally, the fracture toughness of the coatings was estimated using
indentation crack length method. For TMC-8-20min type coating, radial cracks
were the predominant type which exhibited Palmqvist morphology, while for
TMC-6-65h lateral cracking dominated at low loads. The fracture toughness of
TMC-8-20min type sample was higher than the TMC-6-65h samples regardless of
the type of equation used to estimate the fracture toughness. Subsequently, wear
tests were performed on TMC-8-20min type samples.
7) Based on their wear rate, characteristic features of worn surface, subsurface and
loose wear debris, and wear of the chrome steel counterface ball, two different
wear regimes were identified for oxidized TMC samples (TO-TMC):
a. At low loads, abrasion of the steel counterface by hard rutile asperities,
followed by oxidation and transfer of iron resulted in weight gain of the
TO-TMC samples. Moderate exfoliation of the iron oxide layer, and
formation of oblate voids and cracks within ODZ were also the evidenced
at low loads. The cracks were confined by the ductile retained P-phase and
the oxide/substrate interface, and therefore did not propagate toward the
surface.
b. At high loads, occasional fragmentation and delamination of the rutile
coating cooperated with the abrasion of the counterface—also observed at
low loads—, and resulted in a slight increase in the wear rate of TO-TMC
samples. Delamination of the rutile coating was started from subsurface
cracks that were formed via a void coalescence mechanism. Several cracks
were stopped at the oxide/coating interface or were anested by the ductile
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P-phase, until; eventually the elastic energy released by crack propagation
became large enough for the crack to break through the anest points.
8) The surface treatment developed in this study, therefore, enhanced the tribological
performance of the TMC samples in two ways: i) the wear resistance of the TMC
sample was significantly improved and ii) abrasion of the steel counterface by TiC
particle was entirely terminated and replaced with a more moderate abrasion by
asperities of the rutile coating. This improvement was believed to be attributed to
the following factors:
a.

The

oxide

coating

changed

the

nature

of

the

contact

from

metallic/metallic to ceramic/metallic, and also decreased the ratio of
hardness to elastic modulus by a factor of 2 which promotes elastic
deformation and prevents any adhesion.
b. The increase in the hardness and elastic modulus of the adjacent ODZ as a
result of oxygen dissolution provided a better support for the oxide coating
and TiC particles.
6.2

Suggestions for Future Work
•

Since formation of an outer layer of alumina was observed during oxidation of Ti6A1-4V and TMC samples, it would be interesting to study the effect of this scale
on the tribological behaviour of the oxidized samples. For example this layer can
be removed with a surface polishing procedure and a series of surface
characterizations similar to this study can be performed to evaluate the effect of
the presence of the alumina layer.

•

The TiC particles were proved to act as stress raisers as a result of their relatively
large size. Composite samples can be fabricated with a lower average particle size
in order to study the effect of particle size on the wear performance of the
composite samples.

•

During the wear tests on TMC samples an interesting microstructure was
developed beneath the contact surface where no equiaxed P phase was observed.
Either a deformation induced martensitic transformation of p to a or a dynamic
recrystallization process was believed to be responsible for the formation of this
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microstructure. Therefore, it can be interesting to study the nature of this severely
deformed layer by TEM analysis.
•

An interesting phenomenon that has been observed by Shimada et al [97] is
formation of an amorphous carbon layer as the TiC pallets were oxidized in water
vapour. This process should be associated with a low oxygen pressure at the
reaction interface that cannot oxidize the carbon component of TiC, but does
oxidize Ti. Therefore, TMC samples can be oxidized in an atmosphere with high
relative humidity, or a very low oxygen pressure. Formation of a layer of
amorphous carbon can significantly improve the wear performance of TMCs.
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Appendices
A. Instrumented Indentation
Instrumented indentation has been developed over the last decade, and allows the force to
be recorded as a function of penetration depth during the indentation process. The
mechanical properties of the coating may be extracted from the force-penetration depth
curves obtained during loading and unloading (Figure 1). The elastic modulus can be
estimated from the slope of the beginning of the unloading curve (S) which is assumed to
be purely elastic:
5 =

2

r V

_

Equation 1

n
Where A is the projected contact area and E* is the reduced elastic modulus that is
defined by:
1 _ 1 - d2
~E*~

E

1-df
+

Equation 2

Et

Where Et, dt and E, d are the Young's modulus and Poisson s ration of the diamond
indenter and the specimen, respectively. The slop of the plot (S) can be computed by
fitting the unloading curve to a power law as suggested by Oliver and Phan:
F = a(a - hf)m

Equation 3

Where hf is the residual depth shown in Figure 1. For a conical indenter, the projected
contact area is related to the contact height (hc) which can be determined by the
following formula:
,

,

Fmax

Equation 4
H

hc = hm-E-j-

Where £ is a geometric factor, which depends on the geometry of the indenter and hm is
the maximum penetration depth shown in Figure 1. The Vickers hardness (Hv) of the
material can be estimated by the following formula:

Hv

=

_ % — in Vickers
9.8L4(h c )

Equation 4
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Figure 1. Loading and unloading response of an elasto-plastic material to sharp indentation. The
normal force, F, during loading is proportional to the square of the penetration, h, through the
loading curvature, C.
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